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Summary 
An efficient representation for natural images is of fundamental importance in image 
processing and analysis. The commonly used separable transforms such as wavelets axe not 
best suited for images due to their inability to exploit directional regularities such as edges 
and oriented textural patterns; while most of the recently proposed directional schemes 
cannot represent these two types of features in a unified transform. This thesis focuses on 
the development of directional representations for images which can capture both edges 
and textures in a multiresolution manner. 
The thesis first considers the problem of extracting linear features with the multires- 
olution Fourier transform (MFT). Based on a previous MFT-based linear feature model, 
the work extends the extraction method into the situation when the image is corrupted by 
noise. The problem is tackled by the combination of a "Signal+Noise" frequency model, 
a refinement stage and a robust classification scheme. As a result, the MFT is able to 
perform linear feature analysis on noisy images on which previous methods failed. 
A new set of transforms called the multiscale polar cosine transforms (MPCT) are 
also proposed in order to represent textures. The MPCT can be regarded as real-valued 
MFT with similar basis functions of oriented sinusoids. It is shown that the transform 
can represent textural patches more efficiently than the conventional Fourier basis. With 
a directional best cosine basis, the MPCT packet (MPCPT) is shown to be an efficient 
representation for edges and textures, despite its high computational burden. 
The problem of representing edges and textures in a fixed transform with less complexity 
is then considered. This is achieved by applying a Gaussian frequency filter, which matches 
the disperson of the magnitude spectrum, on the local MFT coefficients. This is particularly 
effective in denoising natural images, due to its ability to preserve both types of feature. 
Further improvements can be made by employing the information given by the linear 
feature extraction process in the filter's configuration. The denoising results compare 
favourably against other state-of-the-art directional representations. 
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1.1 Image Representations and Analysis 
At the heart of many digital signal processing tasks, there is an efficient representation 
that can capture significant information in the signal. The term representation can be 
analogously understood as a certain description from which the original entity that is 
being described can be reproduced. A useful representation in this sense should be able to 
describe the signal in a concise manner, with as small a vocabulary as possible. The process 
of transcribing from the signal's original form into the domain of the representation with 
respect to the set of vocabularies, or f6rmally the basis, is often referred to as the transform. 
In other words, the representation should be sparse. That is to say the transformed signal 
has only a small set of coefficients with high amplitude. This is a highly desirable property 
in applications like compression, denoising or feature extraction. 
In recent years, the wavelet basis [931 has emerged as the prominent representation for 
signal and image analysis and processing. The wavelet basis is built by shifting and scaling 
1 
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a single mother wavelet function V)(. ). The wavelet basis on LI(R) is given by: 
(Z) 2 -. 9/2,0 
Z- 217 




The ability to detect discontinuities at different resolutions in the signal makes the 
wavelet basis a better choice than the conventional Fourier basis and its real versions 
(cosine and sine transforms [41), which have precise frequency resolution but approximate 
singularities poorly. Further, it was also shown that the wavelet basis is an optimal basis for 
representing one-dimensional piecewise smooth signals with a finite number of singularities 
[44,511. However, in two-dimensional cases, the situation is more complicated. To seek a 
suitable representation for natural images, it is vital to consider two important questions: 
1. How are the natural images structured? 
2. How does the Human Visual System (HVS) perceive the images? 
A recently developed image-dependent linear transformation method called Indepen- 
dent Component Analysis (ICA) [9,811, which minimises the statistical dependence. of the 
components of the representation, has gained a wide attention. A blockwise basis with rea- 
sonable spaxsity can be automatically computed via ICA. Therefore, by looking at the basis 
functions obtained by applying ICA on natural images, we can shed light on the question 
of natural image structure, and how basis vectors look like in a sparse representation. 
Figure 1.1 shows one example of the dictionary of basis vectors of 16 x 16 pixel blocks 
from an image of natural scene (see [110]) generated by ICA. It is clear that two types 
of vectors are present in the dictionary. One is directional linear type features and the 
other is directional oscillatory waveforms. These two types of features can be viewed as 
the building blocks for natural images. Therefore, in the light of Question 1, for an eýBcient 
2-D image representation, similar basis functions should be expected. 
CHAPTER 1. LVI'll'ODUCTION 
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It is believed that during the millennia of evolution, the external visual stimuli of 
complex natural scenarios have influenced the HVS, so that the cells in the primary visual 
cortex can respond to certain important image features. The idea that biological visual 
systems in mammals actually analyse images along dimensions such as orientation, scale 
and frequency dates back to the work by Hubel and Wiesel [801. Later it was also found 
that the sparse components generated by ICA actually resemble simple-cell receptive fields 
[110,1111. This matches the hypothesis that the HVS captures essential information with 
a minimum number of excited neurons, which can be understood as a biological form of 
sparse representation. However, since the type of feature that would excite the retinal 
neuron is fixed, it also suggests that HVS is more likely a representation with a fixed basis, 
instead of being adaptive like ICA. Therefore a list of desiderata can be compiled for a 
desirable sparse image representation : 
o Multiresolution 
The representation should allow the image to be analysed from coarser scale to finer 
resolutions. 
* Localised 
The basis functions should be well localised in both space and frequency. 
* Directional 
The basis functions should be oriented at vaxious directions. 
* Fixed 
Although it is not strictly a requirement, in order to allow a fast decomposition, the 
library of bases is expected to be fixed instead of image dependent, contrary to ICA. 
Since the basis functions observed in the Figure 1.1 can be both anisotropic and isotropic 
directional waveforms, this suggests that another major requirement in deriving appropri- 
ate bases to represent a visual scene should include meaningful features including lines, 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
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Figure 1.2: The 312 x ; -)12 barbara iinage 
edges and textural pmches. The problein of findin- such ýi representation is considered iii e5 n 
greater deLiil iii the reinimider of this thesis. 
1.2 Edges and Textures 
'I'll(, hwit gc barbara shown in Figure 1.2, which is frequently ill processing 
research vywriments, cim be regarded its a classic example of a naturid image. The image 
contains sonle significant textural pattvrns in t1u, kwni Of (WAM41 st Qws (on t 1u, tromms 
and kerchief) and non-oriented --chessho rd- t(xt, , aý me (on the table cloth), as well as edge 
discoiltinuitiesý for example the contours of her face and arm. It is, therefore, a good 
specilliell by which to Study the concept of it mdural imagc. 
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II it, -, -Ic\vl (1cmillposition ot 
bar bat a ý\ ii IiIIi, tj 
If the barbara iniage is decomposed by the wavelet basis in a Cartesimi sepinthle 
niminer. i. e. tAing the I-D ti-misforin liorizontýillv mid then verticidly. the result, im, wiiv(, I(, t 
coefficielits, as illustnited in Figure 1.3, have high muplitudes m-milid both edges mid 
textunil regions, which by no ulealis fulfils the s1mrsity requil-cilicilt. Tile reýisoll for thi.. 'ý 
plienomenon is dic fiict fluit the 2D wavelet basis functions forilled hY a teilsor pl-milict 
ýIre isotropi(% mid cm, respolid to point singulm-it ics in 2-D. Also). t lw ()rieiltýlt ion 1011 
()f tile Imsis, con"'i'sts 0111v 3 (Iii-ections (at O'J-)", 90" dc'uvcs ), fill fi-mil beill" pr; Icticiffly 
useful. 'Fliese fiictors imike the xvýivelct representation iumhle to ('Xl)l()it t lic illmig 
()yielfted f(,; Itlll. (, S. 
Ill order to overcome th is deficiency ill representing (I il'('(-t, iO II il I feat II I(", bly tI le orthol I ol. - 
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Wavelets X-lets 
Figure 1.4: A comparison of wavelet and X-let representations of linear features 
7 
mal wavelet basis, many geometric wavelet schemes have been proposed to represent the 
edge structures, such as wedgelets [55], curvelets [281, contourlets [541, and shearlets [63]. 
The motivation behind these new representations is the fact that the image boundaries 
are critical in recognising an object as a form of "primal sketch", as noted by Nlarr [98]. 
They are commonly referred to as the "X-Iets" in the literature. The bases of these X-let 
representations are dictionaries of anisotropic w-aveforms enlongated at different orienta- 
tion, scale and position. This makes such bases significantly advantageous in representing 
linear edges compared to the wavelet basis. A schematic illustration of how wavelets and 
X-lets may represent a curved boundary is shown in Figure 1.4. While the wavelet basis 
uses point singularities to approximate the curve, the X-lets use linear singularities which 
are better suited to express the geometric nature of the boundary. The number of basis 
atoms used to express the boundary is therefore greatly reduced, compared to wavelets. 
However, these geometric wavelets make the explicit assumption that the natural image 
is composed of geometrically regular and smooth objects, which on its own is not a good 
model for realistic scenarios. The missing component is a good representation for texture 
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patterns. It is widely accepted that oscillatory bases are a reasonable choice to represent 
texture patches. This usually amounts to a certain form of localised Fourier analysis, 
such as the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), the Multiresolution Fourier Transform 
(MFT) [158], the Gabor transform [73], or the local cosine transform [2]. More recently, 
directional oscillatory representations also have been constructed in the frequency domain, 
as brushlets [106] and wave atoms [49]. 
Each of the aforementioned transforms has been designed to be effective at representing 
objects of a specific type, where "effective" means requiring very few significant coefficients. 
The transforms turn out to be complementaxy, in the sense that the types of objects for 
which one transform is well-suited are unlike the objects for which another transform is 
well-suited. For example, wavelets perform relatively poorly on high-frequency sinusoids, 
for which sinusoids are naturally effective. On the other hand, sinusoids perform poorly 
on singular discontinuities, for which wavelets axe very effective. In 2-D, the same analogy 
applies to representations such as curvelets and brushlets. 
In order to cope with the variety of different features, the authors in [42] have devised a 
dynamic programming strategy to extract the best basis from a large library of functions. 
However, if the signal in composed of highly dependent components, then the best basis 
rarely provides an optimal representation. Another approach is to combine the different 
bases into an overcomplete dictionaxy and seek a representation of the signal by selecting 
a subset of the dictionary. Such an approach is called an atomic decomposition. Several 
methods for selecting the atoms from the dictionary have been proposed, such as Matching 
Pursuit (MP) [951 and Basis Pursuit (BP) [341. Also, as discussed in the beginning of this 
chapter, ICA [81] follows a basis from image approach which naturally provides a spaxse 
representation for the image, but unfortunately does not use a multiresolution notion. 
Bhalerao and Wilson also proposed an image-dependent representation named waxplets 
[121. The warplets are based on an affine model consisting self-similar image blocks and by 
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clustering in the warplet domain various types of features can be represented efficiently. 
There is also a trend of research which interprets the hypothesis of "image = edge 
texture" literally, by decomposing the image into two additive layers. This class of 
representation is named as the "u + v" model in [107], which assumes the image f (ý) 
(where ý= [ý,, C21' denotes the spatial coordinate) being a sum of two components : 
W= UW + VW (1.2) 
The first component u(ý) is aimed to model the geometric objects which are present in 
the image, while the v(ý) is responsible for texture and possible noise. The hypothesis is 
that by separating these components, they can be represented efficiently by two different 
bases, instead of having a combined dictionaxy of atoms. This approach was adopted in 
[102] for the task of image compression. The u component used in [102] is just a reconstruc- 
tion from a low bit-rate coded wavelet coefficients, the residual v is then compressed by 
an adaptive local cosine basis [1031. Although in the context of compression, the wavelet 
reconstructed u component is a suitable choice, it does not faithfully reflect the geomet- 
ric regularity of the image. The variational methods proposed by Vese and Osher use a 
mathematical model for the texture that extends the notion of Total Variation [151] that 
the resulting separation of u is geometrically regular and smooth, while v retains only the 
oscillatory patterns. Staxck et al. proposed a basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) method [145] 
to split the layers by choosing two appropriate bases. The basis for representing geometric 
part is curvelets and a DCT is used for the representation of textures. The BPDN will 
align these sparse representations for each part to perform the separation. An example of 
the decomposition on the image barbara is shown in Figure 1.5, where the smooth objects 
are separated from oscillatory patterns using the method presented in [1451. 




Figure 1.5: The separated components of barbara using the a+v niode. 1 
1.3 Aims and Contributions 
A brief overview of image reprusentatki resear(I highlighus Hie importance of' the "inittyc 
= edge + texture" model in constructing an efficient, two dimensional representat. ion. It, 
was also suggested that the directional selectivity of the laces is Mal for Ou, n1westMatkut 
to reflect the structure of natural images. Therefore, a directional represent, ation fliat cmi 
cope with both linear type edges and owAbdug textures is of fundamental interest of t, his 
thesis. 
Ori, -iiilill. v proposed as a gcneral purpose tool for iniage analysis, the 111111tiresollit, 1011 
Fourier transform (NIFT)ý18] ha, ý been lls'ed ill allalysing the (, (Ig(, and textill-al featill-es ill a 
inhhed setUng. It has been wimashilb, qQed in paxametrk linear feat ure ext raction ý201 
and texture analysis a, lid , ýynthesi-,; ý79], which make the transform all appropriate choice 
for oul. "'tudy. 
However. the NIFT implementations previolislY reported in ý18.20.79,451 are all Ims'ed 
Oil applIving scale-depelidelit výluiýlhlc sized Windows ()V(, I. ýl pi-e-whitelled ver'sioll ()f' the 
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frequelicY linear feature model used with the NIFT i,. -; extreinel, v sensitive to nois(% making 
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the linear feature extraction algorithm very ineffective in the presence of noise. Secondly, 
the Fourier basis assumes a periodic extension of the image boundaries, which seriously 
affects the approximation rate due to the potential boundary discontinuities. Although its 
real versions, such as the DCT, can remedy this shortcoming, its basis functions axe not 
oriented as in the Fourier basis. Thirdly, it should also be pointed out that there does not 
exist an orthonormal overlapping local Fourier basis, while such local bases exist for cosine 
and sine transforms. This seriously restricts the MFT's use in tasks such as compression. 
Finally, there has not been a study on combining the edge and texture modelling in a 
coherent manner in the MFT domain, nor has any denoising algorithm been proposed 
with the MFT representation. It is under these considerations that the research of this 
thesis was conducted. 
The contribution of this thesis is therefore threefold. 
9 First, it tackles the issue of how to incorporate the MFT linear feature analysis in 
noisy situations, which can potentially widen its domain of potential applications. 
Secondly, it presents a new multiscale directional transform which has the directional 
selectivity of the Fourier basis and good convergence properties of the DCT, and can 
represent directional textures efficiently. 
* Thirdly, the thesis presents two possible approaches for joint "edge + texture" repre- 
sentation, one of which leads to very efficient denoising algorithms that can preserve 
both edge and textural patterns. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 
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A detailed review on different directional representations and their applications in im- 
age processing will be presented in Chapter 2. Also, the problem of image denoising by 
transform domain thresholding will be discussed, due to its relevance to the problem of 
approximation by sparse representations. 
Chapter 3 addresses the problem of extracting edge information (linear feature extrac- 
tion) in a parametric fashion from noisy images with the MFT. This algorithm first uses 
a magnitude spectrum model for the mixture of signal and noise and then uses a Kalman 
filter [86] to refine the parameter estimates. A voting-based classification scheme will also 
be discussed in order to select significant features from the estimate. 
A new directional transform, the multiscale polar cosine transform is presented in Chap- 
ter 4. The transform has oriented basis functions like the MFT, but the construction is 
in fact a form of discrete cosine transform. The MFT and the proposed transform both 
belong to the family of multiscale directional trigonometric transforms. Also, by seeking a 
directional adaptive cosine packet basis, the transform can be extended to accommodate 
both edges and textures. Comparative results for image denoising will be presented at 
the end of the chapter. Part of the work presented in this chapter has been reported in 
[164,165]. 
The thesis continues to explore the notion of "image=edge + texture" in Chapter 5, 
in the form of applying Gaussian frequency filters on MFT's local spectrum. Based on 
this idea, two denoising algorithms are discussed and compared with some of the state- 
of-the-art directional representations. The proposed schemes seem to compare well with 
other methods both in terms of visual reconstruction and computational cost. Some of the 
results from this chapter has appeared in [165]. 
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 with a synopsis and a discussion of limitations of 
the work which can be further improved or extended. 
Chapter 2 
Directional Image Representations 
and Analysis 
Over the years, various attempts have been made in finding suitable representations for 
natural images with different underlying models and constraints, making the construction 
of geometric and directional image representations a very active research area. This chapter 
is intended to give a brief overview of this growing body of literature, with an introduc- 
tion to the basic concepts of approximation. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of these endeavours, a section is devoted to the discussion of noise removal by 
transform domain coefficient shrinkage [59]. 
2.1 Background 
Sparse signal approximations from certain representation bases are useful for applications 
such as compression or denoising. A non-linear approximation of an image f in a certain 
13 
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basis B= {b,,, },,, is defined as: 
fm = 1: (f, 
mElm 
(2.1) 
where IM is the index set of the M largest coefficients in the transform domain. The 
resulting approximation error is 
fMI12 l(f, b m 
)12. (2.2) 
MýIm 
Given a prior model on the image f, it is desirable to find a basis B such that 
Ilf _fM 
112 
converges quickly to zero as M increases, in which case there is a small constant C and a 
large exponent 0>1 with 
Ilf 
_ fm 112 < CM-)3. (2.3) 
If the image is smooth, which means that it is C' uniformly smooth (a times continously 
differentiable) and is represented using an orthonormal wavelet with vanishing moment 
p>a, it is proven [51] that there exists a constant C for 
fm 112 < CM-a (2.4) 
to hold. However, if f is piecewise smooth, which means f is C" (a > 1) inside and outside 
of certain finite discontinous boundaries as depicted in Figure 2.1, then the discontinuities 
result in many wavelet coefficients of large amplitude. Then equation (2.4) no longer holds, 
but the decay rate is still O(M-1): 
Ilf 
_fm 112 < CM-1. (2.5) 
However, the approximation rate can be improved by exploiting the regularity of such 
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Figure 2.1: A typical piecewise sinooth image 
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2.2 Edge-based Geometric Representations 
2.2.1 Non-parametric Models 
In the computational vision literature, the idea of analysing images along multiple ori- 
entations in order to exploit geometric regularity of edges was initially explored at the 
beginning of the seventies with the Binford-Horn line-finder [13,77] and in later work by 
Granlund [751. Carlsson [311 proposed an edge-based image representation which measures 
intensity jumps across boundary curves. An image approximation is then calculated by 
imposing the same jumps along the edge by computing values between edges with a diffu- 
sion process. Many edge-based image representations [65,1621 have then been elaborated, 
with different edge detection procedures using similar "jump" models along these edges. 
In the wavelet domain, the zero-tree model has been widely adopted in various applica- 
tions such as Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) [137] and Set Partitioning In Hierarchical 
Trees (SPIHT) [1361. Although it does not explicitly employ an edge-based model, the at- 
tempt at exploiting multiscale statistical correlation of significant wavelet coefficients is 
effectively close to the idea of identifying edge discontinuities. Such ideas were refined in 
the multiscale wavelet maxima [96] and another wavelet edge representation was reported 
in [162]. Edge-based image representations with complete orthonormal families of foveal 
wavelets in [114] and footprints [611 have been introduced and studied to reconstruct the 
main image edge structures. 
The aforementioned schemes all share a common theme: that the edge representations 
are based on a statistical model of intensity or coefficient magnitudes. Although multiscale 
coherence allows the edges to be exploited to a certain extent, such approaches do not 
consider the coherence along the edge structures. These algorithms do not, therefore, seem 
to outperform separable orthonormal wavelets significantly. 
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2.2.2 Linear Feature Parametric Models 
Figure 2.2: A straight line and its parameters 
Another stream of research tries to model the curvilinear edges as a combination of 
simple prototypical features, which can be characterised by a small set of paxameters. The 
common parametric model for edges usually uses the local prototype of a straight line 
positioned at certain angle 0 with a centroid distance p relative to the centre of the spatial 
window origin (see Figure 2.2). 
Wedgelets were proposed by Donoho [551 as a means of approximating piecewise con- 
stant images with smooth boundaries. The wedgelet dictionary by definition is given by 
the chaxacteristic functions of wedge-shaped sets obtained by splitting the image dyadi- 
cally into straight line step edges. The implementation of such representations was further 
discussed by Claypool and Baraniuk [36], Shukla et al. [1401 and Wakin et al. [153]. 
A closely related representation, called the Beamlet [56], which uses simple straight 
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lines' as the basis dictionaxy atoms instead of step edges, can be used in detecting linear 
singularities in the presence of noise. Such forms of representation are similar to the ap- 
proach of applying local Hough transforms [62,82] on image edge maps generated by edge 
detectors such as Canny [301. In [130] a hieraxchical version of the Hough transform based 
edge parametric representation was proposed, which combines local and more global infor- 
mation by integrating line segments detected in small spatial regions into larger segments 
where possible. 
A similar curve representation based on the Multiresolution Fourier Transform (MFT) 
[1581 with a linear feature frequency model was studied in [18,20]. Later the model was 
extended by Davies [45] to accommodate multiple line segments within one block and 
further optimisation was reported in [101]. The main merit of the MFT-based scheme 
is that it does not require an edge detection step, which is a prerequisite for the Hough 
transform and the parameter estimation is computationally fast. 
All these line-type parametric representations are hierarchical and adaptive, which can 
be depicted schematically in Figure 2.3 (from [18]). There are also cases where the repre- 
sentation is fixed. A multiscale geometric hidden Markov tree model was developed [135] 
for representing edge structures in the complex wavelet domain [871. Popovici and With- 
ers developed a moment-based method for linear edge detection and paxameter estimation 
[127] directly from image patches of fixed size. They also reported another estimation algo- 
rithm [1281 which operates in the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) domain, which allows 
the edge representation to be directly extracted from JPEG [1541 compressed images, with 
improvements over other similar DCT-domain edge models [138,1421. 
2.2.3 Other Parametric Models 
Besides using simple straight lines for representing edges, there have also been attempts 
to use other types of feature profiles to capture the curvilinearity of object contours in 
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical parametric representation of a curve as line segments 
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order to obtain a compact representation. The Ifough transform, for instance, has been 
generalised to consider other parametric [81 or non-analytic [7] curves, and performance 
improvements have also been considered for the transform in [109,108]. 
In the MFT framework, Davies also discussed an axc (a portion of a circle) feature 
model [45] in the frequency domain, which was combined with the linear feature model 
to provide a joint representation of the discontinuities around edges. It was more than a 
decade later when Pongpiyapaiboon [1251 proposed the arclet decomposition which uses the 
same underlying arc model but with a construction akin to the wedgelets. For a function 
fE C', the resulting approximation rate for the arclets is O(M-1) for 2<a<3, instead 
of O(M-0), 1<a<2 for the wedgelets. It is, therefore, not surprising to see that in [1251 
Pongpiyapaiboon also combined axclets, with wedgelets for representing natural images as 
two complimentary parts. 
In order to unify the underlying curve models, Popovici and Withers [1261 studied a 
quadratic curve parametric model in the form of : 
Pl + P2X + PO + P4X 2+p, 5y2 + p6xy : -- 0- 
(2.6) 
This results in a six-dimensional parameter vector (PI)P2iP3iP4iP5iP6) which can be esti- 
mated efficiently from the moments of the image. The model can be seen as an extension 
and generalisation of the combined "line+arc" representation, but it is not yet clear how 
the connectivity between the estimated features can be established. . 
2.3 Directional Transforms for Linear Singularities 
Besides the geometry based edge representations, another paradigm for such image repre- 
sentation is to design new directional transforms whose basis functions resemble anisotropic 
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waveforms. Such a basis can, in turn, provide a sparse image representation by exploiting 
the smoothness of the contours in a variety of directions. This section gives a detailed 
overview on some of these directional fixed transforms which are designed to represent 
linear singularities. 
2.3.1 Ridgelets 
In order to overcome the inefficiency of representing linear discontinuities of 2D orthogonal 
wavelets formed by tensor product, Candes [24] proposed a directional multiresolution 
representation named 7idgelets, which deal effectively with linear singulaxities in 2D. The 
idea is to map a lineax singularity into a point singularity via the Radon transform [46,471 
and then use a 1D wavelet transform to handle the point singularities in the Radon domain 
at different scales. Formally, a multivariate ridgelet of dimension d is defined as 
70=1 ,?? 'a W 7; 'o 
( (2.7) 
where 0E SI-1, and SI-I denotes a unit sphere of dimension d, and s, 77 are the same 
parameters as in the wavelet function, denoting scaling and dilation. The corresponding 
transform of a function f (ý) ERd is defined as 
Irf (0,77, s) -- (f '76,77,8) 
+oo 
f (e) de. (2.8) 
-oo 
In dimension d=2, ý= [ý,, ý21'. The above equation 2.8 can be simplified to 
rf (o, 77, s) = 
JR2 
077,8(6 COS 0+6 sin O)f (ý,, C2)<jdC2. (2.9) 
where the ridge profile ?P is a wavelet function. 
While ridgelets enjoy certain theoretical elegance [27,25,261, the major problem lies in 
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their digital implementation, because the underlying Radon transform is a polax transform, 
and therefore ill-defined on a Cartesian grid. In order to remedy this problem, Donoho 
[57,58] modified the ridgelet construction by essentially replacing the discretisation of 
the angular variable with a periodic wavelet transform, resulting in an orthonormal basis. 
He called these new basis elements orthonormal ridgelets. A version of discrete Radon 
transform called the Fast Slant Stack [6], which is algebraically exact, geometrically faithful 
and invertible, was used in [143] in the construction of the ridgelet transform. Do and 
Vetterli [521 also proposed a method for orthonormal ridgelet analysis based on the use of 
the Radon transform for ZP1, the Cartesian product of two copies of the integers mod p, 
where p is a prime. Its orthogonality has much to recommend it, but since the Z2 Radon P 
transform [100] integrates over lines which axe defined algebraically, it is not geometrically 
faithful and suffers from textural artifacts. Its application has been limited to very simple 
geometrical shapes. Others reported some variations on the transform by substituting the 
1D wavelet transform on Radon slices by complex wavelets [33] (complex ridgelets) and 
biorthogonal wavelets [149] (ridgelet bi-frame). 
Since the basis functions of the ridgelet frame axe global linear singularities, it is by 
no means a suitable representation for natural images. However, it has found its way into 
certain applications in image processing. Yao and Rajpoot [163] proposed a ridgelet based 
image signature, which can be used to perform robust image authentication and tampering 
detection. Le Borgne and O'Connor [141 also used the ridgelet transform as the signature in 
association with a support vector machine, in order to retrieve images in a Content-Based 
Image Retrieval (CBIR) system. A robust watermarking scheme was introduced in the 
work by Campisi et al. [21] which uses the finite ridgelet transform [521 as the underlying 
transform. 
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2.3.2 Curvelets 
As previously mentioned, edges on images axe typically curved and ridgelets alone cannot 
yield efficient representations. However at a sufficiently fine scale, a portion of a curved 
edges is almost straight. This curvilineaxity is essential in edge-based representations such 
as wedgelets discussed in Section 2.2. Therefore one could employ the ridgelet transform in 
a localised manner to capture curved edges. This resulted in the earliest implementation 
of the curvelet tranform by combining multiscale local ridgelet transforms with a spatial 
bandpass filtering operation [281. This particulax approach was later referred to as the 
curvelet-99 transform and a digital implementation was reported in [1431 by employing 
the undecimated algorithme d trous wavelet transform [146] which has a high redundancy 
factor of 16J + 1, where J is the total number of scales in the decomposition. The same 
implementation was also used in enhancing image contrast [147] and image fusion [351. A 
step--by-step illustration of the transform is shown in Figure 2.4. 
Conceptually, the curvelet transform decomposes an image using a dictionary of atoms 
which have elongated shape and different directions, spatial locations and scales, obeying 
a parabolic scaling relation. This relation states that at scale 2-8, each element in the 
dictionary has an envelope which is aligned along a 'ridge' of length 2-8/2 and width 2-". 
It was shown in [28] that for the class of piecewise smooth images fE C2, the largest 
M-term approximation provided by the curvelet frame is almost optimally sparse: 
Ilf _ fm 112 <C (log M)3 m-2. 
Since it is based on the local ridgelet transform, the curvelet-99 transform suffers from 
two major drawbacks. First, the partial reconstruction contains blocking axtefacts. Sec- 
ondly, the extreme redundancy of the transform not only requires larger storage, but also 
means the transform is expensive to compute. Therefore in [29], an alternative construction 






Figure 2.4: The complete construction of the curvelet-99 transform 
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of the curvelet transform was considered directly from defining the transform in the fre- 
quency domain, and a multivaxiate statistical model in this domain was considered in [151 
to characterise the dependency of the curvelet coefficients. In [22], Cand6s et al. discussed 
two digital implementations of the second generation curvelet transform by windowing 
the Fourier spectrum by admissible polar windows, termed as the Fast Discrete Curvelet 
Transform (FDCT). The FDCT can be obtained by either windowing the Unequispaced 
FFT [711 or via frequency wrapping. Effectively the FDCT's computational complexity is 
6 to 10 times that of an FFT operating on an array of the same size. However, the use of 
the FFT has one side effect: it implicitly treats the image as periodic across the bound- 
aries. As a result, basis functions that are localised near the image boundary wrap around 
to the opposite boundary by periodicity. In order to remedy this, Demanet and Ying [48] 
constructed the FDCT in the discrete cosine domain instead of the Fourier domain, which 
obtained improved approximation rate on features placed near the boundaries. 
2.3.3 Contourlets 
Apart from attempts of constructing curvelet transforms in a block-based fashion and via 
frequency windowing, Do and Vetterli [53,54] proposed another curvelet-type transform 
called the "contourlet" transform, by marrying the Laplacian pyramid and a directional 
filter bank as illustrated in Figure 2.5. A similar filtering process can be found in the work 
of Wilson and Spann [1611. Such a discrete-domain multiresolution and multidirection 
expansion, using non-separable filter banks, is similar to a wavelet expansion derived from 
filter banks. Since the transform is defined in the discrete domain, its digital implementa- 
tion is straightforward and hence more applicable than other types of construction. The 
decimation in the directional filter bank gives the transform very little redundancy. In the 
frequency domain, the contourlet transform provides a multiscale and directional decompo- 
sition very similar to curvelets. It was also shown in [54] that the best M-term contourlet 
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tion for low bitrate coded images. The same authors have also reported the application of 
their approach using wavelet packets [681. 
2.3.4 Shearlets 
Another notable directional transform which was designed to capture the geometry of 
multidimensional data and representing image edges, is the shearlet transform [63,76,901. 
Like the wavelet basis, the shearlet basis is obtained by applying anisotropic dilation, 




k : -: 
I det Alil2V)(BiAýx - k) : i, jEZ, kE 
Z21, 
where 
A0 and B11 (2.12) 
(0 
r2- 01) 
The approximation property of the shearlet expansion is the same as curvelets, and 
contourlets as stated in the equation (2.10). However, compared to curvelets, shearlets 
have a much simpler mathematical construction. Curvelets are a system consisting of 
translations, and rotation of a sequence of basic functions depending on a parabolic scaling 
parameter, which does not form an affine system like shearlets. 
In [63] two implementations of the discrete sheaxlet transform were reported, from 
both frequency and spatial domains. Compared with the implementation of contourlets, 
an important advantage of the shearlet transform is that there are no restrictions on the 
number of directions for the shearing. In addition, there are no constraints on the size 
of the image supports for the shearing, unlike the underlying directional filter banks in 
contourlets. Finally, the inversion of the shearlet transform only requires a summation of 
the shearing filters, rather than inverting a directional filter bank. These advantages make 
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the implementation of the transform highly efficient. 
2.4 Representation of 2D Oriented Harmonics 
A variety of representations have been proposed in the context of the piecewise smooth 
image model, despite the presence of textures. The reason that less attention is given to 
developing efficient texture representations is possibly due to the lack of a rigorous defini- 
tion for image textures [161]. However, it is a common simplification to model the texture 
as oriented oscillatory harmonics. The justification for this is due to the biological fact that 
directional patterns are more prominent than other features to human vision [80]. Cer- 
tain bases can provide reasonable sparse expansions, such as local cosines [2,1031, wavelet 
packets [104] and Gabor [731, but these representations either lack directional selectivity 
or do not possess a multiscale structure. This section reviews a few representations that 
can efficiently represent directional texture patterns. 
2.4.1 Multiresolution Fourier M-ansform 
The basis functions of the 2D Fourier transform are directional periodic complex sinusoidal 
patterns, making the transform a natural choice for representing oriented textures. How- 
ever, the transform needs to be localised at a certain spatial location and scale. In order 
to overcome this, the MFT [158,181 has been proposed as a combination of Windowed 
Fourier aansform and wavelet methods, which inherits many of the desired features of 
both. With the windowing function w(ý), the transform of a function fE L(R) at posi- 
tion 71, frequency k, and scale s is defined as: 
+00 








Figure 2.6: The MFT on different types of pyramids 
In effect, its discrete version is simply a stack of windowed Fourier transfoTms, in 
which the scale of the analysis window is varied systematically with the stack index as 
in the curvelet-99 implementation, only the block based ridgelet transform is replaced by 
the FFT. The implementation of the transform can be either in a subsampled pyramid 
with constant window size, or in the undecimated case, dyadically increasing window size 
(see Figure 2-6). In [79], Hsu and Wilson proposed a two-component model in the MFT 
domain for texture representation based on affine transformation estimations. Later, it was 
extended as an image representation by combining the structural textori with a stochastic 
residual [19]. Bhalerao and Wilson [11,121 applied a Gaussian mixture model for the local 
Fourier spectrum for affine invariant image segmentation using the affine invariant texture 
synthesis approach. 
Subsampled pyramid 
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Figure 2.7: An example of brushlet tiling on the frequency plane [1051 
2.4.2 Brushlets 
While the MFT takes a redundant, block-based approach, which has certain advantages in 
conducting multiresolution analysis on images, Meyer and Coifman [105,1061 developed a 
similar transform with oriented periodic oscillating atoms named "brushlets". 
The construction of the brushlet transform, however, is completely different. The brush- 
lets are obtained by applying orthonormal windowing in the frequency domain. With an 
appropriate choice of the windowing function, the overlapping part can be folded without 
introducing extra redundancy, making the brushlet transform orthonormal. In essence, 
the brushlet transform adaptively tiles the frequency domain according to the amplitude 
of the Fourier coefficients. An example of the tiling is shown in Figure 2.7. The authors 
also reported its application to image compression in [1051. While the brushlet transform 
achieves good compression rates for highly textured images, it suffers from serious artifacts 
in the image reconstruction, since its basis functions are less well localised'in space. 
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2.4.3 Wave Atoms 
Another basis, named "wave atoms", proposed by Demanet and Ying in [49], and performs 
local windowing in the frequency plane, like brushlets. Wave atoms are waveforms whose 
period of oscillation (wavelength) is linked to the size of the support (diameter) of the wave 
by the paxabolic scaling law 
wavelength ;:: ý (diameter)2. 
In order to achieve a good localisation in frequency and space, the wave atom transform 
adopted the Villemoes wavelet packet [1521 in the frequency domain. Its discrete transform 
also uses the wrapping strategy used in the Fast Discrete Curvelet `Iýansform (FDCT) 
implementation [22]. The resulting expansion of the wave atom frame is two times that of 
the original signal but an orthonormal construction was also reported to be possible. 
Compared with brushlets, wave atoms have better spatial localisation: the basis func- 
tions only have two bumps in space while the brushlets have more. Another significant 
difference between the two is that while the brushlet decomposition is adaptive, the wave 
atoms basis is a fixed transform and, therefore, not image-dependent. In the same paper 
where the mirror-extended curvelet is reported, a version of DCT-based mirror-extended 
wave atoms is also presented [481. 
2.4.4 Bandelets 
Instead of decomposing the images using a fixed dictionary of basis functions, the "ban- 
delet" [115,116] is constructed from a geometric flow of vectors which indicate the local 
directions in which the image intensity have regular variations (see Figure 2.8). Although 
it is not specifically designed to represent oriented textures, the adaptive nature of the 
transform provides a unified treatment for both edges and directional patterns. 
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lI Figure 2.8: The geometric How along a directional feature 
Like wedgelets, the bandelet transform uses a dyadic square segmentation to approxi- 
mate the images. In each block, the geometry is not defined by finding an edge location, but 
an orientation along which the image has regular variations. Then the block is warped into 
a rectangle where the geometric flow will be horizontal and a I-D wavelet is then applied. 
This ability to exploit image geometry makes its approximation error decay asymptoti- 
cally optimal for piecewise regular images. In contrast to curvelet-type systems, where the 
approximation rate 0((Iog M)'All-') only holds for C' curves, bandelets can achieve the 
optimal decay rate 
if - fillill <- cm-C, (2.14) 
for all C' cases, where M is composed of the number of coefficients retained as well as the 
parameters that specify the geometric flow and segmentation [115]. 
Peyr6 and Mallat [119,120] later constructed an orthogonal version of the bandelet. 
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The orthogonal bandelet is constructed in the conventional 2D separable wavelet domain, 
by adaptively segmenting the subbands into dyadic squares, then applying an orthogonal 
directional filter bank on each individual square. This is similar to the wavelet-based 
contourlet implementation in [67]. Other variations of bandelets include grouplets [94], 
which were inspired by a set of grouping laws that axe supposed to be applied recursively 
during the human perception of a natural scene, allowing the decomposition to take into 
account long range regularities. For a complete coverage of bandelet theory and literature, 
the reader is referred to (1211. 
2.5 Image Denoising by Approximation 
Image restoration within the framework of an additive white noise is a classical problem in 
image processing and statistics. The goal is to recover an image f from a noisy observation 
y: 
y=f +n, (2.15) 
where n represents the Gaussian white noise component with variation a'. Denoising the 
image f from y implies the computation of an estimate f' of the original signal which 
depends only on the observed data y. 
2.5.1 Transform Domain Thresholding 
Under a linear transform with a certain basis B, the image in the transform domain can 
be written as follows: 
+ ii. (2.16) 
The 9, f and ft denote respectively transformed observation, original image and noise. The 
shrinkage or thresholding refers to the process whereby the estimate f is reconstructed from 
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only a few selected coefficients in 9 whose magnitude may have been shrunk. In practice, 
the method works in three steps: 
1. Týansform the noisy data y into a specific representation domain 
2. Apply thresholding to the resulting coefficients, thereby suppressing those coefficients 
smaller than a certain amplitude T (the threshold). 
3. 'kansform back into the original domain as the estimated f'. 
Two thresholding methods axe commonly used: hard and soft thresholding. The. hard- 
thresholding function is defined as 
X- 1{1XI > T}. (2.17) 
which keeps the input if it is larger than the threshold T; otherwise it is set to zero. The 
other popular alternative is the soft-threshold function, also called the shrinkage function 
E, r(x) = sgn(x) - max(Ixl - T, 0). 
The performance of the estimate is measured using the risk EfIlf - f'112}, where EIJ 
denotes expectation, which similar to the commonly used measures for image reconstruction 
in denoising and coding, namely SNR and PSNR : 
SNR(f, f') = 20 loglo 




PSNR(f, f 20 log,,, 




where the FMAX corresponds to the constant of the maximum value of the pixel intensity 
range, typically 255 for a grey-scale image. Suppose the discussion is restricted to hard 
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thresholding only and with a given threshold T, the remaining number of coefficients is 
M, then 
E (y, bm) b,,, (2.21) 
mElm 
which is very similar to fm defined in equation (2.1). Therefore, the effectiveness of thresh- 
olding with respect to the basis B is directly related to its approximation efficiency. A good 
representation basis, therefore, can substantially reduce the risk in the estimation, yielding 
better denoising results. It was shown in [591 that if the basis B defines a sparse signal 
representation, then a thresholding (shrinkage) estimator is nearly optimal for all types of 
signal. 
2.5.2 Wavelet Shrinkage 
Noise removal by wavelet shrinkage has been extensively studied in literature. The focal 
point of discussion is on deriving an appropiate threshold. Donoho and Johnson [59] 
pioneered an adaptive threshold estimation scheme known as the VisuShrink, whereby 
threshold 
T=a V2- -logN, 
. 
(2.22) 
where N is the number of data points, is called the universal threshold. The estimation 
is asymptotically optimal but yields overly smoothed images. Another notable threshold 
method is the SURE threshold [60], derived from minimising Stein's unbiased risk estimate 
[148] when soft-thresholding is used. However, the threshold has a drawback in situations 
of extreme sparsity of wavelet coefficients. The SUREShrink is a hybrid of the universal 
and the SURE thresholds, with the choice being dependent on the energy of a particular 
subband. It has yielded good image denoising performance and has been used as a standaxd 
benchmark in image denoising. 
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BayesShrink [321 was proposed in order to formulate a Bayesian estimate of the best 
thresholding rule under the Generalised Gaussian DistTibution (GGD) assumption. The 
BayesShrink threshold for a subband 'H is then computed as 
, rB 
?i=, 
ýFM;;; na ýX «0ýr 
ý2. 
er 2, on ) 
(2.23) 
li 
where a7j is the standard deviation of the subbandH. It was demonstrated that BayesShrink 
consistently outperforms other threshold estimation methods. 
Compared to traditional Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) methods, such as the 
Wiener filter [1571 and its adaptive variations [88], the wavelet shrinkage has its obvious 
advantage in the simplicity while the denoising performance is largely limited by the bases . 
approximation power. 
2.5.3 'kanslation Invariant Denoising 
Thresholding in a shift-variant basis such as orthonormal wavelets can exhibit pseudo-Gibbs 
phenomena in the neighbourhood of discontinuities by suppressing too many coefficients. 
In order to alleviate this problem, Coifman and Donoho [40] introduced the technique of 
(Lcycle spinninf. The idea of denoising via cycle spinning is to apply denoising not only 
to the observation y, but also to all possible unique circulaxly shifted versions of it, and to 
average the results. Suppose If V corresponds to a circular 'delay by I-point' transform, 
and fl' is the estimate of f resulting from applying a discrete wavelet transform denoising 
procedure to Dly, the cycle spinning denoising estimate of f is given by 
L 
E D-Ift, (2.24) 
1=0 
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where L is the maximum number of shifts. This treatment can significantly improve the 
denoising results by shift-variant transforms. It was pointed out by Percival and Walden 
[117] that this is equivalent to applying standard thresholding to the wavelet coefficients of 
the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform, which is also referred to as the stationary 
wavelet transform. 
2.5.4 Image Denoising by Directional Representations 
Although without explicitly involving a transform, the use of multiscale information in 
denoising can be traced back to [37] where the Kalman filter is combined with a scale- 
space model. The idea of exploiting directional coherence was introduced in [881 where 
an anisotropic image estimation method was incorporated to remove noise. Perona and 
Malik [118] combined the scale-space model with anisotropic diffusion forinoise removal, 
Since denoising is similar to non-linear approximation, employing a simple thresholding 
with certain transform can effectively demonstrate its representation sparsity. Applying 
coefficient shrinkage on a multiscale directional bases therefore naturally can be regarded 
as a form of multiscale anisotropic smoothing. For this reason, most of the citations in 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 adopt the thresholding type denoising algorithm in their numerical 
experiments. 
There is also dedicated literature on denoising by using directional representations. 
Starck et al. [143] employed the curvelet-99 transform in denoising. The same authors also 
proposed a combined approach with curvelets and wavelets in denoising [1441. Cand6s and 
Guo combined the curvelet-99 with Total Variant (TV) minimisation [231 and obtained 
remaxkable results on natural images. A vaxiant of the curvelet-99 transform with block- 
based complex ridgelet transform was also used to denoise images by shrinkage of the 
transform domain coefficients [33]. A diffusion based curvelet shrinkage was reported by 
using the FDCT in [22]. 
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Image denoising experiments using the cycle spinning on the contourlet transform were 
reported in [661. Matalon et al. [99] considered the basis-pursuit denoising approach 
with the non-subsampled contourlet transform. Jiang et al. [84] proposed a thresholding 
algorithm using interscale correlations. The approach and results are similar to the work 
reported by Po and Do [124). 
Federico and Kaufmann [69] was also reported application of applying the wave atoms 
thresholding in denoising the Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry (DSPI), which are 
fringe patterns that can be efficiently represented by the wave atoms. 
Finally, a study on using the orthogonal bandelet bases to estimate f from noisy obser- 
vation y was given in [122]. It was shown that the translation invariant bandelet estimator 
gives better results than translation invariant wavelet estimators and the Gaussian Scale 
Mixture model with Steerable Pyramid [1291 on geometric images. For complex natural 
images, the scheme gives results similar to [129]. 
2.6 Summary and Discussion 
The attempt to find a sparse representation for natural images has resulted in various 
methods with different approaches. This chapter has given an overview on some recent 
developments in directional image representation. These representations were discussed 
in three categories. The first is geometric edge-based models, which characterise the edge 
location. The second type of representations is a set of transforms whose basis functions 
are linear singularities. It was recognised that exploiting geometric regularities alone does 
not capture the characteristics of complex natural images. The third class of transforms 
can provide sparse representations for directional textures which can be considered as 
the complementary part to piecewise smooth geometrical structures. The chapter also 
gave a brief account on the use of sparse representations in image denoising by coefficient 
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Representation Fixed/Adaptive Targeted Feature 
Curvelets [143] Fixed edges 
Contourlets [54] Fixed edges 
Sheaxlets [63] Fixed edges 
Wedgelets [55] Adaptive edges (parametric) 
Brushlets [105] Adaptive textures 
Wave Atoms [491 Fixed textures 
MFT [201 Adaptive edges (paxametric) 
MFT [781 Fixed texture 
Bandelet [116) Adaptive edges, textures 
Table 2.1: A comparison of different directional representations 
thresholding. Compaxing with other methods, which typically blur object edges or have 
high complexity, thresholding in directional image representations is an efficient way to 
remove noise while preserving prominent directional features. 
These aforementioned directional representations are briefly summarised and compared 
in Table 2.11. Among the listed transformp, although the bandelet can potentially deal with 
directional patterns other than edges, its ability to represent textures is limited, especially 
with non-directional textures, which cannot be characterised by the geometric flow. With 
the MFT, there have been separate investigations into applying it to analyse edges and 
textures, but no attempts have been made on combining them into a uniform setting. In 
the following three chapters, a method for linear feature extraction from noisy images and 
new directional transforms for representing directional textures will be presented, which 
can be regarded as "upgrades" for MFT-based edge and texture representation. Also the 
joint "edge + texture" directional representations by the new transform and MFT will be 
discussed in the context of denoising, which bridges the gap between geometry-oriented 
and haxmonic-oriented directional representations. 
'Since the complexity and redundancy factor of these representations can be different depending on 
implementation and construction, readers are referred to the original citations for details. 
Chapter 3 
Linear Feature Extraction 
3.1 Introduction 
The importance of local linear features has been recognised both in computer vision and 
image processing, leading to a wide range of approaches which are based upon different 
underlying models. The traditional way to characterise image boundaries is to use edge 
detection methods, such as the Canny detector [30]. Moreover, it is of paxticular interest 
to locally represent the contours as groups of line segments, instead of describing the image 
structure pixel-by-pixel. Such parametric description according to a line model has certain 
advantages: 
Compactness. Since the contour information is locally characterised by only the 
orientation and offset location of the line, the storage requirement is greatly reduced 
for such semantic representation. Evidence for this can be the chain code [721 used in 
MPEG-4 standard video compression and, more recently, the wedgelet representation 
[551. 
* Resolution independence. Such parametric representation does not depend on 
the resolution of the original data, so it is possible to process the information at 
40 
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any desired scale which can possibly be sub-pixel resolution, making it very useful in 
image interpolation. 
Affine invariance. Since the space of straight lines is closed under the affine trans- 
form, the contours described in terms of line parameters can be easily processed in 
an affine invaxiant manner. This property can be used in designing an image hash 
for content-based retrieval purposes. 
While the advantage of using a parametric representation instead of simple edge de- 
tection is clear, estimation of the line parameters is a non-trivial problem. A common 
parameter estimator used after the edge detection is the Hough transform [62]. However, 
the major drawbacks of the "edge detection + Hough transform" approach axe the high 
computational burden, and the fact that most of the edge detection methods proposed to 
date axe prone to noise. The work of Calway et al. [181 has established a spectrum model 
for such linear feature extraction tasks with the MFT in a multiscale fashion, followed by 
Davies [451 and Meulemans [1011. It simplifies the feature extraction process into a matter 
of estimating the model parameters, without using the Hough transform. With a mul- 
tiresolution quadtree model, the parameters can be grouped into semantically meaningful 
clusters corresponding to curvilinear edge contours. However, it does not consider noise 
distortion, where as in many vision-related tasks, robustness against noise is much needed. 
With this motivation, the model needs to be extended to deal with the effects of noise, 
which is the major consideration here. 
As a guideline, image analysis in the presence of noise usually consists of three key 
ingredients: 
1. A Suitable Model 
When the signal is observed with noise, it is important that a suitable model is used 
to recognise the fact that the observation is a mixture of both noise and signal. The 
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model can be about the nature of the noise, how the signal and noise are combined, 
and more importantly the domain where the model is built. The choice of domain 
can be a particulax transform like wavelets, or in the distribution of coefficients. 
2. Multiresolution 
It is cleax that multiresolution analysis is particularly useful with noisy images. This 
is because natural images usually consist of a high proportion of lowpass energy, 
where the effect of the noise is less significant than in highpass. Therefore, it is 
natural to choose a multiresolution approach for analysis of noisy images. 
3. Redundancy 
It is well known that transform redundancy can offer better robustness against noise 
than other critically-sampled approaches [641. This could be by simply over-sampling 
the signal or using an over-complete frame for image representation to improve the 
analysis accuracy. 
This chapter presents a method which can effectively extract curvilinear structures from 
noisy images in a parametric fashion. While underlying estimator is essentially the same 
as other MFT-based methods, the main merit of this chapter lies in the extension to the 
estimation in the presence of noise by employing the above-mentioned guidelines, which 
will be discussed in detail. 
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3.2 Local Linear Features 
3.2.1 The Single Linear Feature Model 
A perfect linear feature of infinite length in the continuous domain with a feature profile 
function f (. ), it can be represented as 
X(O =f (ý - vo), (3.1) 
where 
VO 
Cos 0 (3.2) 
sin 0 
is a vector of unit length in the direction of the line feature and ý21T is the spatial 
coordinate vector. Its Fourier spectrum is concentrated in another line perpendicular to 
the feature orientation [161: 
vo)J(w - VO, ). (3.3) 
and V9-L == V7r/2+9, and w= 
[W1 
i W2 
IT is the frequency coordinate vector. 
It can also be shown that the phase response O(w) of such a singularity is lineax, with 
a gradient depending on the centroid distance p= 11p1l of x(. ), where p is the centroid 
vector: 
f If (W) I ejo(w) - 
(3.4) 
O(W) = pw + f(W). (3.5) 
The phase constant E(w) depends on the type of feature, such as a line or a step edge [181. 
In reality, the feature of interest is usually confined within a spatial window. This 
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The Fourier transform would result in the frequency domain in a convolution of the spec- 
trum of the window and the feature. 
i, '(w) =: ý(W) * tb(w). (3.7) 
A previous study [112] has concluded that with a real and symmetric smooth window 
function centred at the origin, the phase response of the windowed feature is still close to 
linear. Therefore, with an appropriate choice of the window function, the model's simplicity 
is retained despite the confinement. 
The rest of the model deals with the location and scale of the linear feature in the 
image. In other words, parameters for a line must be associated with a spatial coordinate 
q at a certain scale s. These two parameters form a wavelet-type index (17, s). Combined 
with the line description parameters (0, p), these four parameters form the parameter space 
of the model. Thus a linear feature parameter set can be defined as : 
C= (77,0, (3.8) 
For the sake of convenience, we can denote a feature's line parameter at scale s and 
location q as 
(n's = (017, S) Pq, a) - (3.9) 
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3.2.2 Parameter Estimation 
For a single linear feature, the scale and location are usually determined by the image 
model instead of being estimated, and can be directly taken from the indices of the es- 
timator, despite the choice of the implementation being either a quadtree or a pyramid. 
The complete feature description will need an estimate for the orientation and the centroid 
position. 
Both Calway [181 and Davies [45] used a moment of inertia tensor to estimate the 
principal orientation of the feature, initially used to analyse a system of point mass rotation 
about a fixed axis. The tensor covariance matrix is defined as 
rf (3-10) 
where the superscript T denotes a matrix transpose. 
Performing Principal Components Analysis (PCA) on the 2x2 tensor matrix r, yields 
2 eigenvalues A, :ý A2 and the corresponding eigenvectors el and e2. The two eignenvectors 
represent the major and minor axes of an elliptical approximation of the spectrum, which 
axe normal to each other. The orientation of the line can be estimated by 
7r/2 + arctan 
(e2(2)) 
e2 (1) 
The position of the centroid of the linear feature can be estimated from the phase of 
the frequency spectrum. This is done by taking the pairwise average correlations between 
neighbouring coefficients in each of the two directions. The conjugate products between 
neighbouring samples are defined as: 
(3.12) 
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where mE {1,2} for the x and y dimensions respectively, and 
n2 (3-13) 
0 
The estimated position p can be calculated as below: 
m 
arg 
Eý, di (w) 
(3.14) p7r 
7r d2 
where M is the size of the window. 
3.3 Modelling Noisy Linear Features 
The above mentioned frequency linear feature model has achieved considerable success in 
linear feature extraction [158] as well as other applications such as motion estimation and 
analysis [1011. However, the major drawback of the model is that it assumes the data 
consist of only the desired signal. Unfortunately, the physical nature of the sensor and 
the transmission channel does not guarantee the data to be clean, and the inertia tensor 
which is used for estimating the feature orientation is extremely sensitive to noise. This 
is due to the fact that the tensor matrix is a sum of all weighted tensors. If the noise is 
assumed to be white and Gaussian, with noise energy spread evenly in the spectrum and 
the signal energy being a relatively small part of the whole, the dispersion of the spectrum 
magnitude is more isotropic, making finding the correct orientation difficult. 
However, in order to analyse the local linear features on noisy images, one cannot rely 
on a denoising procedure as a pre-processing stage. Instead, one of the goals of deriving 
an appropriate linear feature model for noisy data is to help design a better denoising 
algorithm, as we will discuss in the next chapter. In this section, a "Signal+Noise" model 
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is presented in order to accommodate the case when the linear feature is corrupted with 
noise. 
3.3.1 The Signal+Noise Model 
We have the original signal f (ý) which contains a linear feature and the noise function 
n(ý) is assumed to be Gaussian additive and white. The observed signal is then : 
+ n(ý). (3.15) 
It is known that under a lineax transform, such as the Fourier transform, the trans- 
formed signal will still be the combination of transformed signal and noise. The transformed 
data can be written as 
9(w) = j(w) + AM. (3.16) 
The transformed noise component fi(w) will still be Gaussian white noise. 
It is already known that the magnitude of j, (w) should be a line through the origin. In 
reality, due to the imperfection of the linear feature itself and the windowing, the magnitude 
energy has a certain spectrum spreading, making the shape anisotropic. Such spreading is 
reflected in the tensor covariance matrix ry and the corresponding Gaussian function is a 
simple approximation of the shape of the magnitude spectrum. The observed signal 19(W)l 
can be treated as a Gaussian mixture of two components: 
19 (W) I ; Zý Wf gf (W) + w. g. (W) - 
(3.17) 
From the symmetry property of the Fourier spectrum, the components are always po- 
sitioned at the origin, which means their corresponding Gaussian functions are zero-mean. 
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Then g(-) can be simplified without the mean vector: 
48 
exp 
Because fi(w) is still Gaussian white noise, we can use an isotropic circular Gaussian 
blob to model this. Then the covariance matrix for 9, (w) is simply: 
rn 
01 
3.3.2 Parameter Estimation 
A modified Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm [501 is used to estimate the paxame- 
ters for this mixture model. The N-point magnitude spectrum is treated as the incomplete 
data to be fitted, and the magnitude is the weight of each data point. In the process, we 
do not alter r,,. The whole process can be described as below: 





ff (w (3.20) 
91 (W) + W. t9. t (W) * ff 
M-Step (Maximisation) In this step, the parameters are determined according to 
the estimate of the expectation El. For Gaussian mixture models, this corresponds 
+1 t+1 to re-estimating the wtf w,, and in this case, only the covariance matrix rt+1 f 
according to 
t+l t Wf (3.21) 
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t+l wt+l Wý f (3.22) 
rt+l - 
Eu, Jq(W)JEft (W)WWT (3.23) f E,, Ef' (w) 
* The E-M steps are repeated until convergence or within an acceptable numerical 
margin. 
After the estimate for r, is finalised, the orientation then can be estimated using PCA 
as described in equation (3.11). 
The estimation of the centroid position relies on the phase spectrum of the data. How- 
ever, it does not seem to be feasible to derive a similax mixture model which can separate 
the signal and the noise in the phase spectrum. Under the assumption that the noise is 
zero-mean Gaussian white with vaxiance or,,,, the power spectrum of the noise should be 
equal to its vaxiance. The noise has the same power everywhere in the frequency domain. 
However, its effect introduced on the phase is largely determined by the magnitude of a 
pa, rticular complex number. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, where the vector represents 
certain complex number and the dimension of the box can be understood as the noise stan- 
daxd deviation. It is clear that the angle of vectors with larger magnitude is less affected 
by the noise. Therefore, phase difference estimated from those coefficients is more reliable. 
This motivates us to introduce a weight function on the conjugate product d,,, (w) to 
minimise the disruption caused by noise. Because the correlation is taken pairwise, two 
neighbouring coefficients both with laige magnitudes should receive considerably more 
weight as compared to when only one of them is significant. Furthermore, due to the fact 
that the signal under consideration contains lineax features, the weight function should 
select a narrow oriented band at the direction approximately vo. With the magnitude 





Figure 3.1: The effect of noise changing the angle of phase 
model established, a band-limiting function can be introduced as: 
50 
h(w) = 
gf (W) (3.24) 
gf (W) + g-P-) 
The "Signal/ (Signal+Noise)" form is akin to the well-known Wiener filter [1571, allowing 
us to discard most of the smaller coefficients. The conjugate product weight function is 
defined as: 
sm(w) = h(w)(ji(w)l * lip + nm)1)2. (3.25) 
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plot of di(w) on clean linear feature 
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The effectiveness of the weight function s,,, (w) can be verified by visualising the differ- 
ence between d .. (w) and s,, (w)d .. (u; ). Figure 3.2 is a scatter plot of all d, (w) taken from 
a 64 x 64 image containing a clean straight line. As expected, the points are aligned along 
a straight line of which the slope is related to the feature offset in x-axis. With the noise 
(15dB) added, the plot of di(w) (Figure 3.3) is significantly scattered, introducing error in 
the estimation. Figure 3.4 shows how sj(w)dj(w) can improve the estimate by assigning 
different weights to the data points which significantly enlongate the distribution of the 
points by placing greater distance between certain data points and the origin. The result- 
ing scatter plot is closer to a line therefore the centroid position can be more accurately 
estimated. 
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plot of sl(w)dl(w) on noisy linear feature 
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3.4 Image Model and Parameter Refinement 
The modelling of single linear features and a method for estimating the feature parameters 
have been discussed in the previous section, particularly in the presence of noise. Indeed, 
a mixture model for a, single feature region can improve the accuracy of parameters from 
noisy data, but with a well-defined image model, the feature paxameters can be further 
refined. 
It is recognised that edge or contour structures appear on all scales of the image and 
have a strong coherence across scales, which can be exploited well by multiscale transforms, 
such as the wavelet transform. Multiscale edge coherence has been extensively studied in 
the context of the orthonormal wavelet transform [96], one example being the zerotree 
model [137] used in image coding. Also, some published work on statistical properties 
of contourlet transform [124] as well as the fast discrete curvelet transform [15] shows 
that such inter-scale correlation is the major characteristic of the corresponding transform 
domain coefficients. This suggests a general multiscale image model would be helpful to 
analyse the linear structures in images, especially in noisy situations. 
3.4.1 A Linear Recursive Image Model 
A multiscale image model with a linear recursive form in the context of lineax feature 
analysis was proposed by Calway [18] in order to obtain a compact representation for 
curves. The model was intended to remove redundancy in the feature data and was in 
the form of a quadtree. With the purpose of analysing linear features in noise as well 
as seeking possibilities to refine the feature parameters, redundancy in the representation 
is needed. The proposed model, akin to the one used by Calway, is an over-complete 
pyramidal representation. 
Suppose the set of all linear structures at certain level s is denoted as X. = jx, ý, (ý)}, V77 Th's 
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which can be seen as certain states, where M is the configured window size. It obeys the 
following stochastic evolution: 
A, X. -1 BU» + W. -1. 
(3.27) 
where the matrix U, represents the feature innovations and W, -, can 
be understood as 
certain interscale residual difference, while smaller s corresponds to coarser scale. The 
model's initial condition is set to: 
Xo = BoUo + Wo. (3.28) 
where BO, UO and WO are the initial vectors for the model. 
In order to make the model general, one cannot assume that such model can always be 
directly measured. The states from the model could be observed with distortion, ie. the 
observation Z,,: 
Hj. + N, (3.29) 
where H, corresponds to certain operation on X, and N, can be the noise. Suppose that 
the dimension of each scale is equal, which means there is no decimation, the parent-child 
relation is defined as : 
(3.30) 17,8 17,3- 
which means a local feature centered at 71 has a parent on the previous scale which shares 
the same origin, but with twice the window size. In case that a previous scale is decimated 
by a factor -of 2, this relationship is equivalently expressed as: 
xm (3.31) 17,3(77) ý-+ XMf, 7/21, s-1(77)- 
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3.4.2 The Kalman Filter I 
The Kalman filter [86] is an efficient recursive filter which estimates the state of a dynamic 
system from a series of incomplete and noisy measurements. The image model presented 
above meets the assumption of the Kalman filter exactly, but the terminology is slightly 
different. X, axe understood as states and the observed Z. are the measurements from 
the states. W. and N. are called process noisý and measurement noise respectively, and 
assumed to be independent from each other. This is similar to the work described in [37] 
where the Kalman filter is performed on the scale-space. - 
In the context of the image model, the measurement Z.,, being either the orientations 
or the centroid. positions, are observed from the "Signal+Noise7' model previously dis- 
cussed. The hidden states X, are the refined version of the feature parameters which can 
be computed by the Kalman filter. The filter essentially consists of two steps: 
1. Scale Update ("Predict") 
X, - = AX-, + BU». (3.32) 
P- = A,, P, -, 
AT + Q8. (3.33) 
2. Measurement Update ("Correct") 
K, = P. - H,, T (H,, P,, - H,, T + R, ) - 1. (3.34) 
X- + K., (Z, - H, X., -). (3.35) 
P, = (I - K. H. ) P, -. (3.36) 
Essentially, the filtering can be considered as a "denoisine' process for the measured 
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noisy states. 
3.4.3 Filter Configuration 
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Although there axe a number of variables in the image model, without loss of generality, 
the model can be simplified a great deal by making reasonable assumptions for the task of 
paxameter estimation. 
First, since x, ý is a scalar value, the innovation term U,, is not necessary. Also, it is safe '. 9 
to set A, =I since the error of this simplification can be accommodated by the residual 
W, 
-, which ensures the model 
is still complete. Therefore equation (3.27) reduces to: 
X. -i W., -i. 
(3.37) 
The initial condition reduces to 
X0 = ZO. (3.38) 
For the measurement, since noise is the only distortion being considered, this means 
H3 =1: 
X + N, (3.39) 
The Q. are the covaxiance matrices for the process noise W, As it proceeds to finer 
scales, the residual W, is expected to have higher variance. A simple model can be : 
Si. (3.40) 
The formulation for the measurement noise covariance matrices R,, is a bit more compli- 
cated, due to the fact that the noise variance in the states is not equal to the noise variance 
on the image a, 2,. For a particular scale, the standard deviation & of the observation Z, is 
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estimated by the robust median filter (RMF) [591 commonly used in wavelet-based denois- 





Then R, is estimated as : 
(5&)2j. (3.42) 
Since the lowpass frequency coefficients axe not taken away from the DCT, this causes 
inaccuracy in the estimation of &. However, due to the statistical nature of the RMF, 
sufficient data samples are required in order to make the estimation reliable. The term s 
is multiplied in order to compensate for the presence of the lowpass signal's effect on the 
median. 
Thý above configuration for the filter is general despite the nature of measurement 
being collections of orientations or centroid positions. However, one exception should be 
noted: when the model uses decimation at coarser scales, as described in equation (3.31), 
due to the constant window size M, the prediction of next level's centroid position should 
be increased by a factor of 2, therefore setting A, = 21. 
3.4.4 Filter Verification 
It is known that the Kalman filter is optimal in term of Minimum Mean Squaxed Error 
(MMSE) when the noise is Gaussian white. In order to verify the above configuration for 
the Kalman filter indeed retain the optimality, we applied the filter on a 4-level Laplacian 
pyramid decomposition of a l5dB noisy lena image where each level is regarded as a state. 
To test the filter, we take the residual between the original noisy image and the filtered 
version. The hypothesis of its optimality is true if the residual has a Gaussian distribution. 
This can be verified by looking at the autocorrelation of the residual. If the distribution 
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Figure 3.5: The autocorrelation of the Kalman filter's residual 
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of the residual is indeed Gaussian, the autocorrelation gives a high spike and everywhere 
else is 0. 
The plot of the autocorrelation on the residual from our test was presented in Figure 
3.5 which suggests that the residual indeed has a Gaussian distribution. Therefore the 
configuration of the Kalman filter is verified for its optimality. 
3.5 Feature Significance and Selection 
So far, we have discussed local frequency domain model for linear features as well as 
an image model which takes advantage of multiscale coherence of edges. The goal of 
building these models is to obtain accurate estimates of local linear feature parameters 
in the presence of noise. For every window at a given scale, feature parameters will be 
estimated regardless of the fitness between the data and the model. This makes it necessary 
to measure the significance of estimated features otherwise the analysis process would be 
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Figure 3.6: The ei-envalues, of a spectruill Inertia tellsol. covill IMIC(I illittfix n 
: 59 
blind. Tile measure of fenture significance could be a ineasure of anisotropy or of intensity 
contra. st. In any case, such a significmice measure should (1enotc ii degive of signal fit to 
the model and eventually can be used in Classifying regions to be vither containing lineir 
features or not. 
N, N'itli noise ad(led to the image, finding a working significimcc incasure is more difficult 
thall doing so for a clenil image. This is because most computations on the noisy data <Ire 
usually noisy as well. Noise in the significance measure nicans that there is a risk dult 
false features will be included and also likely to iniss true features. Instead. the approoch 
taken here is to use several ineasures from different aspects 'Ind thell lise it, voting scheme 
to det erininc t he import ance of a featill c. This should 111t, n)(11 Ice I-Oblist'lless ill t lic selection 
of features from noisy images. 
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3.5.1 The Dispersion Measure 
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For a local region with window size M, the feature'parameters C, 7,, can be estimated. 
In the process, the inertia tensor covariance matrix rf,,,. yields two eigenvalues, Al, A2 after 
PCA. The two eigenvalues are the lengths of principal axes of the magnitude spectrum, as 
shown in Figure 3.6. Therefore, a dispersion measure can be used to measure the anisotropy 
of the linear feature. 
I, Xl - A2 
a, 7,, I Al + A2 
(3.43) 
When the feature is anisotropic, which means A, is significantly larger than A2, the 
measure will be closer to 1. Otherwise, if A, ; ý-' A2, the measure will be close to 0. Therefore 
a higher a, 7,. indicates a more significant linear feature. 
For a particular scale s, the set which contains dispersion measurements for all AM 
is denoted as 
Vq. (3.44) 
The dispersion measure gives decent results with clean images. However in the presence 
of noise, even when the inertia tensor is computed from the "Signal+Noisd' model, the 
resulting r, is still nearly isotropic if there is too much noise. A problem also raises with 
empty regions, when the noise spectrum appears to be oriented. With the noise component 
in the Signal+Noise model representing most of the energy, the 'signal' component will then 
become anisotropic, resulting in a high dispersion measure. This would create a "phantom 
feature" in the final selected feature map. 
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(a) Histogram of lw,,,. 5}, Vq (b) Histogram of W. 
Figure 3.7: Distribution alteration for signal weights, 1OdB noisy lena, finest scale 
3.5.2 The Signal Weight 
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In equation (3.17), the components axe weighted by a scalax value, where wf corresponds 
to the signal Gaussian weight and w,, is the weight of the noise Gaussian. The reason for 
using the wf as an indication for feature significance is cleax: it is the ratio of the signal 
component energy. Since wf + w,, = 1, the signal weight wf is always between 0 and 1. 
In a similar way to the dispersion measure, the w,,,., shall denote the signal weight for a 
particulax local block, and 
wo-I , 7, s}, 
V? 7 (3.45) 
is the set of signal weights for scale s. The exponential term 0.1 is introduced to alter 
the value distribution W., because there will be a few weight values in W. which are 
significantly larger than others. Figure 3.7 is a distribution comparison between W, and 
unmodified signal weights, showing effectiveness of such a manipulation. 
In order to be consistent and for ease of manipulation, the weights at a given scale are 
normalised to [0,1]: 
W. 
W, min(W,, ) (3.46) 
max(W. ) - min(W, ) 
2 25 3 35 
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where the - represents the normalising operation. 
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Finally, in order to further suppress the noise, the Kalman filter with configuration 
discussed in the previous subsection will be applied on W, by letting Z, = W,, Vs. The 
resulting estimated set of clean states, denoted as W; -, is the measure of signal weights to 
be used. 
3.5.3 The Orientation Consistency Measure 
The strong inter-scale correlation of linear features suggests that the estimated orientations 
of the features from different scales should be very close. This is close to the idea that 
Calway [181 used for checking scale consistency, but in [18] the centroid positions were 
not considered for the sake of computational simplicity. Also, it is very likely. that two 
neighbouring blocks also have similax orientations if they overlap. Therefore, checking the 
consistency of a feature orientation with its paxent and neighbours is useful in identifying 
it as a linear feature. 
For a certain feature parameter pair (,,., with a slight abuse of notation, we denote its 
4-neighbour feature set of parameters as 
X'718 :' -nllal 
C17-n2,31 C17+nlt8l C17+n2,8}* (3.47) "I 
{C'l 
Its parent is denoted as (Ln/2j,, -l. 
The orientation in the parameter set C, 7,,, is going to 
be denoted as 0,,,,. 
The consistency is defined as 
2 
10? 
7,8 - OLt7/2j, sl + (10,7,., - 0.1) (3.48) 8 On EJV 
and the normalised version is taken as the orientation consistency measure. 
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Child Block 
Parent Block 
Figure 3.8: A feature pwssing through the parent Window but not the child 
3.5.4 The Centroid Distance 
Given a centroid position p, the centroid distance is the length of the Vector, 
11PI1. (3.19) 
With the iise of overlapping windows, a single featilre call appeill, ill "everal Windows. 
Ho, wever in each of the windows, it, s siplificalice call Vary. Clearly, if' Ole issituated 
near the origin, then it is more Sipilificant thall When it residc" mi the corner of t llc willduw. 
However a-s previously mentioned. the proposed - Signal+Noise" model is likely to pick 111) 
"phantain fcalarc-s" in sillooth regions (Ille to noise. The centi-(ml Imsition 1mrameter of 
101, a phailtoill feahlre is also likely to he (11,0111)(I the (wigill, Since mi clillAy regi(Al"S Four 
spectrum does not have a linear philse. It w; u, that ýlppl. ving t1he K; 1limill filter cilil 
help to dist'lliguish phantom featill-es. 
Figure 3. N shows a sceiiario NN"llell a line gocs through the parent, Window hut does, 
not intersect with the Child. III a 110i"'Y case. ýlltllmlgdl the ( hild window's estilliatioll is 
incorrect, t he 1\ýIhnail filter will use the parcut "', I efined estillinte to "co'curt" the child's 
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estimate, pushing the position away from the origin. Although such cases seem to be raxe, 
since the parent window is twice as large as the child, and the fact that the parent's state 
is refined by the grandparent, it is expected that wrong estimates can only occur when all 
the blocks in the lineage cover no lineax feature. In this case, it is expected that other 
criteria like signal weight and orientation consistency will give low measurements and the 
final voting will be able to correct this. 
We denote the measure of significance by centroid distance as: 
A= {-Pi-7). }, VIT (3.50) 
Using negative p makes it consistent, so that lower measurement corresponds to less sig- 
nificance. We also normalise the measure to U, -. 
3.5.5 Classification by Voting 
In order to determine the classification of a paxameter estimate (, 7,,, the significance mea, 
sures need to be combined. For classification, the answer is either "yes" or "no". Precursors 
like Calway [18], Davies [451 and Meulemans [1011 all used a thresholding approach on a 
single criterion. With multiple measures, we use a voting strategy instead: 
o For each scale s, the set 
C. = jAqjWsjTsj5s} (3.51) 
is the measurement set for the image. 
For each M,,. E A, M8 E C., the label M' is determined as: 8 
1 if M, 7,. > MEAN(M,, ); M17,8 (3.52) 
10 
if otherwise. 
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and correspondingly, ' is the set which contains all IM C. 
Each of the M' can be seen as a class configuration for a single criterion. Then 8 
1: M.,. (3.53) 
M's E C'8 
The final class label for a feature C, 7,, is determined by 
1 if M+)a > T; (3.54) 
0 if otherwise. 
where T is an integer voting threshold from 0 to 4, andC,,,, =1 indicates a significant 
feature presence, while C, 7,, =0 means the position is a non-feature block. 
Different choices of T can lead to different voting results. For example, when T=0, the 
final classification will contain all features from every measurement, while the case T=4 
is most strict, a feature can appear only if all measurements, vote for its significance and 
a veto will exclude it. 
3.6 The Estimator Implementation 
The MFT provides local spectrum estimates over the full range of scales. For a given 
discrete image x(? I), the MFT of this image is given by 
1 (1 
S17) S 
XWW exp[-jý - i7j. (3.55) 
The discrete definition of the transform is still less specific in terms of implementation, 
for instance the vaxiable s is continuous and the window function is not defined. In this 
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section, these implementation issues for the MFT used in linear feature extraction are 
considered (cf. [18]). 
3.6.1 The Level Operator 
The MFT at a fixed scale is referred to as a level of the MFT. The sampling of scales in the 
discrete case is usually dyadic, which means that two adjacent levels differ by a factor of 2. 
Therefore, a discrete-scale MFT can be seen as a stack of windowed Fourier transforms at 
different scales. The digital implementation of the MFT here uses the Laplacian Pyramid 
(LP) [17] as the level operator. For a particular level xi, it is computed as 
x,, (77) = (I - G,,,, +, G. +,,. )x, (71). (3-56) 
where I is the identity operator and x. is the Gaussian lowpass pyramid representation of 
G1+1jx(77). (3-57) 
1=0 
and G,,, +,, G,, +,,. are the raising and lowering operators associated with transitions be- 
tween levels in the Gaussian pyramid [17]. 
3.6.2 Choice of the Window Function 
The purpose of the window function w(ý) is to limit the analysis on a locally confined 
region as well as to suppress the boundary effect of FFT on a rectangular region. The 
cosine window, shown in Figure 3.9, has both good spatial localisation and frequency 
localisation, as described in [112). Another useful property of this window function is that 
with 50% overlapping windows, when squared, they add up to 1. This is particularly useful 
for the spatial signal synthesis. 
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T 
Figure 3.9: A 16-point cosine squared window function 
The cosine squaxed window function in 2D is defined as : 
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wm(ý) = cosý 






where M is the windowing size. In the actual implementation, M= 16 and each window 
is 50% overlapped. 
The complete process of the feature extraction algorithm is presented in Table 3.1 in 
the form of pseudo-code. 
3.7 Experimental Results 
3.7.1 Test Data 
Four images were used in this experiment for linear feature extraction. The barcelona 
image, which contains an object with well defined contours and a smooth homogenous 
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Algorithm 3.6.1: NoisyLINEEXTRACTION(X, J) 
comment: X is the noisy image and J is the total levels of decomposition 
pyr +- LAPLACIANPYRAMID(X, J) 
for s+-lto J-1 
do [0,, p, W., A,, ] *-- BLOCKPARAMETERESTIMATE(pyr,, ) 




W +- KALMANFILTER(W, J) 
L 4-- CLASSIFICATIONVOTE(A, 
)C, W, 
--p) 
for s+-l to J-1 
do map, +- DRAwFEATUREMAP (C., 
Table 3.1: The pseudo-code for the noisy linear feature extraction algorithm 
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background; the lena image, which has sophisticated linear features as well as curved 
contours; the pepper image is a composition of several similar objects with highlights 
and shades; and finally cameraman, which includes contours with both sharp and vague 
contrast. All the images are at 512 x 512 pixels and can be seen in Figure 3.10. 
3.7.2 Candidates for Comparison 
In the experiments, the proposed method is compared with three other candidates. 
1. The Geometric Hidden Markov Tree (GHMT) Model 
The Geometric Hidden Markov 'nee (GHMT) model [1351 for linear feature extrac- 
tion is built upon the complex wavelet transform. The GHMT method estimates the 
linear feature parameters by matching edge responses from pre-calculated prototype 
edge images with different orientations and the offset distance by the phase response 
in the complex wavelet domain. The classification of features is done by a multiscale 
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Viterbi algorithm [1311. 
2. The Custom-Built Moments 
The second candidate [1271 uses custom-built moments (CBM) to parameterise step 
edges in terms of a line: ax + by c. Such an approach, does not require a linear 
transform and is naturally noise-resistant. Like the proposed method, the CBM 
algorithm is block-based and configured with the same 16 x 16 local windows with 
50% overlap. 
3. The Canny Edge Detector 
The classical Canny edge detector results axe also included in the presentation. Al- 
though parametric linear feature extraction shares certain properties with the tradi- 
tional edge detection, fundamentally these two approaches are completely different. 
While the Canny detector shows good resistance against noise, this can be attributed 
to the effects of preprocessing like smoothing and the gradient computation. Also, 
since it is usually followed by some parameter estimator, such as the method pre- 
sented here, the whole process of edge detection can be seen as a preprocessing stage 
for linear feature extraction. Despite its disadvantages, as mentioned in section 3.1, 
such "edge detection + parameter estimation" is less suitable in some applica, 
tions, where the feature extraction and other tasks are performed simultaneously in 
some transform domain, such as feature-based image compression or denoising (which 
will be discussed in Chapter 5). Therefore the Canny detector does not represent a 
suitable comparison, but is included for reader's interest. 
3.7.3 A Step-by-Step Example 
The process of the proposed algorithm is better illustrated by a presentation where the 
results axe shown in a step-by-step manner. The example uses the 1OdB barcelona image 
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(Figure 3.12). For a compaxison, the inertia-tensor based feature extraction results in very 
poor estimates and the feature selection does not function at all in the presence of noise, 
as can be seen in Figure 3.13. 
Figure 3.14 is the feature map generated by the proposed "Signal+Noise" model for 
the Fourier magnitude as in equation (3.16). In order to improve the computation for 
speed, the parameters for the model are computed by a fixed 7 times of iteration of the 
EM algorithm instead of checking the convergence condition at the end of each iteration. 
It is also found that the algorithm converges or is close to convergence within 7 iterations. 
We can see that, on the smooth regions, the extracted features are lines with random 
orientation due to the noise, but the structural contours are identifiable in the feature 
map. 
Next, the estimates are refined by the Kalman filter performed across scales in a top-' 
down fashion. The refined feature map ý,,, 4 in Figure 3.15 is greatly improved, while the 
contour features axe a better fit, many of the smooth region features disappear due to the 
refined centroids being taken out of the scope of the local windows. 
The refined linear features axe classified by a 3-out-of-4 voting from the measures de- 
scribed in Section 3.5. This high majority vote proved to be reasonable in our experiments. 
In Figure 3.16, we show the significant linear features from three different resolutions, which 
stands as the final output of the algorithm 
3.7.4 Visual Comparison 
The test images were corrupted by two different levels of noise, 1OdB and 15dB in SNR 
respectively. The head-to-head comparative results are presented in a series of figures 
(Figure 3.17-3.24). From the images, the resulting feature maps from GHMT exhibit heavy 
broken-contour artifact at 1OdB. Although the algorithm does take'advantage of multiscale 
geometric coherence, the Viterbi algorithm does not refine the estimated parameters as the 
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Figure 3.11: Features extracted froill cleall illinv)('s bY the NIFT inertia tensor inctliod 
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Figure 3.12: The iioisy barcelona image, SNRý10(IB 
Fitgure 3.13: The (, 7,1 esthimt e using inertia tensot 
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Figure 3.14: The (,,, 4 estimate using the proposed signal-noise lll()(I('l 
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Figure 3.1,5: The refined estilliate lisill", NýIllllall filter 
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TIP Canny edge detection 
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this limitation by multiscale Kalman filtering. CBM, on the other hand, operates on the 
original signal directly. However, since the moment model is based on a perfect step linear 
edge, it works less well with other types of directional patterns such as a simple line. This 
deficiency is exhibited particulaxly on the fur on the lena's hat (Figure 3.19). 
The proposed algorithm shows a better result than both the GHMT and the CBM, 
with well fitted parameters and decent selection of the linear features. However, the refine- 
ment can also introduce potential distortions on certain regions where estimates from two 
levels axe not consistent, either the contour has very high curvature (the eyes of lena, for 
instance), or there is more than one features present in the window. The proposed method 
is also able to pick up some weak contrast features which other methods, including Canny, 
would discard, such as the fur and hat pattern on lena (Figure 3.19) and the hand and 
cloth stripes on the 15dB cameraman (Figure 3.24). 
3.7.5 Error Comparison 
In order to quantify the performance of different estimators, we also conducted experiments 
on a simple 512 x 512 synthetic image with well-defined geometric shapes (Figure 3.25(a)). 
The image consists of binary gray levels and the geometric edges are detected pixel-wise 
in Figure 3.25(b) as the ground truth edge map. For a 1OdB noisy version of the synthetic 
image (Figure 3.25(c)), the results generated by GHMT, CBM and the proposed method 
are shown respectively in Figure 3.25(d-f). 
The estimated parametric features are rasterised into the original image's size before 
comparing with the ground truth data. Several statistics were used to measure the per- 
formance: true positive, which is the number of pixels that are labeled as edges by both 
the estimator and the ground truth; true negative, which is the number of pixels that are 
labeled as non-edges by both the estimators and the ground truth; false positive is the 
number of pixels where the ground truth image marked as non-edges but rejected by the 
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SNR Estimator TP TN FP FN SEN ER 
GHMT 1572 254466 5152 952 23.3% 1.40% 
lOdB CBM 792 258736 1477 1139 34.9% 0.95% 
Proposed 1605 258205 1481 816 52.0% 0.88% 
GHMT 1780 256057 3890 417 31.3% 0.98% 
15dB CBM 940 258891 1322 991 41.6% 0.75% 
Proposed 1 1679 258451 1365 552 1 55.2% 0.73% 
TP: 'Rue Positive. 
TN: Rue Negative. 
SEN: Sensitivity, TP/(TP+FN). 
FP: False Positive. 
FN: False Negative. 
ER: Error rate, (FP+FN)/512 2 
Table 3.2: Comparative errors for the synthetic shape image 
estimator, which can indicate how "noisy" the estimated feature map is; false negative is 
the number of pixels where the estimator says there is no feature present but ground truth 
image says otherwise, which indicates the probability that the estimator to miss features; 
sensitivity is the ratio of correct estimated edge pixels over all estimated edge pixels and 
the error rate, which is calculated as the percentage of mismatched pixel number over the 
total pixel number. The results a-re presented in Table 3.2 for both 1OdB and 15dB. It is 
shown that the proposed algorithm yields the minimum error rate among the three candi- 
dates and the best sensitivity. The table also shows that GHMT gives the most "noisy" 
estimates, while CBM, on the other hand, usually gives relatively clean estimates, but has 
low TP counts, which may suggests the estimated parameter is less accurate than GHMT 
and the proposed method. 
3.7.6 Computational Requirements 
The proposed algorithm is implemented in Matlab and all the experiments were conducted 
on an Intel 2. OG1AHZ CPU with 1GB memory. The majority computation for the proposed 
algorithm is spent on the estimation of the "Signal+Noise" model parameters, where it 
requires 6 multiplications, 4 additions per pixel in one iteration. With 7 iterations, there 
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is a total of 42 multiplications and 28 additions. For the Kalman filter refinement stage, 
under the simplification on the model, there are 5 multiplications, 3 additions for one block, 
plus an extra matrix inversion for one scale. As shown in Table 3.1, the Kalman filter is 
performed on 4 different parameters across 4 resolutions. It typically requires 40 seconds 
to run on a 512 X 512 image. 
The CBM implementation is written in C and compiled with a GNU C compiler. With 
a pre-calculated lookup table, the algorithm only requires 4 multiplications and 1 addition 
per pixel. The running time for this monoscale algorithm is around 0.06 seconds. 
For the GHMT algorithm, the complexity of the actual implementation is unclear from 
the conceptual description in [135]. Nevertheless, since the package is written in Matlab, 
it can be compared with the proposed method in terms of running time. Typically, some 
50 seconds is need for GHMT to complete its calculation for one image. 
It is clear that the CBM is most efficient in terms of computation while the GHMT 
has the highest computational burden. The proposed algorithm has a modest complexity 
while yielding the best estimates. 
3.8 Summary and Discussion 
The problem of linear feature extraction from noisy data was discussed in this chapter. 
With a local Gaussian mixture spectrum model handling the separation of noise and signal, 
it was shown that better estimates can be obtained for the linear feature parameters using 
the EM algorithm. A global multiscale image model which takes advantage of the multiscale 
geometrical edge coherence is also proposed so that the paxameters estimated from the noisy 
image can be refined from coarser scales to finer scales using a Kalman filter. Finally, the 
significance of the features can be determined by a voting scheme using several significance 
measures. The proposed algorithm compares favourably with other parametric estimators 
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in terms of visual quality and accuracy, with a modest computational overhead. The use of 
the extracted parameters will be discussed later in Chapter 5 to improve the MFT-based 
image denoising scheme. 
Chapter 4 
The Multiscale Polar Cosine 
Transform 
4.1 Introduction 
As we have shown, not only edges, but also periodic textures can exist at all possible 
locations, orientations and scales in an image. The ability to efficiently analyse and describe 
directional patterns is thus of fundamental importance for image analysis. It is widely 
recognised that in natural images, there is usually a presence of strongly oriented local 
harmonics (textures) separated by curvilinear edges. While models for curved edges are 
well-established in various ways, such as some new directional transforms, and some wavelet 
coefficient statistical models, for texture representation, there are certain difficulties in 
defining complicated image patterns mathematically, making quantitative analysis difficult. 
There are, however, certain assumptions that can be made for most natural textures: 
Oriented. 
Many spatial textures have a prominent direction, for example wood patterns and 
seismogams, or a combination of several such components. 
89 
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4o Periodic. 
The texture tends to repeat certain basic elements at a given frequency and tends to 
repeat itself with a degree of affine invariance. 
Localised. 
In natural images, the textures are usually confined within a particular region. In 
other words, they are spatially localised. 
Over the years, several kinds of wave packet bases such as local cosines [4,2], wavelet 
packets [41,134) and brushlets [1061 have been proposed as suitable representations for 
oscillatory textures. However, they either lack orientation selectivity, or their spatial- 
frequency localisation is. not satisfactory. Moreover, due to the Uncertainty Principle, a 
spaxse representation for both singularities and periodic oscillations in a fixed basis is a 
fundamental dilemma [159]. A resort is to find an image-dependent "adaptive basis" which 
can accommodate both. directional linear features as well as directional textures in an 
unified manner according to the "image = edge + texture" model. 
The benefit of such sparse representations can be reflected in many applications. In 
particular, a simple thresholding of noisy coefficients in such expansions should be effective 
in removing noise while preserving image features of interest. The main objectives of this 
chapter axe to construct a transform called the "Multiscale Polar Cosine Transform" and 
to establish its connections with other transforms. The denoising results are presented 
with comparison to other state-of-the-art transforms. 
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4.2 The Polar Cosine Transform 
4.2.1 The Continuous Transform 
A prototypical oriented texture pattern can be seen as a higher dimensional function which 
has a waveform constant along a fixed direction. Such functions are usually referred to as 
' lanar waves" or "ridge functions" in related literature on approximation [1231. Formally, P 
a ridge function is a multivariate function of the form 0(ý - 0) where 0(. ) is a univariate 
function usually referred to as the ridge profile, with spatial coordinate vector ýE RI and 
0E Sd-1. This means 0 is on the unit sphere Sd-l in dimension d>1 and indicates the 
orientation. 
In order to model oriented texture, a real-to-complex ridge profile ?P: R --+ C can be 
defined as 
iwc 
which is basically the 1-D Fourier basis function, and the corresponding multivariate ridge 
function by definition is : 
JA, (e - 0) = eý'(4*'). (4.2) 
The ridge function gives a complex trigonometric oscillatory constant along the direction 
0. Taking the inner product of it with a function f (ý) gives: 
i(W, 0) = (f (Z), ý). (Z - 0» =1 (Z)e-"(4"")de. (4.3) 
This is exactly the d-dimensional Fourier transform expressed in polar coordinate form, or 
just simply polar Fourier transform. The conversion to Cartesian coordinates can be done 
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by separating the radial frequency into a frequency vector: 
w= wo. (4.4) 
With a slight rearrangement of equation (4.3), the equivalence becomes obvious: 
l(w, 0) =1f (4)e-'4*("9)dZ =1 (4)e-'4"de =f (w). (4.5) 
Meanwhile, the definition for the continuous Radon transform in d-dimensions is 
lzf (t, 0) =1f (e)Ö(Z -0- t)de. (4.6) 
The relationship between the Radon transform and the polar Fourier transiorm is stated 
as the Fourier-Slice Theorem [16]: 
Theorem 1 (Fourier Slice Theorem). The 1D Fourier transform with respect to t of 
the projection Rf (t, 0) is equal to a central slice, at a given orientation 0, of the higher 
dimensional Fourier transform of the function f (ý), that is, 
nf (t, 0) =f (W, (4.7) 
If some boundary condition is to be posed at each polar orientation, instead of being 
defined on R, the Radon slice ? ZOf (t) is assumed to be an even function IZof (t) = 7Zof (-t), 
then its Fourier transform can be written as follows: 
7 1) 
ef (t, 0) lZf (t, 0) cos(wt) dt. (4.8) r0 
It is noted that only the real cosine part remains in the above equation due to the even 
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boundary assumption on the slices. This is equivalent to a cosine tranform with ridge-type 
basis functions defined as : 
V ý2 
cos(wý - 0). (4.9) 7r 
In the same way by assuming Rof (t) = -Rof (-t), the sine counterpart is 
ý). s(e - 0) =1 sin(we - 0). (4.10) 7r 
Correspondingly, the continuous polar cosine and sine transform are denoted respectively 
as: 
ý2- j+OO Cf (W, 0) = (f (4) , P. 
C (e - 0» =; f (Z) cos(we - 0)dZ. 7r 0 
0 
Sf (W, 0) = (f (Z), 021 (E - 0» 71+00 f (Z) sin(we - 0)de. (4.12) 10 r0 
These two transforms, along with the polar Fourier transform, can be regarded as a family 
of Polar 7ýigonometric Ransforms. In the context of image processing, the polar cosine 
transform is the transform of interest in this work, due to its better approximation con- 
vergence properties attributed to the even boundary extension [3). Since it is essentially 
the Fourier transform, the completeness of the transform makes the transform operator C 
unitary which means C-1 = C*. Since the transform is real, the operator is self-conjugate, 
making the inverse transform exactly the same as the forward transform: 
C-1 = C. (4.13) 
The same also holds for the continuous polar sine transform and its inverse. 
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DCT-I 2n 
_' Xn COS [' nk] '(X0 + (-l)IcXN-1) + E"'=l N-1 
D -II CT 
N1m 1) k] En--_6 Xn COS IN (n +2 
DCT-III jXo + j: N-1 Mn (k + n=l Xn COS 
IN 
2 2 
DCT-IV N-1 ý2 + 1) (k + En=o Xn COS_ L'M 12 2 
DST-I iv-1 En=O Xn sin IN 4+1 (n + 1) (k + 1)] 
DST-II Eý_-oXn sin [-m (n + 1) (k + 1)] N2 
DST-III ý-2 
-0 -1 xn sin 
[. m (n + 1) (k + N2 
DST-IV xn sin f M,,, (n + ; ); 
) (k + -; ))I 
Table 4.1: List of DCTs and DSTs 
4.2.2 The Discrete M-ansform 
The continuous Polar Cosine Transform essentially replaces the polar Fourier transform's 
complex basis with a real cosine sinusoid as the ridge function, by assuming the projected 
Radon slice is even. In a discrete case, the Fourier-related transforms that operate on a 
function over a finite domain can be thought of as implicitly defining an extension of that 
function outside the domain. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) implies a periodic 
extension of the original function. A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), like the continuous 
cosine transform, implies an even extension of the original function. 
However, when the transform is to operate on finite, discrete sequences, two issues a-rise 
that are not relevant in case of the continuous cosine transform. First, one has to specify 
whether the function is even or odd at both the left and right boundaries of the domain. 
Secondly, one has to specify around what point the function is even or odd. These issues 
result in several different versions of DCTs, a full list of which along with corresponding 
DSTs is given in Table 4.1. For a discrete polar cosine transform, any of the DCTs can 
be adopted to form the basis ridge function. In particular, the so-called DCT-II is widely 
used in many applications such as the famed JPEG compression [1541 due to its even 
boundary extensions on both ends, which gives better approximation convergence. The 
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1-dimensional DCT-II function is defined by the ridge profile: 




+ k] (4.14) N 
where N is the possible number of frequencies as well as the length of the Radon projection 
slice and k=0,1, ... ' N-1 is the frequency index. In the context of image processing, the 
discussion of discretisation of the polar cosine transform will be further restricted to the 
2-dimensional case, which means the unit orientation vector becomes 
Cos 0 (4.15) 
sin 0 
With ý= [ý,, ý2], the discrete cosine ridge function is 
COS 0+ C2 sin 0] = COS 
[. 1 (ýi 
COS 0+ C2 sin 0+ N 
Then the discrete polar cosine transform on aMxM 2-D image f [ý] can be defined as : 
Cf [k, 0] = 
(f [el 
7'Ok 




E 1: f [6 1 C21 COS 
[" 
6ý0 6ý0 N 
The inverse transform for DCT-II is the DCT-III transform. The corresponding cosine 
ridge function for the inverse transform is 
7r 
COS 0+ ý2 sin 0] ý Ak COS 
(ýj 
COS 0+ ý2 sin 0+k+ (4.18) 
01 




1 if k : /- 01 
and the discrete inverse polar cosine transform operator C-1 is given by: 
C-lf [k, 0] = 
(f [ý]) Ok[6 COS 0+ ý2 Sin 0]) 
M-im-1 1 (4 , 19) 
ýEEf [Cl 9 
C21 Ak COS cosO + C2sinO + 
(k 
+ 
6ý0 C2ýO N 
4.2.3 Radon-based Digital Implementation 
Equations (4.7) and (4.8) suggest that the discrete Polar Cosine Transform (PCT) can be 
implemented by a Radon transform, that is, taking the 1-D discrete cosine transform on 
Radon slices: N-1 [ Ir 1) 
kl . 




As the Fourier Slice Theorem shows, the Radon transform can be implemented by tak- 
ing the central slice in the Fourier spectrum and then performing a 1-D inverse Fourier 
transform on it. Applying DCT on the Radon slices, we can obtain the discrete PCT- 
This gives a means for a digital implementation of the discrete polar cosine transform. 
For the Radon transform, various ways to implement it in a discrete fashion have been 
attempted, amongst which the Fast Slant Stack [6] was chosen, which is based on a pseudo- 
polax'FFT [5]. According to [61, the transform is computationally efficient, algebraically 
exact, geometrically faithful and its inversion is numerically stable. 
With the implementation described above, the polar cosine transform basis vectors for 
an 8x8 image block can be seen in Figure 4.1. The basis vectors are indexed by frequency k 
and orientation 0. As a result of the Cartesian-to-Polar conversion in the frequency domain, 
the low-frequency basis vectors are clearly being over-sampled, resulting in a redundant 
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Fi, gill-c . 1.1: The 8x6 disci cl c P( 'T- II kisis V(, (. t ors 
fraine where the number of coefficient", V-; four t lille" the original dat'a Size. 
4.2.4 Butterfly-based Digital Implementation 
The above digital implementation ()f t he PCT hased (m t he Rad(ýn I iaw,, fi)i in is akill to 
the digital ridgelet Unnshmn [2y. Suvh a INIousba. "ed appr()ach is flexible in 
ing various directional ridge-type transforms, bill it suffers I'l-mll several drawbacks (d, t, ll(, 
underlying RiAon transforill. First is the Iligh rmilplitational requilvillent Imt, 11 I'm. Ole 
forward and inverse t. rallsforills. The forward tlansfi)1.111 includes a P(d; Il. F(mriel. 
transform, t-D inverse t'rallsfm-nis, ml p(dill. slices illid fmward tlansf*()l. llIs. 
The inversc kist SON SUwk ums an itumtkv aODHtAnn in the rec(nistruction to ininimise 
muncrical instability. Secondly, the redundancy fackn. cmild be all isslic ill s()Inc applica- 
tions. \Vllile it swellis implausible to cmist rllctý a digit, nl ridgelet, t, ransf(m-in wit hout invoking 
the Radoll transform. it does not, IlecessarilY ImId txlle for the N'T. A Imssible cmistruc- 
tion Of sm h directional real trigollmlictric trallsf(will in the (. ()Ilt(, Xt, (A InAllIatcd lapped 
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transforms was discussed in [1]. The same construction is adopted here in implementing a 
digital polar cosine transform. 
It can be observed from Table 4.1 that the DCT-IV and DST-IV shaxe the same function 
parameters. In 2D, Caxtesian separable basis functions can be formed by the tensor product 
of 1D bases: 
, PC 
, 
kl k2 COS 
(ki 
+ Cos 







61 = sin 






















= cos A cos B- sin A sin B 









[ 7r (ýIkj 
+ ý2k2 ++ C2+ k, + k2 + 1) IV 2 
(4.23) 
Therefore the difference between the 2D basis functions of DCT-IV and DST-IV at given 
frequencies can be reduced into a cosine component. Furthermore, since k, =k cos 0, 
'ý 
ýk? + ,2 k sin 0, where k=10 is the polar frequency index and 0= arctan(k2/ki), the 
k2 
12 
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above equation (4.23) can be rewritten in the polar cosine form: 
xc lPk, [ýl 1 
621 " V)k cos O, k sin 0 
[611 621 - lPk$cos O, k sin 0 
[617 621 
,0k1 (4.24) 
[IV (ýIcosO +ý2 sin O)k+ ý (ýj +ý2 + kcosO+ k sin 0+ 1) COS "( )l 
However, it should be noted that compared with the PCT-II defined in equation (4-17), 
although the basis vectors do not represent a strict form of ridge functions, they axe 
directional and can be arranged in polar form. The above is set for the case when ki 
01 .... N-1 and 
k2 = 0,..., N-1. For negative frequencies, it is clear that 





= cos A cos [- BI - sin A sin [- B] (4.25), 











This suggests that for - k2 -1=-1...... -N, the basis function is just the sum of DCT-IV 
and DST-IV. In the same way, it is not difficult to see that when ki ý-- -it ... ) -N and 
k2 = -N, ..., N-1, which is the basis functions for the lower half plane of the 
frequency 
spectrum: 
ox, kj k216161 ý 'P-Xkj-l, -k2-116l6j- (4.26) 
Thus the corresponding transform domain exhibits the same Hermite symmetry as the 
Fourier transform, with basis functions very close to the FFT's basis functions. As a result, 
the transform 




is only twice redundant, by removing a half-plane of the spectrum and can be efficiently 
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Forward Transform 
Figure 4.2: The forward PCT-X transform and the inverse transform 
Inverse Transform 
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Figure 4.3: The 8x ýs discret cN 'TA hask vect ()i,,, 
illiplellielite(l hy a hutterfly computation. A sclivinat ic illust nit Ion of the cIII Iw 
socii iii Figure 4.2. For the sake of convenience, this paxticlihir digital Implementation will 
be referred to ms, PCT-X. A compIcte ba. sis for Size 8 x, 8 l", ', 'Il()Wll ill Figlll-v . 1.3. 
It is observed that the PCT-X is (. I()S(, I. v relat ed t () t lic Fourier t rall"'i'm-11i it self" despite 
the new transform being real. The eximnsion of PCT-X, therel'Ore, c; III be expected to 
liave similarities with the Fourier illagilit'lide 
In Figure 4.4ý a comparison between the PCT-x "'pect I-11111 mid t he ýpcct 1 11111 
is iiiade. A reptile t, exture patch is ('110,,, (, Il a. "', the te"'t dntýl mid the tN\, () tmilsi'm-Ill. " Yield 
very similar magnitude responses. However, the hist ()'(' I-, ) ills Suggest t lult t lic cm, 111clent. ". ()I 
the PCT-X expansion are sparser t1mll those ()I' the trnil"'I(will, to the 
symmetric houndm-y extension of the lindel. l. vill", D(7-IV nild 
4.2.5 Nonlinear Approximation 
As previously mentioned in Section 4.1 ý with t I, (, difficlillY III Illathelliat icýlll. v I'm lillibit'ing 
texture, it is Iml-d to ýIpproacli the iloilhilcar appl, ()Xilll; Itl()lI pn)hIcill quil lit it ýIhvel. \-. The 
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Fourier Magnitude Magnitude Histogram 
Magnitude Histogram 
Figure 4.4: Spectrum comparison between the PCT-X and the Fourier Transform 
theoretical study of the transform in the context of computational harmonic analysis is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, where the main concern is on examining its effectiveness 
in providing sparsity in the transformed expansion. The approach taken here is more 
empirical, where the nonlinear approximation results are presented in the form of outputs 
from numerical experiments. 
Two digital PCT implementations were selected for nonlinear approximation experi- 
ments: the Radon-based PCT with DCT-11 as ridge profile (PCT-11); and the butterfly 
PCTA implementation as shown in Figure 4.2. They are compared with three other 
transforms: the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT); the DCT-11, which is a Cartesian separa- 
ble real-to-real implementation of FFT; and the Fast Curvelet Transform (FCT) which is 
implemented by wrapping of specially selected subbands of Fourier samples [22]. 
Three different image patches are tested for nonlinear approximation. The first one 
is a rotated version of the wood grain texture from USC-SIPI Image Database numbered 
1.1.09. The texture is well-oriented but with certain discontinuities. The second one 
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-- Percentage F-FG FCT DCT FFT PCT-11 PCT-X 
0.1% 185 66 66 262 132 
2% 3700 1311 1311 5243 2622 
15% 27748 9830 9830 39322 19660 
100% 184985 65536 65536 262144 131072 
Table 4.2: Percentage vs. number of retained coefficients for different transforms 
contains a portion of a fingerprint image, which consists of repeated curved ridges. The 
last one is a simple straight line. The purpose of including such a linear singularity is 
that although it is not ideal to be represented by an oscillatory basis, it would be still 
worth comparing with other trigonometric transforms. All the patches are sized 256 x 256, 
cropped from the original 512 x 512 images. They are pre-whitened by taking the highpass 
subband Laplacian pyramid. 
The nonlinear approximation results are represented in Figure 4.8-4.10 as PSNR curves. 
The PSNR values are plotted against the top percentage of coefficients, from 2% to 50%. 
The percentage instead of the number of coefficients is used due to the fact that different 
transforms yield different number of coefficients. For the sake of convenience, a table of 
percentages and the corresponding retained numbers of coefficients for different transforms 
are listed in Table 4.2. It is observed that for two textured images, wood and f p, the 
PCTs outperform the other candidates consistently. With fewer coefficients, the PCT-X's 
PSNR is usually close to the PCT-11, occasionally outperforms it (on f p). This is dug to 
the fact that PCT-II's reconstruction is less stable with fewer coefficients while PCT-X's 
inverse transform is exact. However, the goodness of DCT-11's even symmetric boundaries 
eventually yields better PSNR with relatively more coefficients involved. While low PSNR 
performances are to be expected from the trigonometric transforms, it is also reassuring 
that the two PCTs give better PSNR than the DCT and FFT. 
Figure 4.5 shows the reconstructions from the top 2% coefficients of these four trans- 
forms on f g. The reconstruction from FCT looks artificial, due to its inability to capture 
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Figure 4.9: Nonlinear approximation PSNR curves for fp 
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Figure 4.10: Nonlinear approximation PSNR curves for line 
directional harmonics of the image, an oscillatory pattern has to be described as several 
directional singularities. The DCT reconstruction, while being closer to the original, does 
not highlight the oriented patterns as well as the PCTs. The results from FFT and PCTs 
are very similar, while the PCTs give slightly better reconstruct ions with the directional 
regularities on the fingerprint ridges, particularly by PCT-X. Similar observations are seen 
on wood as well (Figure 4.6). 
Another example is the line in Figure 4.7. The percentage of coefficients is kept 
as little as 0.1%. It is not surprising that the FCT restores the line, faithfully even at 
such a low ratio. The reconstructions from the four Fourier-type bases (DCT, FFT and 
the two PCTs) all exhibit the "ghosting" artifacts sometimes referred to as the Gibbs 
phenomenon, due to suppressing too many high frequency coefficients. The DCT shows 
the ghosting artifact on two different orientations, the FFT has two ghost lines appearing 
on the reconstruction. The PCT-11, on the other hand, due to the boundary extension 
being assumed on the Radon slices, shows only one significant ghost line. The ghosting 
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artifact is further reduced in PCT-X's reconstruction. 
4.3 The Polar Cosine Packets 
4.3.1 Local Cosine Bases 
As previously discussed, the Radon transform can reduce the polar cosine transform into 
a matter of performing the cosine transform on Radon slices. This also makes it possible 
to analyse directional features other than sinusoidal ridges. This is achieved by taking the 
transform in separate spatial windows. Local trigonometric bases proposed by Coifman 
and Meyer [391 and by Malvax [971 use smooth window functions to split the signal and to 
fold overlapping parts back into the original pieces so that the orthogonality is preserved. 
This treatment can avoid the discontinuity artifacts caused by a rectangular window, while 
introducing no redundancy. 
The local cosine basis is composed of basis functions of the form 
F Il 





PI 2 JIPJ 
F2 1) t-cpl 
- 
The Cosine-VI basis is used and modulated by a window function wp(t) which lies on an 
interval [ap-1, ap] with ep = (ap + ap-1)/2, and JIpj = cp+1 - cp being the length of the 
window, with the overlapping part included. With a careful choice of the window (see [4]), 
the set lap} CR forms a partition of unity and the local cosine basis associated to such 
partition is said to form a library of orthonormal bases usually referred to as the cosine 
packets. 
The Polar Cosine Packets can be implemented by placing the 1-D cosine packets on the 
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Figure 4.11: The binary tree of the localisation of paxtitioned intervals 
Radon slices; the operator is denoted as 
Pf[p, k, 0] = (1: -ýf[te017tPp, k[tl)- (4.29) 
Unfortunately, due to its implementation, it is not possible to construct similar Polar 
Cosine Packets with the PCT-X. 
4.3.2 The Best Basis Selection 
The arbitrary choice over the library of local trigonometric bases over a compact interval 
U is of an extremely large range. To seek a feasible "best basis", the library of cosine 
packets is reduced to only taking dyadically partitioned decomposition of U only. This 
organisation is depicted schematically in Figure 4.11. Then 100 is a cosine basis on the 
entire U and Ips will correspond to the local cosine basis over interval p of the 21 intervals 
at level s of the tree. The best basis can be found by induction on s. 
Let Bp,, denote the cosine basis vectors corresponding to interval Ip,,,, and Ap,,, be the 
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best basis. For s=0, the best basis Ap, o = Bp, o, otherwise 
Ap,, +, 
Bp,. +, if M(Bp,,, +lx) < M(A2p, sX) + 
M(A2p+l, 
aX)) (4.30) 
A2p,, (D A2p+,,. otherwise. 
where ED denotes a concatenation operation, and M(. ) is a certain cost function. 
The resulting best basis is optimal relative to the cost function M, which means differ- 
ent choices of the cost function reflecting certain criterion can result in different selections 
of the best basis. Such an approach is called "entropy-based best basis selection". For a 
complete treatment on the subject, see [42]. 
The best basis can be sought with the local cosine basis on the Radon slices. The 
resulting transform is called the Polar Cosine Packet Ransform (PCPT), while the choice 
of the cost function M depends on the application. 
4.4 The Multiscale Polar Cosine Transform 
It was recognised, as eaxly as in 1978 [75] that, for an image representation to be useful, 
the transform should be spatially well localised. More importantly, the transform should 
be multiscale, in order to capture patterns of interest at different scales. While the PCT is 
able to provide a sparse expansion for directional patterns with good frequency resolution, 
putting it into a multiresolution, spatially localised manner is required. The result is a 
new wavelet-type transform called the Multiscale Polar Cosine Transforrn (MPCT), which 
is discussed in the following sections. 
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4.4.1 The Construction of MPCT 
A prototypical multiscale polar cosine function has the form 
7) Ok 
(ý - 77) -0 (4.31) 
s 
where k, 0, q and s denote the frequency, orientation, location and scale parameters of 
the function respectively and w(-) is the smooth window function chosen along with the 
sampling interval to ensure invertibility of the discrete form of the transform. 
Effectively the transform can be viewed as a stack of windowed polar cosine transforms 
at a range of scales, with different block sizes for windowing. The coarser the scale s is, 
the larger the window becomes. The digital implementation of such a multiscale lapped 
transform requires two operators: 'a level operator which decomposes the signal into differ- 
ent scales, and a local operator which handles the decomposition locally within a block - 
in this case could be either the PCT operator C or the Polar Cosine Packet operator P, 
which gives us the Multiscale Polar Cosine Packet Transform (MPCPT). 
A desirable level operator should have the following two properties: 
1. The operator should be able to separate the signal into different frequency subbands. 
2. The decomposed subbands should be isotropic, which then can be exploited well by 
the high frequency resolution and the directional selectivity of the PCT. 
A reasonable choice of the level operator is the Laplacian pyramid [171. As in Chapter 
3, for a paxticular level x,, of subband, it is computed as : 
X, (77) = (I - Gs, a+lG. +, ")X". (4.32) 
where I is the identity operator and x. is the Gaussian lowpass pyramid representation of 
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Discrete case 




and G, ý,, +,, G. +,,. are the raising and lowering operators associated with transitions be- 
tween levels in the Gaussian pyramid, as defined previously in Chapter 3. Due to the 
dyadic decimation, the pyramid is known to have some 33% extra redundancy. in 2D, 
which is acceptable for general use in many image processing tasks. This also allows us to 
use a constant window size over different scales, which is equivalent to a dyadic increment 
of the window size. 
4.4.2 Basis Functions and Frequency Tiling 
The basis functions of the MPCT are 2D cosine ridges with certain frequency, orientation 
confined to certain spatial location and scale. Several MPCT basis functions axe shown in 
both spatial and frequency domains in Figure 4.13. These are three members of the MPCT 
basis at increasing scales on a 256 x 256 grid. Every function oscillates coherently in a 
preferred direction and frequency and confined by a cosine-squared window. In the fre- 
Continuous case 
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Multiscale Polar 
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MFT (Polar) ID FFT 
I Local Radon IDDWr Curvelet 
I Transform 
Figure 4.14: The relationships between MFT, Local Radon, Curvelet and MPCT 
quency domain, the Fourier transform of these functions is well-localised as well, exhibiting 
two symmetric blobs at an orientation perpendicular to that of the spatial functions. The 
size of the frequency blob increases with the scale, while the spatial window size decreases 
dyadically. 
Figure 4.12 schematically demonstrates how the frequency plane is partitioned by the 
MPCT decomposition, both in continuous and discrete cases. It is clear that the polar 
orientation resolutions at different scales axe the same and each of the subbands from the 
level operator is partitioned into equal number of boxes. 
4.4.3 Relationship with Other Transforms 
The construction of the MPCT presented here follows a long legacy in both haxmonic anal- 
ysis and image processing, and is directly connected with many other transforms proposed 
in the literature. 
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MFT 
The Multiresolution Fourier Transform is a windowed Fourier transform at different reso- 
lutions and the digital implementation is usually done by a similar lapped block transform 
like the MPCT with a local FFT operator. Due to the close relationship between PCT 
and FFT, the MPCT can also be seen as a real version of the MFT, and the assumption of 
polar symmetric boundary extension increases the sparsity of the transformed coefficients. 
Unlike the conventional 2D DCT, which is constructed by tensor product of the 1D trans- 
form, the local operator PCT of MPCT is a true polar transform, combining the merits of 
both FFT and DCT into one setting. 
Ridgelets and Curvelets 
The first digital curvelet transform, the so-called curvelet-99 implementation proposed 
in [143] also adopts a multiscale lapped block transform approach. The level operator 
used in that specific transform was an undecimated a trous wavelet transform. While the 
redundancy is useful in the denoising task, substituting it with a less redundant operator 
like the Laplacian pyramid would still retain the curvelet notion. The local operator is 
the digital ridgelet transform which is a 1-D wavelet transform on Fast Slant Stack Radon 
slices. Therefore, the essential difference between the curvelet-99 transform and the MPCT 
transform is just the 1D transform performed on Radon slices: one being the wavelet and 
another being the cosine transform. 
In [70], implementations of possible digital ridgelet packets were discussed. One of these 
uses a basis on the Radon domain from a wavelet packet or cosine packet dictionaxy. This 
coincides with the polax cosine packets discussed before, which can be used to deal with 
features like both ridgelet and polax cosine basis functions. 
It is clear that the Fourier Slice Theorem is the fundamental tool in implementing the 
Radon transform, and it links the curvelets, polar cosine and Fourier transforms. The 
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relationship between those multiscale lapped transforms can be illustrated schematically 
as in Figure 4.14. 
Brushlets and Wave Atoms 
The brushlets, proposed by Meyer and Coifman (106], partition the Fourier frequency plane 
by local cosine windowing, achieving basis functions of directional oscillating patterns 
localised in orientation, frequency, location and scale. However, due to the nature of 
frequency implementation and the choice of the window, the basis functions are not well 
localised in space, having significant spread. The recently introduced 2D wave atoms frame 
[49] as implemented by using the Villemoes wavelet packets [1521 in the frequency domain. 
The resulting basis functions are much like brushlets, but with only two bumps in the 
spatial domain. 
The MPCT's basis functions are in essence same as the brushlets and Wave Atoms, but 
the transform is implemented by spatial windowing instead of frequency windowing. The 
MPCT and these two transforms are spatial-frequency duals of the same idea, like wavelet 
packets and the local trigonometric bases. 
4.5 Image Denoising Experiments 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MPCT transform, the transform is applied 
to the task of noise removal in 2D by thresholding the transformed coefficients (cf. Chapter 
2). 
The MPCT implementation used in the denoising has the following configuration: 
1. The level of decomposition, or the total number of scales is set to J=5. 
2. The local window is 16 x 16, modulated with a squared cosine. 
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I The windows are overlapped by 50%. 




(4.34) js 1.23J-8 , 
with a set to a=0.08 for the MPCT and a=0.062 for the MPCPT- In the above 
equation, a is the standard deviation of the noise. The. best basis is computed 
according to the cost function [89]: 
where 
N 
M (ft TS) 4) (1 (L IN [ij) 12). (4.35) 
u- or 2 ifU<T2 
<D(u) =-" (4-36) 2 if U> T2. 
Iaa 
4.5.1 Candidates for Comparison 
In the experiment, the results are compared with four other candidates: 
* Wavelet Packets 
An orthonormal adaptive wavelet packet (WP) transform can capture point singu- 
larities and oscillatory patterns. It is a long-standing choice for noise removal and 
research on the threshold selection is well established. The threshold for certain sub- 





Il - cr2,0) 
) 
where N is the total number of data points in H subband and J is the total level of 
decomposition, and Or'H is the variance of the H subband. 
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In order to suppress the pseudo-Gibbs Phenomena in the wavelet-baed denoising, 
the cycle spining [40] treatment or translation invariant denoising is used, with the 
number of spins being equal to the filter length, in this case, the 8-point Symmlet. 
This is equivalent to a wavelet shrinkage with an undecimated basis. 
Curvelets 
The curvelet-99 transform was proposed in [143] for image denoising. The curvelet 
transform used here is a vaxiant of the original curvelet-99, with the undecimated 
wavelet transform replaced by the Laplacian pyramid, which is also used in the 
MPCT. Locally, the same 16 x 16 cosine squared window with 50% overlap is used, 
so the redundancy factor of the two transforms is the same, making their results more 
comparable. The threshold for different levels are the same as used in the MPCT 
denoising. 
e Wave Atoms 
Wave atoms frame has similax basis functions to the MPCT. As reported in [491, the 
denoising is done by simply setting the threshold to 
T= 3a. (4.38) 
I The software implementation of these schemes are all in Matlab. The Wave Atoms imple- 
mentation and denoising routine is from the WaveAtom packagel. 
4.5.2 Test Data 
The dataset used in the denoising experiments consists of four images: barbara contains 
some directional and non-directional periodic textures; lena, which can be regarded, as 
IThe WaveAtom package can be downloaded from http: //www. waveatom. org. 
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Flpire 4.15: A set of four images for experiments 
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one of the "curvelet-friendly" images, since it mainly consists of linear singularities at 
different scales; fp is a fingerprint image and finally grain image is a texture image which 
was considered to be very difficult to compress since it contains some oriented oscillation 
mixed with random linear singularities. These four images are given in Figure 4.15. 
4.5.3 Denoising Results 
The experimental results on noisy images from OdB to 20dB measured in SNR are presented 
in Table 4.3, and Figures 4.19-4.21 contain denoised results by different methods which can 
help to establish a qualitative comparison. It is cleax from the detailed images in Figures 
4.20 and 4.21 that although the translation-invaxiant WP approach outputs SNR measures 
comparable to other directional transforms, the visual sharpness of its output is not as 
pleasing as rest of the group, have significantly blurred edges. Artifact problem exists with 
the wave atoms denoised images. Although it performs well with textural images such as 
fp and grain which are supposed to be its forte, on natural images its visual quality is fax 
from satisfactory, mainly due to the fact that its basis functions axe not well localised in 
space and due to its inability to model edges well. 
The curvelet transform, MPCT and MPCPT are all constructed by block-based local 
transforms on top of the Laplacian pyramid. It is surprising to see that the MPCT gives 
consistently better numerical results than curvelets, as well as well-matched visual results. 
Although the underlying local operator has an oscillatory pattern instead of anisotropic 
ridge forms, the overlapping blocks effectively compensate for the drawback in edge axeas 
by confining the oscillations locally. In textural regions, the MPCT shows significant gains 
over the curvelets. The MPCT packet denoising, as expected, combines the merits of both 
curvelet transform and the MPCTs into one setting. In order to further illustrate their 
effectiveness, subband reconstructions of these transforms are given in Figures 4.16-4.18, 
which are obtained from thresholding the 1OdB barbara image in the respective transform 
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Table 4.3: The comparative image denoising results in SNR 
Image Noise TI Curvelet MPCT-Il MPCT-X MPCPT Wave 
(dB) S-Bayes Atom 
0 14.75 14.59 14.89 14.63 15.19 13.38 
5 16.08 15.93 16.42 17.17 16.85 16.40 
barbara 10 18.00 17.64 18.44 18.75 18.85 19.22 
15 21.12 19.64 20.34 20.46 20.71 22.01 
20 24.92 21.41 21.88 21.04 22.10 24.89 
0 17.06 17.20 17.24 16.59 17.75 14.47 
5 18.96 18.82 18.99 18.93 18.99 17.60 
lena 10 21.08 20.93 21.05 21.03 21.89 20.36 
15 23.49 23.30 23.35 22.88 24.26 23.21 
20 26.15 25.45 25.60 25.17 26.31 26.08 
0 12.20 12.03 12.83 12.82 13.00 12.20 
5 15.18 13.48 14.39 15.17 14.60 14.64 
fp 10 18.29 15.40 16.63 17.19 17.15 17.44 
15 21.44 18.45 19.59 19.27 20.24 20.52 
20 24.74 21.66 22.56 22.44 23.23 26.08 
0 12.93 13.06 13.10 12.77 13.22 11.93 
5 13.81 13.66 13.84 14.00 14.29 13.96 
grain 10 15.87 15.01 15-51 16.09 16.18 16.35 
15 18.72 17.28 18.00 18.78 18.84 19.02 
20 22.02 20.05 20.56 20.43 21.38 22.02 
domain. The reader is encouraged to compare the sharpness of recovered edges and textures 
in these results. 
The difference in the numerical results between the MPCT-II and MPCT-X is com- 
patible with the nonlinear approximation results in section 4.2.5. The MPCT-X generally 
performs better with heavier noise, and MPCT-II can outperform MPCT-X by a significant 
margin when there is less noise. However, visually, the two implementation do not differ 
significantly. Overall, the MPCT Packet can be regarded as the winner for its better visual 
quality as well as numerical error measures. The wave atoms based thresholding gives the 
worst denoising result visually, although its reconstruction gives very high SNR measure. 
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Table 4.4: Denoising running time compaxison 
4.5.4 Comparison of the Computational Com'lexity p 
Since all the transforms axe implemented in Matlab, a comparison of their running time can 
effectively reflect their computational requirements. A list of their running time counted 
in seconds is given in Table 4.4. 
The translation-invariant wavelet packet implementation is based on the Wavelab pack- 
agO, which contains a few natively compiled mex routines. The curvelet and MPCT-11 
use the Fast Slant Stack implementation in the Beamlab package 3. 
Since curvelets and MPCT-II only differ in the 1D transform on Radon slices, their 
complexities are similar. However, in our experiment, the MPCT-II usually requires tens 
of seconds less than the curvelet transform. This is due to the fact that underlying DCT 
is an optimised routine from Matlab's own toolbox. The computational cost of the two 
adaptive transforms, MPCPT and TIWP, topped the rest of the group in the compaxison. 
The MPCPT, in paxticulax, requires about 17 minutes. The MPCT-X, on the other hand, 
is the fastest transform in the group, while the wave atoms requires slightly longer to 
denoise an image. 
2The Wavelab package can be found on http: //www. wavelab. org. 
3 The Beamiab package can be found on http: //www. beamiab. org. 
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4.6 Summary and Discussion 
A new family of higher dimensional trigonometric transforms were introduced in this ýhap- 
ter. By generalising the Fourier transform in a polax fashion, the polar cosine transform 
offers good convergence properties as the separable cosine transform as well as oriented 
basis functions and orientation selectivity like the Fourier transform. Two digital imple- 
mentations were discussed for the discrete PCT. One implementation combines the Radon 
transform with a 1D DCT and the other is computed from DCT-IV and DST-IV in a but- 
terfly fashion. The Radon-based implementation offers more flexibility such more choices 
of the ridge profile by applying different types of DCT on the Radon slices and allows a 
best basis search for cosine packets, while the butterfly version, termed as the PCT-X, is 
much faster and less redundant. 
The construction of the multiscale polar cosine transform, which offers localisation 
in space and frequency, as well as orientation selectivity, and employs a multiresolution 
pyramidal framework allows analysing the image at different scales, was also presented. In 
a sense, the MPCT qualifies as directional wavelets and share a lot of similarities with other 
directional wavelet frames proposed previously. The MPCPT, constructed by seeking best 
cosine bases on Radon slices, combines the representation powers of curvelets and MPCT, 
which is a good representation for directional textures as well as edges. 
The effectiveness of the MPCT bases was tested against the state-of-the-art translation- 
invariant wavelet packet based shrinkage method and directional transforms such as curvelets 
and wave atoms. The new bases demonstrated a strong potential in the experiments, 
producing more visually pleasing reconstructions than the opponents, with competitive 
quantitative results. 
Chapter 5 
9 Directional Image Denoising 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, it has been shown that the MPCPT, which applies the cosine 
packet analysis on local Radon slices in a multiscale fashion can be an efficient represen- 
tation for natural images, due to its ability to accommodate both directional linear edges 
and textures. However, such a packet basis has two major drawbacks. The first prob- 
lem is its high computational cost, since it requires the best basis search to be conducted 
on every Radon projection slice. The second problem is associated with the underlying 
Radon transform, whose inversion usually introduces more numerical errors than other 
linear transforms, which is undesirable in many image processing tasks. 
When the basis for a transform is inadequate to representing desired patterns or fea- 
tures, one solution is to "upgrade the transform ", such as seeking an adaptive basis (e. g. 
the wavelet packets [1041) or using a new transform like curvelets [28]. On the other hand, 
another approach is to derive a model in the old transform domain for the desired feature, 
in order to "upgrade the analysis". For example, in order to analyse linear features, some 
researchers proposed new transforms such as curvelets and contourlets, while others built 
131 
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models I for linear edges in the orthonormal wavelet domain like the Multiscale Edge Model 
by Mallat et al [961. 
As mentioned previously, while seeking an adaptive basis for representing both edges 
and textures may be too expensive for some applications, another approach is to model 
the linear edges in a fixed transform domain, such as the frequency linear feature model 
presented in Chapter 3. It is, therefore, natural to combine a directional fixed transform 
which is suitable foF representing textures and a linear feature model in the corresponding 
domain to solve the problem. 
Such a combination is realised in this chapter, in the form of fast directional image 
denoising algorithms in the MFT domain, by applying orientation-adaptive frequency fil- 
ters. The proposed methods give similar, sometimes superior, results to the MPCPT in 
denoising, while the computational requirement is much lower. 
5.2 Spectrum Model and Directional Filtering 
5.2.1 The Spectrum Model 
The estimation of Fourier spectrum magnitudes is a well-studied problem for the restoration 
of signals from noise [91,150]. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is known that in 2D, the Fourier 
transform of a directional linear feature results in a concentration of energy along the line 
perpendicular to the spatial orientation and passing through the origin. It is, therefore, 
natural to apply less attenuation to coefficients along the direction of interest than others. 
This suggests an anisotropic model is useful for the magnitude spectrum. Moreover, the 
model should be computationally inexpensive and general enough to allow different types 
of features with all possible degrees of anisotropy. 
An appropiate choice for modelling the significant spectral energy is a 2D zero-mean 
Gaussian function, with its centre fixed at origin, similar to the mixture model presented 
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frequency filter, whose purpose is to sepaxate significant coefficients from insignificant ones. 
The reason for choosing the Gaussian function as the model for the filter is three-fold: 
'i 1. The Gaussian function has optimal spread in time and space, and it is smooth in 
both domains. 
2. The parameters for the function are easy to compute. 
3. The dispersion of the Gaussian function can be easily controlled by altering the 
covariance matrix r. When the filter is anisotropic, which indicates the presence of 
oriented pattern, the filter allows only a narrow oriented band to pass. When the 
filter tends to be isotropic, it functions as conventional lowpass smoothing. 
5.2.3 Related Methods 
An anisotropic filter in the frequency domain in its essence resembles the effect of thresh- 
olding in the ridgelet domain. The selection of an oriented frequency band can be regarded 
as extracting a Fourier slice, which in turn can be converted into a Radon slice, given the 
assumption that the feature is linear and that the significant spectrum energy is concen- 
trated in the given" orientation. Although, compared to the ridgelet transform, anisotropic 
filtering makes the assumption of the presence of a single feature, such simplification does 
not dramatically degrade its effectiveness. With an appropriate choice of windowing size 
and overlap factor, the assumption is sufficient for most circumstances, with the exception 
of corners and crossings. In exchange, the computational burden is significantly reduced. 
Without invoking the interpolation for the Radon transform, the numerical stability for 
the reconstruction is also improved. 
The use of directional filtering is not new in the field of image representation. The 
steerable filter [141] is an example of separating the higher dimensional signals into differ- 
ent oriented subbands and also anisotropic smoothing filters such as [88]. The contourlet 
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transform, sometimes considered as an alternative implementation of the curvelet trans- 
form, uses a double filter bank approach. It employs first a Laplacian Pyramid decompo- 
sition to capture the multiscale point singularities, then each of the subbands is directed 
into a directional filter bank, which in essence groups the contour segments like a local 
Radon transform. The MFT with Gaussian frequency filter is then directly related to 
the contourlet, which also uses the Laplacian pyramid to decompose the image, but the 
directional filtering is done locally and adaptively within the window. 
5.3 Gaussian Frequency Filtering for Denoising 
5.3.1 The Denoising Process 
As discussed in the previous section, the effectiveness of the Gaussian frequency filter is 
similar to the thresholding in the ridgelet/contourlet domain when there is a directional fea- 
ture present. It is, therefore, natural to apply the filter on the images as a form anisotropic 
smoothing and subsequently can be used to suppress the noise. 
Since the estimation of the Gaussian filter parameters uses the inertia tensor, which does 
not work well on noisy images, the filter's estimation for denoising is not straightforward. 
A decent approach is to use the "Signal+Noise" spectrum model presented in Chapter I 
However, due to the complexity of the EM algorithm, this approach is rejected, since it 
conflicts with the main desiderata: low computational cost. A simple sub-optimal solution 
is to estimate the inertia tensor after thresholding the target noisy spectrum. Since the 
purpose here is to give an illustrative demonstration, the threshold is selected as 
0.6 max(j(w)). (5.2) 
The whole process is illustrated in Figure 5.2, taking the straight line image as the 
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example. First, the image is corrupted by OdB Gaussian white noise. The noisy image 
then undergoes the forward FFT. The resulting spectrum contains a perpendicular straight 
line from which the corresponding Gaussian filter can be estimated. Taking the product of 
the spectrum with the filter removes most of the noise energy and performing the inverse 
FFT on the filtered spectrum gives the denoised image where the linear feature is well 
preserved, although there are some insignificant "directionaP' noisy artifacts due to the 
nature of the underlying Fourier basis. 
5.3.2 Feature Denoising Results 
Three simple test images are used here as the "toy problerd' demonstration. They are 
selected representatively: the first one is the straight line used in Figure 5.2, the second 
one is a directional cosine ridge texture, while the third one is a cosine "chessboard" feature 
which is an example of non-directional texture. Following the procedure described before, 
the results are depicted in Figure 5.3. 
It is clear that the Gaussian frequency filter is adaptive to the nature of the feature: for 
the straight line and the cosine ridge images, the estimated Gaussian filter is anisotropic, 
among which the cosine ridge's filter is less elongated. For the cosine chessboard texture, 
it is isotropic and effectively a lowpass; filter. 
The advantage of using the Gaussian frequency filter over conventional thresholding 
denoising is clear. The simple "keep-or-kill" strategy on the coefficients can lead to severe 
pseudo-Gibbs phenomena [40], and an appropriate threshold which is crucial for the de- 
noising outcome is difficult to estimate. On the other hand, the Gaussian frequency filter is 
smooth, and has the ability to single out a narrow, oriented band. This is particularly use- 
ful in dealing with linear singulaxities, which are less well represented by the Fourier basis. 
In Figure 5.4, the denoising outcomes for the straight line images by Gaussian frequency 
filtering and hard thresholding are compared. The threshold is set as in [401, known as the 
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Figure 5.4: Gaussian frequency filtering compared with thresholding 
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(5.3) 
The Gaussian filter clearly yields better reýiilts. On patterns such ýus the co'silic "Idge 
and chessboard, which the Former basis, is able to represent, efficiently oil its own, simple 
thresholding has its advantage since the spectrum energy is not, concentrated on a line, 
and the nature of the Gaussian filter is likely to allow more "noisyl' coefficients to piss. 
However, visually the rcsult, ý are satisfactory, since tlic filter tends to keep the lowpass 
and lowpass, noise is vismally less significant Hum highpiss. Also. in a real npplicAiOiI, 
the option to choose between these two strategics is AwaYs pos'sible, bY Ineasurill", the 
anisotropy of' the Gaussian filter. 
5.4 Image Denoising Algorithms 
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* The Laplacian Pyramid is used at J=5 levels of subbands. 
* The window size is M' = 16 x 16, modulated with squaxed cosine. 
* The windows axe overlapped by 50%. 
5.4.1 Algorithm I 
140 
The first algorithm is a direct extension of the idea described in the previous section. The 
algorithm estimates the Gaussian filter from a thresholded version of the spectrum, and 
uses the anisotropy measure in equation (3-43) to determine whether the block should be 
denoised with thresholding or the Gaussian frequency filter. The whole process can be 
described as follows: 
1. Decompose the image with the forward MFT. 





The threshold is set on a crude level in order to minimise the effect of noise in order 
to obtain a good estimate from the inertia tensor, which was empirically found to 
be adequate. Then the filter H, 7,, (w) is estimated from the thresholded spectrum 
: it according to equation (5.1). 
I The anisotropic measure a,,,, is computed as in equation (3-43) on the Gaussian filter 
H, 7,, 
(w). 
4. If a,,,, is larger than a constant (here it is set to 0.43), which indicates there is 
a presence of strong directional feature, the spectrum is filtered by applying the 
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frequency filter : 
141 
(5.5) 
This is a linear combination of the thresholded spectrum and filtered spectrum, with 
anisotropy measure a, 7,, controlling the proportion. When the filter's elongation 
is 
greater, the combination tends to assign more weight to the filtered version. When 
the filter tends to be more isotropic, which means the thresholding strategy could be 
more effective, laxger weight is given to the thresholded part. 
5. Otherwise, since there are no significant linear features, the . 
0,7,. (w) is simply obtained 
by thresholding the spectrum with a less crude threshold value: 
A, 
42- Fo -gM 2a 
-7 * 4' 1.23J-3 
(5.6) 
6. Perform the inverse transform on jR (w) to obtain the denoised block. II)a 
The listing of the pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Table 5.1. 
5.4.2 Algorithm II 
The second variation takes a completely different approach. It is possible that sometimes 
linear feature extraction (discussed in Chapter 3) and denoising sometimes arý to be per- 
formed simutanously. One example could be a database for images captured by a noisy 
remote sensor. It is, therefore, required to extract semantic feature vectors for content- 
based retrieval, while the images also need to be enhanced which is a typical requirement 
for medical images. It is then sensible to use the information obtained by the linear feature 
extraction stage to aid the denoising process. Certainly, there are many possibilities how 
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Algorithm 5.4.1: MFTG-I(X, a, J) 
comment: X is the noisy image; a is the standard deviation; 
comment: J is the total level of decomposition; .* denotes pointwise product 
pyr +- LAPLACIANPYRAMID(X, J) 
for s+-1to J-1 
a. = al. 23j--l 
for each block E pyr. 
j 4- FFT(block) 
il HARDTHRESHOLD(j, 8V2- -logM2a. ) 
r INERTIATENSOR(j') 
do anisotropy 4- ESTIMATEDISPERSION(r) 
do if anisotropy > 0.43 
then 
H DRAWGAUSSIANFILTER(r) JjR 
anisotropy * (j. * H) + (1 - anisotropy)f' 
else jR 4-- HARDTIIRESIIOLD(j, 7.4V2- log M2a. ) 
denoised 4-- IFFT(jR) 
X1 +- INvLAPLACIANPYRAMID(pyr) 
Table 5.1: The pseudo-code for MFTG-1 algorithm 
one may incorporate the feature extraction with the denoising. Here a simple version of 
such a combination is presented. 
After extracting the linear features, as discussed in Chapter 3, the following information 
is available: 
0,,,,: The estimated orientations for each block after the Kalman filtering. 
* C,,,,: The class label for each block which indicates a linear feature's presence. 
Instead of using the anisotropic: dispersion measure a,,,,, the classification label C,,,,, can 
be used to determine if the spectrum needs to be cleaned by a Gaussian frequency filter or 
thresholding. The orientation information then can be used to construct the filter instead 
of estimating it from the noisy spectrum. 
Following is the detailed description: 
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1. Decompose the image with the forward MFT. 
143 
2. For a given block x, 7,, (ý), the corresponding classification label 
LM(O can be either 
0, which indicates the block contains a non-linear feature; or 1, a lineax feature. 
3. If Ln,. (ý) = 1, the spectrum is denoised by a Gaussian frequency filter. The param- 
eters of the filter can be either the covariance matrix r or the eigenvalues AI, A2 and 
the orientation of the eignvectors (see Figure 3.6). The shape of the Gaussian func- 
tion is chaxacterised by A, and 1\2, which is basically the dispersion in two orthogonal 
directions. 








v, = cos(Oý, + . 7r/2), 
V2 = COS(017,. + 7r), 
V3 = sin(O;,. + 7r/2), 
v4 = sin(O,,,,, + 7r). 
The two eigenvalues, which control the Gaussian function's dispersion, are fixed at a 
given scale: 
A, = (5-8) 
A2 =1 (5-9) 
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The r in the above equation is used to control the dispersion of the Gaussian filter and 
is set to 0.007 in the experiment to make the filter highly anisotropic, but also will 
become incrementally isotropic when going from the highpass band to the lowpass 
band. 
Then the covaxiance matrix can be obtained by an inverse eigen-decomposition: 
AlVIV4-A2V2V. 'l \IVIV3-, \2vlv3 
VIV4-V2V3 V2V3-VIV4 (5.10) 
) 
-\lV2V4--\2V2V4 
\IV? Vl-, \2VIV4 
VIV4-V2V3 V2V3-VIV4 
With the covariance matrix, the Gaussian frequency filter H,,,. (w) can then be ob- 
tained following equation (5.1). The spectrum is filtered as : 
= 




, ýR 5. The inverse transform on . 17, -9 
(W) to obtain the denoised block. 
The listing of the pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Table 5.2. 
5.5 Experimental Results 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Extensive denoising experiments were conducted for the two proposed algorithms. For the 
sake of clarity, the MFT combined with Algorithm I is denoted as MFTG-1 and similarly 
for Algorithm II the notation is MFTG-II. They are directly compaxed with the results 
of MPCPT reported in Chapter 4. All three of them axe expected to be able to preserve 
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Algorithm 5.4.2: MFTG-II(X, a, J, ý,, C) 
comment: X is the noisy image; o, is the standard deviation; 
comment: J is the total level of decomposition 
comment: ý is the refined feature orientation set 
comment:, C is the classification label; .* 
denotes pointwise product 
pyr +- LAPLACIANPYRAMID(X, J) 
for s +- 1 to J-1 
a. = o-1.23j-' 
for each block E pyr, 
f FFT(block) 
f HARDTHRESHOLD (block, 8 -V2 log M2a. 
) 
do 
if Lblock =1 
do 
r ESTIMATECOVARIANCEMATRIX(Oblock) 




elsej +-HARDTIIRESHOLD(i, 7.4V2-log-M2a. ) 
ýdenoised +-- IFFT(jR) 
X1 +- INvLAPLACIANPYRAMID(pyr) 
Table 5.2: The pseudo-code for MFTG-II algorithm 
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both linear features and textures in the noise removal process. Also, results for MFT 
denoising by simple thresholding are included, in order to demonstrate the advantages of 
the Gaussian frequency filtering over thresholding on the block spectrum. These algorithms 
axe all coded in Matlab. The test dataset used here is identical to the one used in Chapter 
4 (see Figure 4.15), containing four 512 X 512 images. 
The experimental results are organised into three parts. First, the difference in the filter 
configuration between MFTG-I and MFTG-II will be illustrated. Then, both the visual 
and numerical results on the testing dataset will be presented and discussed. Finally, the 
results are compared with some state-of-the-art directional wavelet bases. 
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5.5.1 Filter Configuration Comparison 
146 
The performance of the proposed Gaussian frequency filtering with MFT is directly affected 
by the configuration of the filter. More precisely, the configuration includes the filter 
shape and the selection of blocks where the filter is applied. The MFTG-1 and MFTG-II, 
as discussed, follow two different approaches. The MFTG-I directly estimates the filter 
from the spectrum and the estimates vary from block to block, while MFTG-II uses prior 
information given by the linear feature extraction and the filter's dispersion is fixed at a 
given scale. 
The comparison is performed on the 15dB noisy lena image and the lOdB barbara 
image. Figure 5.5 is the estimated frequency filters of MFTG-1 plotted according to their 
spatial location with varying dispersion. For the reader's convenience, the filters axe rotated 
90 degrees to match their spatial orientations, instead of the actual orientations in the 
Fourier domain. The output of MFTG-II is depicted in Figure 5.6. With the help of the 
feature classification label, MFTG-II is able to locate more linear features than MFTG-I- 
The filtering is conducted exactly on the locations indicated by the linear feature extraction 
process where lineax features are present. Also, the artificially constructed Gaussian filters 
of MFTG-II match well with the average dispersion of MFTG-Ps estimated filters on all 
scales. 
Similar observations can be made from Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. However, it is 
apparent that, due to the severity of the noise, MFTG-1 is unable to identify most of 
the linear edges for filtering, but the directional textural patterns. This is due to the 
fact that directional strips can result in high peaks in the Fourier domain which could 
survive from the thresholding before estimating the filter. A linear feature's spectrum 
however, is less sparse and the magnitude of the useful coefficients cannot stand out if 
the noise variance is high. On the other hand, the MFTG-II leaves these strip textures 
as unfiltered. This is simply because they are not linear features. The feature extraction 
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Figure 5.13: Comparative SNR curves for denoising on barbara 
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process recognises linear features mainly due to the multiscale coherence, since a linear 
edge has response on all frequency bands. The periodic textures, however, are localised 
within certain frequency subbands, and therefore will be missed by the model. Figure 5.9- 
5.12 show the corresponding outcome of the pyramid subbands after applying the Gaussian 
frequency filters shown in Figures 5.5-5.8. It is clear that the NIFTG-11 can restore a richer 
set of features, although it also contains more "directional" artifacts than MFTG-I. The 
readers are encouraged to compare these results with the illustrations presented in Figures 
4.16-4.18, which are the outputs from curvelets, MPCT-11 and MPCPT on the same noisy 
images. 
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Table 5.3: The comparative image denoisinz results in SNR 
156 
Image Noisy Wave TIWP MFT MPCPT MFTG-I MFTG-11 
Atom S-Bayes 
0 13-38 14.75 14-61 15.19 14.80 15.04 
5 16.40 16-08 17-07 16.85 17-10 17.24 
barbara 10 19.22 18.00 18-91 18.85 19.68 19.75 
15 22.01 21.12 20.19 20.71 22.46 21.96 
20 24-89 24.92 21.06 22.10 24.65 23.56 
0 14.47 17.06 16.27 17.75 16.63 17.36 
5 17.60 18.96 18-03 18-99 19.02 19.69 
lena 10 20-36 21.08 20.76 21.89 21.60 22.42 
15 23.21 23.49 22.58 24.26 24.43 24.97 
20 26.08 26.15 23.69 26.31 26.94 26.88 
0 12.20 12.20 12.48 13.00 12.85 12.88 
5 14.64 15.18 15.02 14.60 15.56 15.57 
fp 10 17.44 18.29 17.07 17.15 17.51 18.53 
15 20.52 21.44 18.05 20.24 20.20 21.08 
20 26.08 24.74 19.23 23.23 23.29 23.30 
0 11.93 12.93 12-60 13.22 12.85 12.92 
5 13.96 13.81 13-70 14.29 14.01 14.41 
grain 10 16.35 15.87 15.47 16.18 16.30 17.20 
15 19.02 18.72 18.51 18-84 19.66 20.08 
20 22.02 22.02 20.20 21.38 22.02 21.55 
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Figure 5.15: Comparative SNR curves for denoising on fp 
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Figure 5.16: Comparative SNR. curves for denoising on grain 
5.5.2 Denoising Results 
158 
Table 5.3 lists the denoising results for MFTC-1 and NIFTG-11 together with NIFT and 
MPCPT in terms of SNR. Although not directly related, the results of wave atoms and 
TlWP denoising are also included for comparison purposes. The curvelet transform and 
MPCT are ignored due to the limitation of space and the fact that the NIPCPT is a 
generalised form of both transforms. Graphs of denoised images' SNR plotted against the 
noisy images' SNR are shown in Figures 5.13-5.16. Both MFTC-1 and MFTG-11 compare 
favourably against the MPCPT, except in all OdB cases, where the NIPCPT seems to have 
an edge over all other candidates. In the presence of severe noise, both MFTC-1 and 
NIFTG-II cannot identify important features, effectively making them like a conventional 
MFT with simple thresholding. Being an adaptive cosine transform, the MPCPT clearly 
is a superior choice in severe noisy situations. However, as the noise level goes down, the 
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MFTC-I and MFTG-II gain a significant margin over MPCPT. 
It is also found that although in most cases MFTG-II performs better than MFTG- 
I, on 20dB noisy images, MFTG-I yields better results. This is attributed to the static 
nature of the MFTG-IPs filter. The filters' dispersion is fixed in a given subband, which is 
usually anisotropic in order to remove most of the noise energy. However, when the signal's 
energy is higher than the noise, the effect of such narrow directional filtering can potentially 
discard useful coefficients as well. MFTG-II, whose filters are adaptively estimated from 
the data's spectrum itself, does not have such problems. As the degree of noise decreases, 
the inertia tensor method is bound to yield more reliable estimates. Therefore, when there 
is relatively less noise in the image, MFTG-l can give better quantative measures than 
MFTG-II. 
A visual comparison on the fingerprint image fp is shown in Figure 5.17 for MPCPT, 
MFTG-I and MFTG-II. The noisy image's SNR is 5dB, compared with the original. The 
denoised image of MPCPT has some minor "curvelet" -like directional artifacts. This is 
caused by the adaptiveness of the MPCPT. The transform seeks a best basis on each of the 
Radon slices, so that some noisy directional singulaxities might be kept in less prominent 
orientations. The reconstructed image using MFTG-I is smoother and almost artifact- 
free, although a significant portion of the highpass features are discarded. The MFTG-II 
provides the best result both numerically and visually. The minutiae features axe especially 
visible on the MFTG-IFs reconstruction. 
Another visual comparison is made on the 1OdB barbara image in a close-up fashion, 
showing only a region of interest which contains the stripe patterns on the cloth and 
certain portion of the woman's arm (Figure 5.18). The illustration also includes the results 
generated by curvelets and MPCT-II, which were discussed in Chapter 4. While MPCPT's 
result combines the merits from both the curvelet and the MPCT-II, the output of the 
MFTG-I recovers more textural details and consequently gains the edge in SNR measure. 
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Method Running Time I 
in seconds 
Wave atoms 57 
TlWP 398 
MFT Thresholding 3 
MPCPT 1067 
MFTG-I 12 
Feature Extraction + MFTG-II 45+11 = 56 
Table 5.4: Denoising running time compaxison 
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Although compared with MFTG-I, the MFTG-II denoised image does not restore the 
directional stripe texture as sharply as MFTG-I, the reconstruction around the linear 
edges (on the axm) is the best among all five denoising algorithms. 
OveraH, both the MFTG-I and MFTG-II outperform the MPCPT-based denoising, 
showing their ability to deal with both linear and textural features by using the simple 
Gaussian frequency filter. The complexity of the denoising process is also dramatically 
reduced. For a 512 x 512 grayscale image, the MPCPT requires a-round 16-17 minutes to 
perform the denoising on an Intel 2. OGMHZ CPU, as reported in Chapter 4. It took around 
12-13 seconds to finish the denoising by the MFTG-I. For the MFTG-II, if the overhead 
of the lineax feature extraction process is included, the whole routine runs for around 
50-60 seconds which is comparable to the wave atoms thresholding. If the linear feature 
information is given, the computational time is around 11 seconds, less than the MFTG-I, 
since it does not require the inertia tensor estimation, which has O(M2) complexity (M 
being the window size) for one block. The table for elapsed time comparison can be found 
in Table 5.4. 
5.5.3 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Methods 
There are various directional transforms reported to date, claiming similar superiority over 
the conventional orthonormal wavelet transforms. Here, the two MFTG algorithms are 
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compared with a few selected published results. Since most of the published literature uses 
PSNR as the criteria for image quality measurement, all numbers in comparisons thereafter 
are measured in PSNR instead of SNR. 
In [143], a digital implementation of the curvelet-99 transform was presented for the 
image denoising problem. On a noisy lena image measured at 22.13dB (PSNR), the 
authors reported a reconstruction with PSNR of 30.95 dB. With the same image also 
with noise at 22.13dB, the MFTG-I yields 30-87dB and MFTG-II results in 31.29dB. The 
underlying curvelet-99 transform is significantly more redundant than the MFT and the 
computational requirement is also higher, due to the local ridgelet transform which involves 
the Radon transform. 
Contourlet denoising [541 with thresholding on a 24.42dB noisy lena gives a recon- 
struction with 30.47dB PSNR. Both MFTG-I and MFTG-II outperform this by more 
than a 1dB maxgin, 32.07dB and 32.19dB, respectively. A non-subsampled version of 
the contourlet transform (NSCT) was reported in [43]. For a 22.15dB barbara, NSCT 
thresholding gives a 29.410 result, MFTG-I yields 29.500 and MFTG-I1 28.89dB. An 
improved Local-Adaptive Shrinkage scheme (NSCT-LAS) gives 30.600 reconstruction. 
Another contourlet denoising scheme by employing a multiscale directional statistical hid- 
den maxkov tree model (CT-HMT) [124] gives a 28.18dB result on the 18.88dB lena, while 
MFTG-I gives 29.03dB and MFTG-II gives 29.800. 
It is also reported that applying the bandelet transform [116] in denoising a 20dB 
barbara image can improve the filtered image quality to 27dB. The two proposed al- 
gorithms outperform this result, producing HMO (MFTG-I) and 27.73dB (MFTG-II) 
denoised images. 
The aforementioned comparisons are assembled in Table 5.5. It is obvious, that even 
faced with more redundant frames, the combination of MFT and the Gaussian frequency 
filter perform well, with competitive storage requirement and computational simplicity, 
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lena 18.88 CT-HMT [124] 28.18 29.03 29.80 
20.2 Bandelet [116] 30.3 29.97 30.58 
22.13 Curvelet-99 [1431 30.95 30.87 31.29 
24.42 Contourlet [54] 30.47 32.07 32.19 
barbara 18.72 CT-HMT [124] 25.27 27.28 27.13 
20.00 Bandelet [116] 27.00 28.20 27.73 
22.15 NSCT [43] 29.41 29.70 28.89 
22.15 NSCT-LAS [431 30.60 29.70 28.89 
outperforming most of the state-of-the-art methods. 
5.6 Summary and Discussion 
In this chapter, two variations of image denoising algorithms which use a directional Gaus- 
sian frequency filter on the MFT local spectrum have been introduced. Such approaches 
embrace the idea of incorporating a linear feature model in a transform domain which 
is suitable for representing directional periodic oscillation patterns. As a result, the two 
algorithms can effectively capture both linear edges and texture patterns. Their results 
compared favourably, both in terms of quality and complexity, with the MPCPT presented 
in Chapter 4, which also follows the concept of the image= edge+ texture philosophy. 
Although both algorithms use the same idea of Gaussian frequency filtering, they are 
fundamentally different in how the filters axe constructed. The MFTG-I variation only 
considers the linear feature in terms of the spectrum magnitude model, and estimates 
the Gaussian model directly from the data. The MFTG-II version on the other hand, 
incorporates the information given from the linear feature extraction process of Chapter 3 
into the filter configuration, which equips it with a better ability to recover linear edges 
from the noisy data. Although the MFTG-I is usually outperformed by MFTG-II, its 
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main merit lies in its simplicity. It is also observed that MFTC-I can sometimes give 
better results quantitatively when the noise is less severe, and on images with significant 
textures, such as barbara. Both of the algorithms compared well with other published 
denoising results using state-of-the-art directional transforms. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
The work described in this thesis has concentrated on the problem of representing both 
edges and textures in natural images with multiscale directional transforms. The contri- 
bution of the thesis mainly consists of three parts: 
1. The use of MFT in extracting linear features which correspond to object boundaries 
from noisy images. 
2. A new transform called the Multiscale Polar Cosine aansform (MPCT), which is 
suitable for representing texture and by extending the cosine packet analysis on 
the Radon slices, the Multiscale Polar Cosine Packet Transform MPCPT is able to 
accommodate both linear singularities as well as directional oscillating patterns. 
3. By applying a signal dependent Gaussian frequency filter on local MFT spectra, fast 
denoising algorithms which can preserve both edges and textures were obtained. 
This chapter gives a recapitulation of the thesis, including these technical contribu- 
tions, and finally concludes the thesis with a brief discussion on its limitations and future 
directions for the research. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Thesis Summary 
167 
A general introduction on the motivation of finding an appropriate directional representa- 
tion for natural images was given in Chapter 1. While it is widely accepted that natural 
images should be treated as a combination of objects with different regions of texture 
separated by edges, the traditional separable wavelet basis is not an ideal sparse repre- 
sentation for such images. The attempt to improve over the wavelet basis led to various 
approaches. Some approaches try to exploit the importance of directional coherence on 
the images but emphasise one type of features or another, either edges or texture. Some 
use an overcomplete dictionary to solve the problem (Matching Pursuit [95], Basis Pursuit 
[34]), while others axe focussed on how different image ingredients can be separated from 
each other, so that they can be represented individually (e. g., [145]). It was also suggested 
that a transform which is multireslution, directional and well-localised in both frequency 
and space is highly desirable in order to carry out different image processing tasks. 
There are a variety of such transforms proposed in the literature which can improve 
the approximation rate for directional patterns over wavelets. The bulk of these trans- 
forms defines the landscape in the field of applied computational harmonic analysis. The 
curvelet [28], contourlet [541 and shearlet [631 transforms achieve very similax frequency 
tiling and axe able to approximate piecewise smooth images with C' boundaries by the rate 
O(M-2(log M)3) (M being the number of coefficients retained), a significant improvement 
over the O(M-1) by ordinary wavelets. Complementary directional transforms which have 
oriented sinusoids as basis functions instead of linear singulaxities were also discussed, such 
as the MFT [181, brushlets [1051 and wave atoms [49]. Notably, bandelets [116] can deal 
with both directional edges and textures by exploiting the intensity regularity along the 
"geometric flow" but axe less efficient with non-directional textures as compared to Fourier 
type bases. 
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There are also certain types of parametric representations for edge structures which 
require the paxameters of the underlying geometric model. A common choice of model is 
the straight line, whereby the parameter set for one segment of the edge consists of the 
line's scale, position and direction in much the same way as curvelet coefficients are indexed 
(see curvelet-99 [143]). It was also noted that the MFT, while being a natural basis to 
represent multiscale haxmonic patterns, is also able to extract linear feature parameters. 
However, the MFT-based frequency linear feature model overlooked the problem of 
noisy images and does not work well when heavy noise is mixed with the signal. Chapter 
3 dealt with this problem by a combination of different approaches, by introducing a 
suitable "signal+noise" model, a refinement stage and a robust classification method to 
distinguish significant linear features. To start with, the local MFT magnitude spectrum 
is modelled as a mixture of two Gaussian functions, one representing the noise energy 
with fixed dispersion and an adaptive one whose parameters axe estimated via the EM 
algorithm. Then a vector-based Kalman filtering refinement is applied to the estimated 
feature parameters by regarding each scale as one state. Finally, it used a simple voting 
scheme from several feature significance measures in order to determine if a particular block 
contains a linear feature or not. The results compared favourably with other parametric 
linear feature estimation algorithms. 
It is well known that the Fourier transform assumes periodic extension on signal bound- 
axies, which causes a poor approximation rate and leads to pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon on 
the boundaxies. Although the DCT can remedy this shortcoming by using an even sym- 
metric extension, the resulting 2-D DCT basis does not have the orientation selectivity. 
In Chapter 4, a new construction of a cosine-type transform was presented and adopted 
into a multiscale representation. The new transform, called the polar cosine transform, 
has basis functions of oriented sinusoids similar to the Fourier transform. Two possible 
digital implementations were presented. The first is a Radon transform based version, 
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whose construction is similar in its philosophy to that of ridgelets. Instead of applying 
the 1-D wavelet transform on the Radon slices, the polar cosine transform uses the cosine 
transform. The second digital implementation uses the Cartesian separable 2-D DCT-IV 
and DST-IV with a butterfly operation. The resulting tranform, the PCT-X is a real- 
valued version of the Fourier transform in which the coefficients can be organised in both 
Cartesian and polar coordinates. Compared with the Radon-based implementation, the 
PCT-X is less redundant, introducing twice the number of coefficients than the original 
signal while the Radon based scheme has a redundancy factor of 4 due to the underlying 
Fast Slant Stack [6]. However, the Radon based scheme has the flexibility of using different 
trigonometric basis as the ridge profile and with the DCT-II, which uses even boundary 
extensions on both sides of the block boundaries, it is more suitable for image representa- 
tion than DCT-IV and DST-IV, whose boundary extensions are respectively even and odd. 
Also, by performing a best basis search with the local cosine basis on the Radon slices, one 
can successfully represent both linear and directional harmonic structures (MPCPT). Ex- 
periments suggest that the MPCPT consistently outperforms the MPCT by some 0.5-10 
in SNR in denoising and the reconstruction is visually superior to results obtained from 
wavelet packets and wave atoms. 
Although the "cosine packet on Radon" approach can provide a good representation 
for natural images, its computational cost is extremely high, which would severely limit its 
use in many applications. Chapter 5 discussed an alternative approach, to represent both 
edges and textures which is directly related to the frequency domain linear feature model 
presented in Chapter 3. The idea behind the new approach is that, instead of a having a 
laxge library of basis functions, the joint 'edge + texture" representation can be achieved 
by incorporating the edge model in a basis which is suitable for textures. This concept 
is realised in modelling the Fourier spectrum as a bivariate Gaussian function, which can 
adaptively "cover" the significant coefficients in the transform domain. Efficient denoising 
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results were obtained by applying the estimated Gaussian functions as the frequency filter 
on linear feature, directional and non-directional textures. The Gaussian frequency filter 
was then introduced into the MFT framework for the purpose of image denoising. Two 
different algorithms were proposed which are differentiated by their filter configurations. 
The first algorithm (MFTG-I) obtains the filters' parameters directly from the data itself, 
so the estimated filters are of various dispersions according to the magnitude spectrum, 
but axe prone to error in heavy noise. The second algorithm (MFTG-II), on the other 
hand, uses a fixed dispersion of high anisotropy for every filter at a given scale, which 
allows a narrow, oriented band to pass through. The MFTG-II also uses the information 
provided by the linear feature extraction process in order to decide where and which orien- 
tation the filters should be applied on. As a result, the MFTG-11 can recover more linear 
features than the MFTG-I, so performs better with heavy noise. Since the algorithms do 
not require the Radon transform, they are numerically more stable than MPCPT when 
reconstructing the signal from a few coefficients. They were compared with other denoising 
results obtained by thresholding in different directional representations. Most of the other 
representations axe more redundant than the MFT. Still, the proposed algorithms have 
shown some improvements over most of the other candidates, while the computational 
requirement is significantly reduced comparing to MPCPT. 
6.2 Limitations and Future Work 
Although the work in this thesis has achieved success, it is also limited in several aspects 
that can potentially be improved. These limitations are summaxised as follows: 
9 The single feature hypothesis 
In the linear feature analysis of Chapter 3, it was assumed that within a small spatial 
window of size 16 x 16, there is at most one significant linear feature. While in most 
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cases such an assumption is true, the simplification of the model makes it unable to 
deal with regions of corners or crosses. Subsequently, in Chapter 5, since the same 
single feature model was adopted, a spectrum with several directional features is 
modelled as one isotropic Gaussian (the chessboard pattern, for example, which can 
be seen as two perpendicular oriented sinusoid ridges intersecting with each other). 
This may potentially include more undesired noise energy in the filtered spectrum 
which may degrade the reconstruction. Therefore, the linear feature model can be 
further improved to accommodate multiple features with a trade-off in computational 
efficiency. 
The extension of the MFT frequency model into multiple-feature case has been con- 
sidered in other works. Davies [451 used a K-means clustering based approach to 
separate different lineax features in order to estimate their parameters. However, 
the number of clusters is unknown in practical situations, so the model has to test 
the degree of match between the data and the model, which can be inconvenient in 
some applications. Wang et al. [155,1561 also used similar technique for modelling 
multiple features in retinal vascular structures with a Hermite model in the spatial 
domain. In a more recent work [113], Park et al. proposed a Radon-on-Fourier treat- 
ment to obtain a frequency contour signature by performing the Radon transform on 
the Fourier magnitude spectrum. The resulting contour defines a multi-directional 
frequency window which is flexible enough to cover scattered high amplitude coeffi- 
cients. A smooth version of the window was used in denoising with 32 x 32 block 
size and obtained similar results to the MFTG-II, with notable improvement at low 
noise levels. 
o Feature parameter refinement 
In Chapter 3, in order to take the adavantage of the multiscale coherence of edges, a 
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Kalman filter is applied on the linear feature parameters so that they can be refined 
from the more reliable estimates at the coarser scales. In effect, the filter combines 
the estimates from both scales in a linear fashion. However, such a linear vector-based 
multiscale refinement cannot fully cope with the complexity of the images, especially 
when the child's estimate differs from the parent's. The filter will then rely on the 
parent's estimate and discaxd the possible innovation on the finer scale. Therefore, 
in many cases, a good estimate from the child could be "refined" wrongly due to its 
innovation. In this case, the vector-based Kalman filter is less ideal for paxameter 
refinement, despite its simplicity. 
For improvement, one may incorporate an extra step to check the estimated param- 
eter's consistency with the original data. If the model fits the data well, then a 
refinement is not necessaxy. This will allow "children" containing newly appeared 
features at the finer scale to keep their innovation. Of course, the consistency be- 
tween the feature parameter and the data is central in this, especially when the data 
are noisy. 
Another alternative is to use a more sophisticated nonlinear stochastic model such as 
a Markov Random Field (MRF) [74]. In this case, a slightly modified MRF model, 
called the Multiresolution MRF (MMRF) [160], should be used by taking the parent 
of a site (block) as one of its spatial neighbours. In this way, the parameter value 
can be regarded as the state of the site and by defining an appropriate potential 
function, the parameter can be refined iteratively according to the interaction with 
its neighbours. Consequently, the adjustment of the parameters can also take the 
intra-scale coherence (the consistency of orientation between the neighbours) as well. 
The major difficulty in this approach is that the intra- and inter-scale coherences of 
the linear edge have different characteristics, so it is less obvious how they can be 
combined in a potential function. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, a line-type feature has a linear phase response in the 
Fourier transform, where the gradient of the phase is proportional to its centroid 
position. It is also suggested that the phase defines most of the characteristics of the 
signal [112]. In Chapter 5, although a model of the magnitude spectrum was pre- 
sented as a zero-mean Gaussian function and linear features' orientations were used, 
no attempt has been made to use the phase spectrum in denoising. As a result, the 
noisy phase gives directional noise artifacts surrounding the edges in the reconstruc- 
tion. One way to overcome this is to use the linear feature parameters to syntheses 
the feature's Fourier spectrum. This idea has been reported in [181 with noise-free 
images. An example of the lena image was presented with the highpass subband 
entirely reconstructed from the feature parameters. While the reconstruction is vi- 
sually pleasing and can be useful , it is also known that such synthetic images 
do not 
give very high numerical measures of fidelity to the original image in terms of SNR. 
Affine self-similarity in textures 
It is known that natural images exhibit self-similarity, a property which was exploited 
by the 'Iractal" methods described by Barnsley and Jacquin [83]. On textures, such 
self-similarity means there is a strong coherence between the texture patches, so that 
they can be approximated by a prototypical texton [851 undergoing an affine trans- 
formations. Such an affine texture representation was studied in depth in a series 
of works [78,19,111 in the context of MFT. While this thesis has concentrated on 
developing directional representation and analysis for images, the inter-block corre- 
lation in the textural regions was overlooked, for which the affine texture model can 
provide a good complement. A combination of these two, approaches can provide a 
powerful image representation. Also, it was also shown that directional analysis can 
be used to aid the affine parameter estimation. In [111, a Gaussian mixture model 
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similar to the one used in this for the magnitude spectrum was employed to estimate 
the affine transformation. 
Besides the limitations which can be further improved, there are also several directions 
for extension or application of the methods discussed in this work. 
Applications of MPCT-X 
In this thesis, the PCT-X was discussed as an alternative real-valued transform to 
the conventional Fourier transform with a redundancy factor of 2. The magnitudes 
of the PCT-X's coefficients are very similar to the magnitude spectrum of the Fourier 
transform. It is, therefore, possible to apply the same linear feature analysis with the 
MPCT-X analogue to the MFT. Although the MFT-based lineax feature extraction 
process relies on the phase spectrum to estimate the centroid position of the line, 
while the real-valued MPCT-X does not have the phase information, Popovici and 
Withers [1281 suggested that the moment-based linear feature estimation approach 
can be extended to the DCT and other linear transform domains such as PCT-X. 
If such a lineax feature model can be established in the PCT-X domain, it is also 
expected that the Gaussian frequency filter idea of Chapter 5 can be used with the 
MPCT-X in denoising. Since the PCT-X has shown better results in the nonlinear 
approximation tests in Chapter 4, the MPCT-X denoising should also have an edge 
over the MFT based denoising. Also, since with the PCT-X it is possible to construct 
a local adaptive basis, it is also likely that a compression scheme can be derived by 
seeking a local best PCT-X basis with the Gaussian frequency window. 
* 3-Dimensional extension 
Although the main focus of this thesis has been limited to directional representations 
for 2D images, there is also an increasing interest in extending the 2D directional 
bases into 3D case in order to analyse video sequences or medical volume data. 
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Figure 6.1: 3D planar feature visualisation for an image sequence 
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In [166], Ying et al. extended the digital curvelet transform into 3D. The basis 
functions of the 3D curvelet representation axe surface-like singularities instead of a 
"curve" in the literal sense. However, since the digital implementation is based on 
the FFT frequency windowing, it requires access to the entire volume. Therefore the 
storage requirement is prohibitively large, requiring some 320MB of memory for a 
128 x 128 x 128 volume. 
Therefore, in order to analyse a 3D signal, a block-based approach is more appropri- 
ate, since it requires less memory and for video this means less delay in frames. The 
extension of MFT to 3D was presented in [10] which ran represent both 3D planar 
and linear feature in medical volume images. Later this type of representation was 
studied under the name of "planelets" [1321, due to its ability to represent a planar 
feature by a line in the magnitude spectrum analogue to the linear feature in 2D. As 
a demonstration of some preliminary work, an example of using the planelets in ex- 
tracting planar structures from a 128 x 128 x 128 image sequence (the Miss Ame7ica, 
aka missa) is shown in Figure 6.1. 
Moreover, it would also be useful to have the MPCT extended into 3D as well. 
For the Radon based scheme, there has been an implementation of the 3D Radon 
transform [139], so one possible extension is just simply applying the 1D DCT onto 
the 3D Radon. For the PCT-X variation, however, the higher dimensional extension 
is less than obvious. Appendix A gives a generalised form of the PCT-X transform 
in arbitrary dimensions and a detailed account of its 3D digital implementation. 
6.3 Concluding Remarks 
The thesis has proposed a linear feature estimation method for extracting edge structures 
from noisy images with MFT and the multiscale polar cosine transform, which is suitable to 
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represent textures in terms of oriented harmonics. Motivated by the linear feature model, 
the Gaussian frequency filter was applied to the denoising problem with MFT which can 
preserve both edges and textures. The effect of the MFT combined with a Gaussian 
frequency filter can be regarded as a form of adaptive wave packets implemented in a fixed 
transform and can be an effective tool for directional image analysis. 
Appendix A 
3D PCT-X Extension 
A. 1 Generalisation 
In Chapter 4, we have discussed the 2D digital construction of the NxN PCT-X basis in 








To generalise this into an arbitrary dimension n, let ý= CnIT be the spatial 
coordination index and k= [kl,..., kn]T be the frequency index, the n-dimensional PCT-X 
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It is interesting to see that in 1D, the PCT-X reduces to 
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which is exactly the DCT-IV basis in 1D. Therefore the PCT-X can be regarded as an 
alternative non-sepaxable extension of DCT-IV in higher dimensions. For comparison, the 
n-dimensional DCT-IV formed by the tensor product has the basis functions : 
n 
0' [ý] = 11 cos 
[ 7r (, 
i + 
(ki 
+ (A. 4) k 
i=l 
N 
which does not have selectivity of orientation. 
A. 2 3D Implementation 
The PCT-X in 2D can be implemented by the butterfly operation between the 2D separable 
DCT-IV and DST-IV as presented in Chapter 4. More specifically, it requires one addition 
for kj, k2 < 0, and a substraction for k, :50, k2 <0 (note that the DCT-IV and DST-IV 
only have non-negative frequencies). However, in 3D the situation is more complicated. 
To start with, the 3D PCT-X basis can be derived from equation (A. 2): 

















For the sake of convenience, let A= -m (ýj + 1/2) (k, + 1/2), B= -M (C2 + 1/2) (k2 + 1/2) NN 
and C= -1-(ý3 + 1/2)(k3 + 1/2), so that the above equation can be expressed as N 
ox, ki k2, k3 cos [A +B+ Cl. (A-6) 
Because the DCT-IV and DST-IV's frequency indices are non-negative, the A+B+C 
case applies when ki, k2, k3 are all non-negative as well, where there are 7 different cases. 
Due to Hermite symmetry, only half plane is required. The quadrants in the half plane are 
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Figure A. 1: The quadrants in the frequency half-plane of 3D PCT-X 
depicted in Figure A. 1 with their corresponding basis definition in terms of A, B, C. 
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To see how these quadrants can be obtained by Cartesian separable transforms, we 
need to expand the following cases: 
cos[A +B+ Cl = cos[A + B] cos C- sin[A + B] sin C (A. 7) 
= (cos A cos B cos C- sin A sin B cos C) + (sin A cos B sin C+ cos A cos B sin C). 
cos[A +B- Cl = cos[A + BI cos C+ sin[A + BI sin C 
(A. 8) 
= (cos A cos B cos C- sin A sin B cos C) - (sin A cos B sin C+ cos A cos B sin C). 
cos[A -B+ Cl = cos[A - B] cos C- sin[A + B] sin C 
(A. 9) 
= (cos A cos B cos C+ sin A sin B cos C) - (sin A cos B sin C- cos A cos B sin C). 
cos[A -B- Cl = cos[A - B] cos C+ sin[A + B] sin C 
= (cos A cos B cos C+ sin A sin B cos C) + (sin A cos B sin C- cos A cos B sin C). 
(A. 10) 
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Figure A. 2: The 3D P('T-X impleniciontim, 
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Figure A. 3: The basis functions of 3D PC'r-X 
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The expansions suggest that in order to implement the 3D PC`r-X, different trans- 
forms on different dimensions are required, while the transforms for the quadrants are still 
Cartesian separable. The actual implementation comprises of two-stage butterfly opera- 
tions, which is illustrated in Figure A. 2. The resulting transform is 4 times redundant over 
the original signal. It is also obvious that at a given dimension n, the redundancy factor 
n-1 is 2 
Figure A. 3 illustrates two 16 x 16 x 16 basis functions of the 31) P(', 'I'-X, located at, 
different orientation and frequency. 
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ABSTRACT 
Locally planar structures, formed by sweeping edges of ob- 
jects, are commonly found in video sequences and convey 
most of the useful information. In this paper, the issue of effi- 
cient representation of such structures is addressed. We pro- 
pose a novel representation tool which uses basis functions, 
termed as planelets, resembling planar structures and having 
compact support in space-time and spatiotemporal frequency. 
The representation is translation invariant, offers good direc- 
tional selectivity, and can be computed efficiently. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
ing, geometry estimation [4] and tracking of objects in video 
sequences. The planelet representation offers translation in- 
variance, good directional selectivity, and yet can be com- 
puted efficiently. The computational complexity of a planelet 
transform is O(n), where n is the number of points in analy- 
sis window. In its current form, the representation provides a 
non-orthogonal basis and is redundant by less than 14%. 
In the next section, the new basis is briefly described. The 
ability of planelets to extract planar surfaces is demonstrated 
in Section 3. Experimental results for restoring video se- 
quences in very noisy environments show the superiority of 
our representation over the state-of-the-art method of denois- 
ing. The paper concludes with some remarks about the cur- 
rent work and directions for future work. 
Wavelets have gained significant popularity as a signal anal- 
ysis and processing tool over the last decade or so. This is 
largely due to their ability to provide a localised, sparse rep- 
resentation of a signal (or image) which is inherently mul- 
tiresolution in nature and can deal with point singularities. It 
should come as no surprise that wavelet-based solutions to 
many problems in the analysis and processing of video se- 
quences have been proposed. These include denoising, cod- 
ing, and motion compensation [ 1]. However, the performance 
of such algorithms is severely restricted due to the following 
observation. While the wavelet transform in higher dimen- 
sions can be conveniently computed separably, separability 
also seriously limits the ability of wavelets to efficiently rep- 
resent higher dimensional features (such as lines in images or 
planes in 3D image volumes). For 2D images, non-separable 
representations such as ridgelets [2] and curvelets [3] have 
recently been developed, motivated by the same observation. 
Ridgelets have also been shown to be optimal for represent- 
ing functions with linear singularities. Furthermore, the lack 
of frequency selectivity remains an elusive problem with most 
techniques operating in the wavelet domain. 
In this paper, we present a novel representation designed 
specifically for efficiently representing 3D functions with pla- 
nar singularities. Locally planar structures, such as moving 
luminance edges, are commonly found in video sequences 
and often convey most of the information. The new rep- 
resentation, termed as the planelet basis, has a combination 
of scale, translation, and directional characteristics which are 
well matched to the locally planar surfaces of interest in many 
applications. Extraction of such planar features may be useful 
in various applications, such as video denoising, video cod- 
2. REPRESENTATION WITH PLANELETS 
A prototypical planelet function in 1D is of the following 
fonn 





where ý, w and a are respectively the location, frequency and 
scale parameters of the function. The function w(. ) is a win- 
dow function, chosen alongwith the sampling interval to en- 
sure invertibility of the discrete form of the transform. In 21), 
the planelet basis can be regarded as a modification of the 
complex wavelet bases proposed in [5,6], which show both 
translation invariance and directional selectivity, and may be 
used as an alternative to the ridgelet representation. In 31), 
the basis comprises of the set of Cartesian products over C, w 
at each scale a. That the continuous transform defined by (1) 
is invertible follows directly from the observation that it is 
simply the multiresolution Fourier transforrn (MFI) (5]. 
The discrete planelet transform (DPT), however, is signifi- 
cantly different from that described in [5). It is a combination 
of two well known image transforms: the Laplacian pyra- 
mid [7] and the windowed Fourier transform (WFT). In some 
ways, it is similar to a 3D extension of the octave band Gabor 
representation proposed in [8], but avoids some of the more 
unpleasant numerical properties of the Gabor functions. The 
DPT of a video sequence x, in vector form, is given at scale 
m by 
im =. Fn(I - Gn,, n+IGn+l, m)xn 
where 1.. denotes the DPT at scale m,. F,, is the WFr oper- 
ator with window size nxnxn, I is the identity operator, 
fm is the Gaussian pyramid representation of x at level m 
M-1 
X,, = ri Gt+i, lx 
0 
and G,.,,. +i, G,, ý+i,,,, are the raising and 
lowering opera- 
tors associated with transitions between levels in the Gaussian 
pyramid. Invertibility follows directly from equations (2) and 
(3): 
Theorem 1 The representation defined by equation (2) is in- 
vertible. 
Proof 
First we note that the WFr operator. 7: ý has an inverse, which 
can be denoted by F; '. Secondly, we know from Burt and 
Adelson that the Laplacian pyrarnid is invertible, since, triv- 
ially, 
xnj = xin - Gn,, n+lxn+i. + Gm,, n+lx,, n+l 
and the proof is completed by induction on m. 
Importantly, although both the pyramid and WFT operators 
are Cartesian separable, the closeness of the Burt and Adel- 
son filter to a Gaussian function gives the pyramid virtually 
isotropic behaviour, which can be exploited well by the high 
frequency resolution of a Fourier basis. The planelet basis 
functions resemble planar structures and have compact sup- 
port in both space-time and spatiotemporal frequency. 
3. PLANAR FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Planelets provide an ideal tool for representing local planes in 
a video sequence (or an image volume, in general) due to their 
ability to localise planar surfaces which correspond to lines in 
the Fourier domain. The presence of planar surface in a local 
analysis window can be inferred by computing the eigenval- 
ues of the local inertia tensor in the window and analysing 
them. The parameters for orientation of the local planar sur- 
face and translation from centre of the window can also be 
estimated by analysing the most significant coefficients in the 
locality. Consider a video sequence synthesised by moving 
the centre of a circle on a sinusoidal wave in the time direc- 
tion. Nonlinear approximations of this sequence using only 
0.07% of the wavelet and planelet coefficients are shown in 
Fig. I (a) and I (b), respectively. It is clear from this example 
that the planelet approximation of a video sequence contain- 
ing locally planar surfaces can result in a smaller approxi- 
mation error as compared to that using wavelets. Planelets, 
therefore, can also be used for a piecewise planar approxima- 
tion of a video sequence. Moreover, the approximation can be 
made to be adaptive to the local scale of the planar surfaces. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The ability of planelets to capture locally planar structures 











Fig. 1. Nonlinear approximation of a video sequence contain- 
ing a moving circle using (a) wavelets (b) planelets 
video denoising. In video sequences acquired in extremely 
noisy situations, it can be assumed that the coefficients which 
are relatively small in magnitude most likely correspond to 
the noise. This leads to a simple thresholding strategy in the 
planelet domain, which is akin to wavelet shrinkage method 
commonly used for denoising 2D images. Since the pres- 
ence of additive Gaussian white noise means that almost all 
the planelet coefficients are affected by it, soft thresholding 
would provide an estimation of the original uncorrupted video 
sequence. The choice of threshold is crucial to the perfor- 
mance of a transform domain denoising algorithm [9]. We 
use either or both of the following thresholds: (1) a modifica- 
tion of the universal threshold proposed by Donoho and John- 
stone [ 101; Oi = L(a) 015gni, where ni denotes the num- 
ber of coefficients at level i of the planelet decomposition, a 
is the noise variance, andC(a) is a suitably chosen function 
of a. and (2) the SUREshrink (orsimply SURE) threshold [1]. 
The algorithm described above for video denoising was 
tested on four standard video sequences reduced to a res- 
olution of 1283: Miss America, Football, Tennis and Hall. 
The image data was corrupted with additive Gaussian noise, 
and adaptive thresholding was applied to the transform coef- 
ficients of the noisy sequence represented in a 3-level planelet 
domain using a 163 window. Experimental results for the 
planelet denoising and translation invariant wavelet MW) 
denoising [11] of the noisy sequences for signal-to-noise- 
ratio (SNR) values of OdB, 5dB, lOdB, and l5dB are pre- 
sented in Table 1. The function C(cr) was chosen to be 
, C(a) =a loglo a+b where a, bER and b= 2a. A value 
of a=0.46 was chosen empirically using least squares fit- 
ting. As is evident from these results, planelet denoising out- 
performs TIW denoising by a wide margin in terms of both 
visual quality and SNR gain. Denoising using planelet rep- 
resentation with SURE threshold generally outperforms the 
other two methods. In particular, the SNR gain of 9.5dB 
over TIW denoising for the noisy Hall sequence (containing 
two persons walking down a hallway) of OdB SNR shows the 
promise that planelet representation offers for efficiently rep- 
resenting planar structures. Selected frames, for each of these 
sequences, restored by planelet denoising are shown in Fig. 2. 
Overall, these results compare favourably with those found in 
the literature [12], in terms of both visual quality and SNR 
gain. Two types of artifacts can be observed from these re- 
sults: blocking artifacts due to the use of a 163 window, and 
fake textures which sometimes persist within these windows, 
due to suppression of a significant amount of high frequency 
energy. 
The computational complexity of our algorithm is 0(n) 
as compared to 0 (N 1092 (N)) for T1W denoising, where n 
and N respectively denote the size of analysis window and 
the size of each frame. It is to be noted, however, that the 
TIW denoising with a soft thresholding was applied to the 
individual 2D fraanes as opposed to the planelet denoising 
which benefits from representation of the noisy image volume 
in a 3D planelet domain, although implying higher storage 
requirements. 
Video Noisy I TIW I Planelets (dB)j 
- Sequence (dB) I (dB) F ý ýURS] 
0 9.5 17.1 17.3 
MissAmerica 5 12.6 19.0 19.6 
10 15.3 20.8 21.5 
15 18.1 23.2 23.5 
0 5.9 11.7 12.1 
Football 5 8.5 12.8 13.2 
10 11.0 14.4 14.7 
15 13.4 16.6 16.6 
0 6.7 14.8 14.6 
Tennis 5 11.3 16.5 16.7 
10 14.0 18.2 18.4 
15 16.5 19.9 20.1 
0 5.3 14.5 14.8 
Hall 5 9.4 16.7 17.2 
10 11.7 19.2 19.6 
15 14.2 21.7 21.8 
Table 1. SNR (in dB) values for four standard video sequence 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, planelets were proposed as an efficient represen- 
tation tool for 3D functions with planar singularities. Such 
singularities are commonly found in video sequences in the 
form of moving luminance edges. It was shown that a piece- 
wise planar approximation of a video sequence can be ob- 
tained by using a very small fraction of transform coefficients 
in the planelet domain. The ability of planelets to extract pla- 
nar features from a video sequence makes them an attractive 
tool for analysis in various applications. For instance, decent 
restoration of video sequences captured in extreme noise is 
possible by thresholding of the planelet coefficients. The ef- 
fects of oversampling and use of tapered windows remain to 
be investigated. Although the discrete planelet transform can 
be computed efficiently, its redundancy and high storage re- 
quirements may be of concern in some applications. Future 
work will address these issues and a further investigation into 
the usefulness of planelets in a wide range of video analysis 
applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we report work on a novel algorithm for restora- 
tion of noisy video sequences by thresholding in the trans- 
form domain. A video sequence is first transformed into an 
optimal 3D wavelet domain using basis functions adapted 
to the contents of the sequence. Assuming that all the ma- 
jor spatiotemporal frequency phenomena present in the se- 
quence would produce high amplitude transform coefficients, 
a modified form of the BayesShrink thresholding method is 
used to suppress the noise. In order to reduce the effects 
of Gibbs phenomenon in the restored sequence, translation 
dependence is removed by averaging the restored instances 
of the shifted sequence. The algorithm yields promising re- 
sults in terms of both objective and subjective quality of the 
restored sequence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
it is often desirable to remove noise from video sequen- 
ces captured in noisy environments or corrupted by noise 
during transmission, in broadcast and surveillance applica- 
tions to name only a few. Noise removal by thresholding 
in the wavelet domain, a method also known as the wavelet 
shrinkage [1,21, has become increasingly popular in recent 
years. The wavelet thresholding approach works in three 
steps: taking the discrete wavelet transform of a noisy sig- 
nal, thresholding the wavelet coefficients, and taking the in- 
verse discrete wavelet transform to estimate the original sig- 
nal. Two methods are commonly used: hard and soft thresh- 
olding. In hard thresholding, all wavelet coefficients below 
a threshold are set to zero, assuming that the suppressed 
coefficients were the only ones most affected by noise. In 
the case of soft thresholding, all coefficients below a chosen 
threshold are set to zero, and the magnitude of the remain- 
ing coefficients is decreased by the threshold value, the as- 
sumption being that all coefficients were affected by noise. 
Regardless of which thresholding method is employed for 
denoising the signal, the algorithm is fast and offers the 
advantage that both compression and restoration of a sig- 
nal can be achieved simultaneously. This general approach 
to signal restoration can also be applied to the removal of 
noise in a noisy video sequence by thresholding the coef- 
ficients of three-dimensional (3D) spatiotemporal wavelet 
transform of the sequence. The case for thresholding in spa- 
tiotemporal wavelet domain is supported by the fact that cer- 
tain errors in motion estimation can be overcome by includ- 
ing the temporal direction in the realm of wavelet domain. 
Recent attempts to solve the video restoration problem have 
included combined spatial and temporal wavelet denoising 
[31, and the use of thresholding in non-separable transform 
domains, such as oriented 3D ridgelets (4) and 3D complex 
wavelets [5]. 
Although wavelet shrinkage performs significantly bet- 
ter than most other commonly used denoising methods, vi- 
sual quality of the restored image (or video) can sometimes 
suffer from ridge type of artifacts, vallyes around the edges, 
due to the Gibbs phenomenon. The shift-variant nature of 
the wavelet transform worsens the effect of the Gibbs phe- 
nomenon, resulting in unpleasant artifacts. Translation in- 
variant CM wavelet denoising of Coifman and Donoho [6) 
was developed to counter such artifacts by averaging out 
the translation dependence. Another feature of wavelet de- 
noising is that it imposes a fixed dyadic wavelet basis on 
all types of input signals. Not only can the use of dyadic 
wavelets result in a blurred reconstruction, it can also limit 
the analysis of a locally occurring phenomenon in the fre- 
quency domain. The solution to this problem lies in the use 
of basis functions which are well localized in frequency as 
well as time (for 1D signals in time). For a video sequence, 
basis functions (separable or otherwise) with good localiza- 
tion in both space-time and spatiotemporal frequency are 
sought. In another relevant paper [7], we have developed a 
non-separable 3D representation termed as the planelet ba- 
sis and studied its application to the video dcnoising prob- 
lem. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm based on 
the 3D extension of translation invariant denoising using 
an adaptive wavelet packet representation for restoration of 
noisy video sequences. Comparative results show that our 
algorithm achieves significant gains over the state-of-the-art 
denoising techniques in terms of both SNR and visual qual- 
ity of the restored video sequence for all three standard test 
video sequences at different levels of noise. 
2. WAVELET PACKETS IN 3D 
The ability of wavelet packets to capture locally occurring 
frequency phenomena in a signal has led to their success- 
ful application to many problems including image coding 
[8,9]. The fundamental idea is to relax the restricted de- 
composition of only the lowpass subband and allow the ex- 
ploration of all frequency bands up to the maximum depth. 
The discrete wavelet packet transform (DWPI) of a 1D sig- 
nal x of length N can be computed as follows 
W2n, d, t -= 
E9k-2IWn, d-I, k 1=0,1,..., N2 -d_l 
k 
W2n+l, d, l = 
Ehk-2lWn, 
d-l, k 1=0,1,..., N2-d_l 
k 
WO'O'I = X1 
where d=1,2, .. .'J-1 is the scale index, with J 
1092 N, n and I respectively denote the frequency and posi- 
tion indices, {hn} and Ign) correspond to the lowpass and 
highpass filters respectively for a two-channel filter bank 
and the transform is invertible if appropriate dual filters {hn} P 
{§n} are used on the synthesis side. These equations can be 
used to compute full wavelet packet (FWP) tree of the signal 
decomposition. However, this implies that a large number 
of combinations of basis functions is now available to com- 
pletely represent the signal. A tree-prunning approach such 
as [10] can be used to efficiently select the best basis with 
respect to a cost function. 
The 3D DVVTT can be computed by applying above equa- 
tions separably in all three directions to get the FWP decom- 
position up to the coarsest resolution of subbands. The best 
basis can be selected in O(N log N) time, where N denotes 
the number of samples (frame resolution times the number 
of frames) in the video sequence. Given the goal here is to 
capture the significant spatiotemporal frequency phenom- 
ena in a video sequence, we used the Coifman-Wickerhauser 
entropy [ 101 as a cost function to select the best basis. 
3. THE RESTORATION ALGORITHMS 
The effect of the Gibbs phenomenon can be weakened by 
averaging the restored signal over a range of circular shifts 
[6). For this reason, we apply soft threhsolding to the 3D 
wavelet packet coefficients of the shifted (in all three direc- 
tions) noisy video sequence. A modified BayesShrink [111 
method is using to compute the optimal value of threshold 
adaptively for each subband. Threshold Ob for a subband of 
length N in an L-level WP decomposition is given by 
Ob ý V(I-ogNIL 
U2 
- -71 -r 1. 
/M- 
, aX(Ub 
where ab2 is the subband variance, and a2 is the noise vari- 
ance. If a is not known, a robust median estimate for noise 
standard deviation & is obtained as follows 
Median(lYil) 
0.6745 
where &j E t, Yj E {Y), set of all THIH bands in the 
decomposition tree, and the mean Eis taken only on the 
smaller half of the sorted t excluding the smallest value. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The above algorithm was tested against a number of other 
algorithms for restoration of several standard video sequen- 
ces, three of which are included here: Miss America, Hall, 
and Football, all at a resolution of 1283. The video sequen- 
ces were corruped with additive white Gaussian noise, with 
the SNR of the noisy sequences being OdB, 5dB, NO, and 
15dB. Table I gives denoising results in terms of SNR for 
these noisy sequences using the following algorithms: 71 
soft thresholding in 2D wavelet domain MW21)), TI soft 
and hard thresholding in 3D wavelet domain CnW3D), 3D 
wavelet packet (WP3D) with BayesShrink [11], both non- 
TI and TI 3D wavelet packet (TIWP3D) with the modi- 
fied form of BayesShrink described in the previous section, 
and non-separable planelet [7) domain thresholding using 
SUREShrink [2] method. Comparative SNR curves for in- 
dividual frames for two of the test sequences are provided 
in Figure 1. For all our experiments, the proposed algorithm 
produces by far the best results in terms of both overall and 
individual SNR. Some of the frames of the test sequences 
restored by our algorithm and TIW313-11ard, a 3D realiza- 
tion of the algorithm in [6], are shown in Figure 2. While 
TIW3D restores clean and smooth version of the original 
frames, some of the details are restored by TIWP3D. 
For comparison purposes, computational complexity for 
each of the algorithms considered is also provided in Table 
1. It is clear from this table that the planelet algorithm of 
[71 is the least computationally expensive, whereas the TI 
implementations of 3D wavelet and 3D WP are towards the 
more expensive side with TIWP3D being the most expcn- 
sive due to the additional one-off cost of best basis selec- 
tion. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a novel algorithm for restoration of noisy video 
sequences was presented. The algorithm works by finding 
an optimal wavelet packet representation for a sequence and 
averaging the results of thresholding by a modified form of 
BayesShrink [11] method on shifted transform coefficients. 
Experimental results suggest that the performance of the al- 
gorithm is by far the best as compared to other methods 
Video Noise Denoising Algorithm (Transform+Thresholding) 
' Sequence (dB) TlW2D TIW31D TlW3D WP3D WP3D TIWP3D-- Planelet 
Soft soft Hard Bayes Proposed Proposed SURE 
0 9.5 12.4 17.9 17.2 17.4 18.9 17.3 
5 12.6 15.6 19.5 19.0 19.3 20.7 19.6 
Miss America 10 15.3 18.1 21.5 21.1 21.5 23.0 21.5 
15 18.1 20.3 23.9 23.1 23.8 25.2 23.5 
0 5.3 11.0 14.7 14.8 15.0 16.7 14.8 
5 9.4 13.4 16.6 17.2 17.3 18.9 17.2 
Hall 10 11.7 15.5 19.0 19.5 19.8 21.3 19.5 
15 14.2 17.7 21.7 22.1 22.5 24.1 21.8 
0 5.9 9.4 11.9 11.9 12.0 12.8 12.1 
5 8.5 11.1 13.1 12.9 13.3 14.3 13.2 
Football 10 11.0 12.5 15.0 13.9 15.2 16.9 14.7 
15 13.4 14.3 18.0 15.3 17.9 20.0 16.6 
Computationa O(N+ O(N+ O(N+ O(NlogN) O(NlogN) O(NlogN+ O(n) 
Complexity 
T 
12N) 13N) +13 N) +PN) 
I I 
Table 1. SNR results for three standard video sequences and algorithms' complexity 







Fig. 1. Frame-by-frame comparative results (a) Miss America and (b) rootball 
found in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. Al- 
though its computational cost may be a limiting factor in 
some applications, a less expensive version of the algorithm 
(V031)) with the proposed thresholding method produces 
results comparable to the state-of-the-art at a lower cost. It 
is perhaps worth noting that while being the least expen- 
sive, the planelet algorithm [7] produces SNR results which 
are still comparable to those of TIW3D-Hard. These results 
suggest that the localisation of spatiotemporal frequency is 
a desirable feature of the domain in which video sequences 
are represented. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe a novel content-based image sig- 
nature for authentication using the ridgelet transform. The 
signature is extracted from the Radon domain and entropy 
coded after a ID wavelet transform, which is essentially the 
so-called "ridgelet transform". Unlike traditional authenti- 
cation signatures, it has the ability to localise tampering at a 
high resolution, robust to content-preserving manipulations 
such as compression and allows a progressive authentica- 
tion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional data authentication and integrity verification are 
done by appending a hashed signature of the file, usually 
encrypted with a secret key. The signature is practically 
'unique" and distributed with the file. However, the prolif- 
eration of multimedia data over the Internet poses some new 
authentication requirements, such as localising tampering 
and semi-fragility. Unfortunately these are the realms that 
traditional signature-based system fails and alternative ap- 
proaches such as authentication watermarks [I], and content- 
based robust signatures [2,3] have become popular in the 
research community. 
A watermark, usually involves some form of steganog- 
raphy, is a code embedded into a host image. The authen- 
ticity of the image can be verified by checking the integrity 
of the watermark. Since attacks on the host image also de- 
stroy the watermark correspondingly on the same position, 
tampering localisation can be achieved. However there is 
a fundamental trade-off between security and localisation. 
One must establish a neighbourhood dependency in the wa- 
termark otherwise it is vulnerable to counterfeiting attacks 
[4]. Moreover, since the process of watermarking itself in- 
troduces distortion on the host data, it is sometimes not de- 
sirable in some applications such as with medical images. 
Although a few reversible watermarks have been proposed 
[51, their localisation abilities are however constrained by 
the data hiding capacity. 
It has been pointed out by Shannon [6] that for a perfect 
secrecy system, the key I K, must be at least as long as the 
message M, more precisely, that H(K) > H(M), where 
H(. ) denotes the entropy function. Intuitively, this says that 
in order to achieve perfect security, the key has to be long 
enough to describe the message. Hence a perfectly secure 
signature is essentially a compressed form of the image. 
For example, many content-based signatures are extracted 
from domains such as DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) 
and DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) domain which are 
also popular choices for compression (7]. Such ideas were 
exploited in the watermarking world in the form of self- 
embedding, where a redundant lower-resolution copy of the 
image is embedded in order to detect and recover tamper- 
ing. Despite the extra communication cost, the advantage of 
signature-based authentication is apparent: First, it does not 
introduce distortion on the original image. Second, it can 
solve the dilemma of security-localisation uncertainty, if the 
signature is considered as the lossy-coded version of the im- 
age, since a longer signature can offer better security as well 
as localisation resolution. Third, a compact signature can 
be combined into a watermarking system just as many wa- 
termarking schemes do employ such label-embedding ap- 
proach. 
Recently, motivated by the neeed for finding better rep- 
resentations for nature images, several geometric wavelets 
(eg. ridgelet and curvelet) have been proposed. The un- 
derlying Radon transform plays an essential role in provid- 
ing such non-separable, directional properties. Although 
Radon-based signatures have been previously proposed [81, 
which take the advantage of invariant features of the trans- 
form to provide robustness, but few address the problem of 
localisation, which is the key motivation of this work. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next 
section, a brief review of Radon and ridgelet transforms is 
presented. Next we discuss how authentication and locali- 
sation can be achieved by a number of Radon vectors and 
how to generate a compact signature using the ridgelet idea. 
'Ile key here refers to the authentication (public) key, which defines 
the authenticated space, instead of the encryption key. 
Some experimental results are presented and the paper con- 
cludes with comments on the proposal and future directions 
of research. 
2. RADON AND RIDGELET TRANSFORMS 
The Radon transform, which has been mainly used in to- 
mography reconstruction, is now gaining popularity in im- 
age processing as a general tool. Mathematically the con- 
tinuous Radon transform of an integrable bivariate function 
f (x, y) is defined by 
Rf (0, t) = 
fR2 
f(x, y)S(xcosO+ysinO-t)dxdy (1) 
Discretisation has been a major difficulty in applying 
Radon transform to general image processing. The simplest 
form of discrete Radon transform is to select finite number 
on the angular variable of projection, then take the summa- 
tion on the discrete image along the projection line. Re- 
cently, some other discrete (finite) Radon transforms have 
been proposed such as FRAT [9] and fast slant-stack [10]. 
The Radon transform is a linear transform and has sev- 
eral useful properties. 
Property 1 If the function f (x, y) is translated, its Radon 
transform is 
f (x - xo, y- yo) 'ý* Rf (0, t- xo cos 0- Vo sin 0) (2) 
Property 2 If thefunction f (x, y) is rotated by 0, it corre- 
sponds to a shift translation in the Radon transform 
f(xcoso-ysinO, xsino+ycoso)4*Rf(O+O, t) (3) 
Property 3 If thefunction f (x, y) is rescaled by afactor of 
a, its Radon transform is 
a, 
Rf (0, at) (ax, ay) (4) 
The ridgelet transform, introduced in [I I], has the con- 
tinuous form of 
CRTf (a, b, 0) = 
fR2 
IP., b, O(X, y)f(x, y)dxdy (5) 
where the ridgelet Oa, b, O (X) Y) in 2-D are defined from a 
wavelet-type function in I -D 0 (x) as 
1, (xcosO+ysinO-b 
lPa, b, O (Xi Y) 7V ý (6) aa 
Since Radon transform projects a linear-singularity into 
a point-singularity, the wavelet and ridgelet transforms are 
linked via the Radon transform. More precisely, the defini- 
tion in equation (5) can be re-written as 
CRTf (a, b, 0) = 
fit 
P., b (t)Rf (0, t)dt (7) 
where Oa, b(t) = a- 112; b((t - b)/a) is a I-D wavelet. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) A point-wise singularity and (b) its back- 
projected reconstruction from two Radon vectors at orthog- 
onal angles. 
3. SIGNATURE GENERATION 
Although the ridgelet enjoys some elegant mathematical prop- 
erties, and it does in fact exploit the fact that nature images 
exhibit linear regularity along contours and edges. The suc- 
cess of its application in image representation has been lim- 
ited to geometrically regular objects [9]. However, for tam- 
pering detection, a decent representation for the image is 
less important than representing the tampered location and 
a key characteristic of malicious attacks is that they are usu- 
ally locally singular. Naturally, the Radon transform is ca- 
pable of capturing the location of such singularity due to its 
directionality in projections. 
In the simplest case, consider an image with a point- 
wise singularity (see figure 1). Two Radon vectors (i. e. the 
discrete angular projection) at orthogonal angles are suffi- 
cient to determine its location. Of course, it is not sufficient 
when there is more than one singularity, which riscs ambi- 
guity, nor can it determine the exact geometrical shape of 
such singularity. However, the resolution increases as more 
number of Radon vectors are used in reconstruction. This 
motivates us to use Radon vectors as the signature of the 
image, but the eventual signature is ridgelet transformed, 
since wavelet can provide a sparse representation in a multi- 
resolution framework which is useful for compression. 
The signature generation algorithm can be described as 
follows. 
1. For a set of angles E) = (011 02 t ... 9 
On I. where Oi E 
[0,7r], preferably evenly spaced, typically with n> 
20, compute the normalised Radon vectors at these 
angles as follows. 
R. (00 =1f (i cos Oi -j sin Oj, i sin Oj +j cos Oj). No, 
i 
2. Apply an L-level DV; T on the Radon vectors jIZj} to 
obtain the ridgelet representation, denoted as fwi}. 
3. Entropy code the ridgelet coefficients with traditional 
entropy coders such as arithmetic code. 
4 The signature is stored/transmitted with low-pass band 
first, then from smaller bands to larger bands progres- 
sively in encrypted fonn. 
It should be noted that since R. idon m. instorni takes ii 
summation over the image support, the Radon vectors cmi 
be considered as global information. There is an inhercnt 
directional neighbourhooddependenc 'v 
in the projected vcc- 
tors and they are also correlated. Therefore it is not possible 
to perform the counterfeiting attack on the image. 
The verification process is simply as follows. Once we 
have retrieved the image j and the signature, we apply the 
ridgelet transform on j as described before but without the 
entropy coding to obtain ý ý7v, ý, while (wi ý can be decoded 
from the signature. If the image is original, jNv, I and (w, ý 
should be identical. If not, their reconst ruct ions should ex- 
hibit the difference between the tampered image j and the 
original copy f. Since Radon and wavelet transforms are 
both linear, jwj - %iri I is the (undercornplete) ridgelet rep- 
resentation of f-j. We take the inverse ridgelet transform 
on I w, - . ij, I to observe the difference. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have perfornied out- experinicins over a range of natu- 
ral iinages, although the tanipering detection ability Of Our 
proposed approach is iniage-independent. We chose the 
barbara (512 x 512) iniage to present our results in this 
paper. Due to the space firnitation we only present results oil 
two typical attacks: the first one is content-preserving JPFG 
cornpression, and the second one is a malicious attack with 
a bird-shaped stamping (, see figure 2). 
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) suggest that robustness against 
content-preserving manipulations is possible, since the dif- 
ference map is a reconstruction of jw, -- W, ý. It' f and f 
are visually identical, the energy of f-j should be nearly 
zero. However, the contrast enhanced version ofthe differ- 
ence, such as in figure 2(d), inay be useful in determining 
the nature of such nianipulation. Robustness against (, eo- 
inetrical manipulations can also be addressed [81, due to the 
invariant properties of Radon transforni described in equa- 
t ion (2), (3) and (4). 
Figure 2(e)-(h) demonstrate the tainpering localisation 
ability of the signature. The tainpered area is accurately 
detected by the intersection of "ridges". Figure 2(g), (h) is 
further enhanced by a soft thresholding on the constructed 
difference map, in order to Suppress SOIIIC undesired linear 
artifact of undercornplete projection. Such artifact is corn- 
pletely removed in figure 2(h), where more angles of pro' - jec 
tions are used. The difference niap can be used to restore the 
tanipered area, by simply adding the difference map back 
into the received iniage. 
Due to the inherent MUlti-resolution property of tile wavelet 
Fig. 3. Thresholdcd ditterencc 11hil) Collsll LICted hý OIC IOW- 
I)W, S SUbband Lit resolution 256 x 256 (6 projections). 
Image (6) -1= 6 =9 I (-)I= 18 
I e, na 2183 4(34 7943 
barbara 2372 4152 8012 
goldhill 2290 -1198 7911 
Table 1. Sigilature lengths with dificient IILIIIII)Ct- Of'pro_ICC- 
tions On bytes). 
transform, the signature also allows it progressive authenti- 
Cation Without losing its Capability oI talliperint, localisa- 
tioll. Figure ý illustrates an instance When tile authenticil- 
tion is Verified with lowpass band ot tile signatme, Which is 
only hall'ol the total ridgelet coel ficients. The tanilm ing Io- 
calisatioll is effectively identical to its coulltelpalt ill figule 
2(g). 
There is certainly it degree of' f1cxihilitv ill controlling 
the signature's leng1h by varying the numim oI Radon vec- 
tors. It is desirable for the signature to be compact while 
tile trade-offs bctwecii communication cost and secunty 
localisation alway's impose. 11mvevel. it is difficult to de 
title eXaCtly tile ICIIýth Of the Sil. ýIIMLJIC ill OldCl to be Callcd 
.. compact". Here ýIc would like to Impose that tile "igna- 
tule is "Collipact" as loll', its it Call be embedded obliviously 
into (lie host Inedia with SOIIIC prolcctivc IL-dulldallcy. Fol 
it 512 , 512 image, it we use the spatial I-Sli bit,, lot dala 
enihedding, the. total capacity is 32708 hyles. Table I lists 
tile lelloll of signatures we ohtailled from Various 1111ages 
and different flumbel of projections. They are encoded hV 
a /Cro-ol-del. al-ithilicIlL. Coder will) Simple killitol-Ill scalal 
quillitisatioll, bill ale , till Within be]()%% the Capacity and Call 
be embedded as a 101-111 of self-ellibeddillu, watermark. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A content-based, rohust image audicnticýltjoli signatuic has 
beet, proposed. The signature, cssentiaily a coded undet- 
Complete ridgclet transform 0' (tic ifilaue, Call localise laill- 
pering In a Illulti-resol [it ion I'll. shion. The wolk is al"Oolic 0 
()m first practical attempts in ridgelet encoding, althouý, h the 
novelty is ill authentication rathel. 111all Compression. Since 




Fig. 2. Authentication results. GO Original. (b) JPEG compiessed. (C) Thc (1111clelicc Inap, 6 plo)"hoir" (d) Contla.. "I 
enhanced (c). (e) The tampered iniage (oýject addition) (f) The difference map, 6 piojections (g)'j'h(, tluc,, h()j(jc(j (liffel(-lice 
map with 6 projection,, (h) The thresholded difference map with 12 pro. jcctions. 
the encoder used in this work is vetý/ simple, an efficient 
compression algorithm for fidgelet representation can sig- 
nificantly improve the compactness of the signature and may 
benefit the image coding community on a direction beyond 
wavelet. It remains to be seen how interpolation algorithnis 
can incorporated in the scheme which may help to reduce 
the linear artifact exhibited from the inverse Radon trans- 
forni. 
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ABSTRACT 
Motivated by the fact that in images, there is usually a pres- 
ence of local strongly oriented harmonics, a representation 
which is both well-localised in frequency and orientation 
is desirable to efficiently describe such oriented harmonic 
features. Here we introduce a family of multiscale trigono- 
metric bases for a bi-variate function called the Multiscale 
Directional Cosine bases for image denoising tasks. Our 
results show the promise of the new bases which almost 
consistently outperform other image representation bases on 
natural images. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of transfonns in image processing is often 
based on a separable construction. Rows and columns in an 
image are treated independently and the 21) basis functions 
are simply tensor products of the corresponding ID func- 
tions. Such method keeps simplicity in terms of design and 
computation, but is not capable of capturing properly all the 
interesting features of an image. For example, the orthonor- 
mal separable wavelet transform [ 11 in higher dimensions is 
seriously limited in its ability to efficiently represent higher 
dimensional features such as lines. Furthermore, the lack of 
frequency selectivity remains an elusive problem with most 
techniques operating in the wavelet domain. 
The ability to efficiently analyse and describe directional 
patterns is of fundamental importance for image analysis 
and compression. In order to represent higher dimensional 
image features, Cand6s and Donoho [2] proposed a direc- 
tional multiresolution representation named ridgelets which 
deal effectively with linear singularities in 2D. The idea of 
curvelets [31 is to represent a curve as a superposition of 
functions of various lengths and widths obeying the scaling 
law. Starck et al. [4] employed the curvelet transform in 
the denoising task. The curvelet coefficients are more than 
16J +1 times redundant, with J scales of decompositions. 
Not only does the curvelet denoising outperform wavelet- 
based methods in terms of PSNR, the visual appearance of 
the resulting images is better as well. Do and Vetterli [5] 
used similar ideas to construct curvelets that can be com- 
puted with a perfect reconstruction filter bank, called the 
contourlet transfoi7n, which combines the Laplacian pyra- 
mid transform with directional filter banks. 
However, the assumption that natural images are char- 
acterised solely by linear edges is not true. In images, there 
is usually a presence of local strongly oriented harmonics 
(textures) separated by curvilinear edges. A sparse rep- 
resentation which is both well-localised in frequency and 
orientation is desirable to efficiently describe such oriented 
harmonic features. Here we describe a set of bases called 
Multiscale Directional Cosine Bases which can efficiently 
represent local oriented harmonics, and with a local direc- 
tional cosine packet analysis, we can accommodate the "tex- 
ture + edge"model by representing both directional periodic 
ridges and ridglets in a unified framework. 
For the rest of this paper, we introduce a family of bases 
called the "Multiscale Directional Cosine" (MDQ Bases in 
section 2. Next we show some results from our denoising 
experiments using the MDC bases in section 3. The paper 
concludes with a summary in section 4. 
2. MULTISCALE DIRECTIONAL COSINE BASES 
First, we define the directional cosine basis in 2D as 
Ck, O = Ak cos(7rk(x cos 0+y sin 0)) (1) 
where Ak =1 
if k=0 I 
vf2- if x00. 
The directional 2D continuous cosine transform is de- 
fined as 
Cf(k, O) = (ftCk, O) 
= 
fR2 
AI, f (x, y) cos(7rk(x cosO +y sin O))dxdy 
The directional cosine basis vectors are indexed by fre- 
quency k and direction 0, as can be seen in Figure 1. It is ob- 
vious that the basis vectors look similar to the Fourier basis. 
In fact, if we substitute the cosine basis function with e'xC, 
we obtain the polar Fourier basis representation. However, 
iý, I is the identity o[vrator, x, is the Gaussian pyramid 
representation of x at scale s 
(. 1,1 Ix. 
Fig. 1. The 8x8 directional cosine basis vectors 
the proposed transt'Orin has several advantages when coni- 
pared with traditional Fourier basis. First, the transform is 
real-to-real instead of real-to-coniplex. Second, since the 
cosine basis assumes a symmetric extension, its approxima- 
tion error decays more rapidly than Fourier series. Lastly, 
unlike in the Fourier domain, the Cartesian-to-polar coordi- 
nate conversion has already been done in the Radon trans- 
form to get the sense of directionality. 
For an image representation basis to be useful, the basis 
vectors should he localised both in space and frequency, and 
they should have certain orientation selectivity. More im- 
portantly, to capture patterns of interest at different scales, 
the basis need to be multiresolutional. A prototypical MDC 
function has the form 
'OkAsA(X) 
xt) Ck, O 
where k, 0, t and ,; denotes the frequency, orientation, lo- 
cation and scale parameters of the function respectively and 
b(. ) is the smooth bell function chosen along with the sarn- 
pling interval to ensure invertibility of tile discrete fonil of 
the transform. 
The discrete implementation of MDC transform is sim- 
ilar to the digital curvelet construction. While the discrete 
cosine transform and discrete Radon transform 161 are well 
studied in the literature, a combination of these two trails- 
forms gives us tile discrete directional cosine operator. Un- 
like the digital curvelet irriplenlentation in 141, which is very 
redundant, the IIIUltireSOILItiOu property of the MDC trans- 
form is given by the well-known Laplacian pyramid [7]. 
Therefore, tile transform is over-complete by some 331/( 
in 2D if non-overlapping windows are used. The discrete 
MDC ofa 2D vector x, at scale s is given by 
CýiG1)x,. 
where X, denotes the transform at scale. s, C, is the discrete 
directional cosine transform operator with window size 11 x 
, illd (ý. 1(;,, , ic the raising and 
lowering opcralors 
xssociatcd with transitions between levels in the Gaussian 
pyramid. The clos'eness of- the Burt and Adelson fillet- to it 
( iaussian function gives the pyramid virtually isotropic be- 
havior, which call he well exploited by the high f*rCLlIIeIICy 
icsolution of the cosine basis. We certainly have the choice 
A' using the directional cosine packets its tile tiallst'01-11, of)- 
crator C,, by substituting the cosine transt'onn by a cosine 
packet analysis, I'oi niiiig a semi-adaptive basis. III this wav, 
the MDC packet basis is able to capture a wide range (if' 
directional t'calurcs at different ICI, 0lLItiOllS. 
3. INIAGE DENOISING EXIIERINIENTS 
A good hasis toi ICIMCIISCIltilIg illIagC-1 Should be ýIhk- tO 
capture important I. eatures of' interest. III this case, the MIX ' 
bases should allow us to map directional pe6odic pattern 
patches into coehiclents of' significant magnitude. III older 
to demonstrate the chiciency of the pioposcd repiesenta 
tion, we conducted image denoising expetiment by simply 
thresholding the coefficients ill the transform domain with 
certain threshold. The delloising expel inlents are I'WI-toll-Illed 
ill such settings: 
I. The Laplacian pyramid is deconil-K). sed at 5 levels of* 
subbands. 
2. The window size n is chosen ill H; 16,111OL1111,11CLI 
with it squared cosine with 50'/t overlapping. 
3. We used both directional cosine and directional co- 
sine packet its file operator C,, oil file windoA ed block. 
The thresholding we use is it form ot- the univer,, al tlucý, Il- 
olding proposed tit 181, multiplied by tit extra constant (i 
(-) wheie N it -, 2. -A; hclc and 
1. denotes the level ol'decomposition, while L () corle 
sponds to [lie highest Frequency mibband. For directional 
cosine denoising, the value of o was found I() give 
satist'actory result. For the directional local cosine packets, 
(i - 0.062 was used. The lowpass Nubband is left intact 
The results are compared Nvith two algorithms. The fir"t 
one is a wavelct-packet based wavelet shrinkage algolitilln 
which is described Ill 191, Called S-BaVCS, With the (lIIeSII- 
olding function being a 1110dified version of the Bave. 61itink 
I i0j. The best wavelet packet basi,, I,, sought by wong the 
Shannon entropy t'unction and cycle -, pinn iný IIIII,, 11,, ed to 
suppi-ess the pseudo-Gibbs artifact. FowimalIv such treal- 
ment give-, the translation invariance to the wavelet packet 
basis, which is known to he good ill representing some pe- 
riodic signals. The , ccond algotithin is it modified \crsion 








0 14.75 14.59 14.89 15.19 
5 16.08 15.93 16.42 16.85 
barbara 10 : 18.00 17.64 18.44 18.85 
15 21.12 19.64 20.34 20.71 
20 24.92 21.41 21.89 22.10 
0 17.06 17.10 17.24 14 , 4-ni 
5 18.96 18.82 18.99 19.63 
lena 10 21.08 20.83 21.05 21.89 
15 23.49 23.10 23.35 24.26 
20 26.15 25.35 25.60 26.31 
0 12.93 13.06 13.10 13.22 
5 13.81 13.66 13.84 14.29 
grain 10 15.87 15.01 15.51 16.18 
15 18.72 17.28 18.00 18.84 
20 22.02 20.05 20.56 21.38 
Table 1. The comparative image denoising results in SNR 
of curvelet. The curvelet implementation in [4] which uses 
a much more redundant overcomplete wavelet frame than 
our MDC, is a "specialised" transform to perform denois- 
ing task instead of general-purpose image processing. In 
order to carry out a fair comparison, here the local ridgelets 
are placed on the Laplacian pyramid as well in our setting, 
in order to carry out a fair comparison. 
Here we present results from several typical natural im- 
ages: barbara contains some directional and non-directional 
periodic textures; lena, which can be regarded as one of 
the "curvelet-friendly" image, since it mainly consists of 
linear singularities at different scales; and grain image is 
a texture image which is considered to be very difficult to 
compress. 
Table 1 gives denoising results in SNR using four algo- 
rithms. It seems that directional local cosine transform is the 
overall winner, although the TI-S-BayesShrink sometimes 
outperforms in low noise levels, since the BayesShrink tends 
to optimise the MSE output. However, the results on other 
three images are more visually pleasing, preserving impor- 
tant directional features on the image. A detailed head-to- 
head comparison is presented in Figure 2 on barbara. It 
is obvious that from the TI-S-BayesShrink denoised image, 
the diagonal stripes are absent on the cloth in the middle, 
although a few of such patterns can be seen on the trousers. 
The curvelet is able to recover some of those directional 
patterns, but incomplete nonetheless. These features are re- 
stored almost completely by our proposed methods. 
Since the directional cosine packets can be regarded as a 
generalisation of curvelets and directional cosine bases, it is 
not suprising to see it gives better results than its two coun- 
terparts. However, it involves considerable amount of extra 
computations, since the best basis has to be sought for each 
of the Radon slices. It seems that such heavy computation 
burden is not a fair tradeoff, at least at present, since the 
directional cosine transform denoised images are visually 
similar to directional local cosine's results. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a set of new bases which have localisa- 
tion in space and frequency, orientation selectivity and em- 
ploy a multiresolution pyramidal framework allowing anal- 
yse of the image at different scales. In a sense the MDC 
bases qualify as geometric wavelets and share a lot of simi- 
larities with other directional wavelet bases proposed prev i- 
ously, but the construction allows us to capture local direc- 
tional texture patches and linear features at ease. Unlike the 
traditional 2D local DCT constructed by tensor-product, the 
directional cosine basis provides orientation selectivity like 
the Fourier basis but avoids the unpleasant convergence rate 
of the Fourier series on intervals. 
The effectiveness of the MDC bases was tested against 
the state-of-the-art translation-invariant wavelet packet based 
shrinkage method and a directional basis, die so-called curvelet. 
The new bases demonstrated a strong potential in the ex- 
periments, often outperforming the other methods. While 
producing much visually pleasant output than the wavelet 
packets with optimal threshold, the MDC seems to be able 
to capture a wider range of directional features than die 
curvelet, even without the local cosine treatment on Radon 
slices. 
Of course the transform presented here with the Lapla- 
cian pyramid for the dcnoising experiments is only a taste 
for conducting multiresolution analysis with the directional 
cosine (packet) bases. A wide variation on the theme is pos- 
Fig. 2. Detailed comparative denoising results on 1), t rbara 
sible, for example using variable sized windows on tile orig- 151 M. N. Do and M. Vetterli, "Contouilet, " 
Wfivelels, G-V. Welland, I'd. Academ L: 2W inal image might be another possibility, or to use the algo- I 
rithme ti trous subband decomposition for better denoising 161 A. Averbuch, R. Coilinan, D. 1- 1xillobo, all(I M. 1'ý 
results. It is our intention to put forward this basis in a gen- rae I I. "Fast slant stack: A notitm ot Radon trans- 
eral way in this work to popularise its usage in various kinds form for data in a Cartesian g, ILI ývjjh: jl is 1 ap hily com- 
of image processing tasks. putible, algebraically exact, geollictlical 
. 
ly lalthfill and 
inverlible, " ill appeal in SIAM Scientitic Uomputmý,. 
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Directional Wavelet Analysis with Fourier-type 
Bases for Image Processing 
Zhen Yao, Student Member, IEEE, Nasir Rajpoot, Member, IEEE and Roland Wilson 
Abstract- Motivated by the fact that in natural Images, there 
Is usually a presence of local strongly oriented features such as 
directional textures and linear discontinuities, a representation 
which is both well-localised In frequency and orientation is 
desirable to efficiently describe those oriented features. Here 
we introduce a family of multiscale trigonometric bases for 
Image processing using Fourier-type constructions, namely, the 
multiscale directional cosine transform and the multiscale Fourier 
transform. We also show that by seeking an adaptive basis 
locally, the proposed bases are able to capture both oriented 
harmonics as well as discontinuities, although the complexity of 
such adaptiveness; varies significantly. We conducted denolsing 
experiments with the proposed bases and the results show great 
promise of the proposed directional wavelet bases. 
Index Terms- Directional wavelets, curvelets, Fourier trans- 
form, cosine transform, denoising, restoration. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T HE application of transforms in image processing is often 
based on a separable construction. Rows and columns in 
an image are treated independently and the two-dimensional 
basis functions are simply tensor products of the corresponding 
one-dimensional functions. Such method keeps simplicity in 
terms of design and computation, but is not capable of 
capturing properly all the interesting features of an image. 
For example, the orthonormal separable wavelet transform 
[27] in higher dimensions is seriously limited in its ability 
to efficiently represent higher dimensional features such as 
lines. Furthermore, the lack of frequency selectivity remains an 
elusive problem with most techniques operating in the wavelet 
domain. 
Edges and textures in an image can exist at all possible 
locations, orientations, and scales. The ability to efficiently 
analyse and describe directional patterns is thus of funda- 
mental importance for image analysis and image compression. 
The idea that biological visual systems might analyse image 
along dimensions such as orientation, scale and frequency (ie. 
bandpass) dates back to the work by Hubel and Wiesel [25] 
in the 1960's. In the computational vision literature, the idea 
of analysing images along multiple orientations appears at 
the beginning of the seventies with the Binford-Hom's line- 
finder [21, [231 and later work by Granlund [22]. Many edge- 
based image representations have then been elaborated [20], 
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[42] with different edge detection procedures and image ap- 
proximations using jump models along these edges. To refine 
these models, multiscale edge representations using wavelet 
maxima [29] or an edge-adapted multiresolution representation 
[10] have also been studied. Edge based image representations 
with complete orthonormal families of foveal wavelets in 
[32] and footprints [19] have been introduced and studied to 
reconstruct the main image edge structures. To stabilize the 
edge detection, global optimization procedures have also been 
elaborated by Donoho [17], Shukla et al. [36] and Wakin et 
al. [40]. The optimal configuration of edges is then calculated 
with an image segmentation over dyadic squares using fast 
dynamic programming algorithms over quadtrees. Instead of 
describing the image geometry through edges, which are 
most often ill-defined, Le Pennec: and Mallat later proposed a 
basis named "bandelets" [33] which characterises the image 
geometry with a geometric flow of vectors. Recently, Pcyri 
and Mallat presented the second generation bandelets [34]. 
Ile decomposition is computed first by the standard wavelet 
transform, followed by adaptive geometric orthogonal filters. 
The compression results are significantly better than wavelet- 
based coders. 
All the approaches previously discussed are adaptive rep- 
resentations, in the sense that the bases are adapted to the 
signal/image contents. Meanwhile, from a different heuristic 
principle, a number of researchers have been working on 
developing fixed directional representation bases for natural 
images. The idea of curvelets [71 is to represent a curve as 
a superposition of functions of various lengths and widths 
obeying the scaling law width ;: 3 length2. Several different 
methods were proposed to construct the curvelets. A digital 
implementation for the curvelet transform, more commonly 
referred as the curvelet-99 was used in [371 for noise removal 
by Starck et al. The transform first decomposes the image into 
subbands, i. e., separating the object into a series of disjoint 
scales, using the algorithme d trous wavelet transform. Each 
scale is then analysed by means of a local windowed ridgelet 
[61 transform. The proposed transform is 16J +1 times redun- 
dant, with J being the number of scales for decomposition. 
The same authors later proposed a combined approach with 
curvelets and wavelets in denoising [381. Such joint sparse 
representation idea is related to the idea of Matching Pursuit 
(MI? ) and Basis Pursuit (BP) [281, and another application in 
image deconvolution was presented in [39]. 
While the redundancy certainly is a advantage in the area 
of image restoration, it is by no means an ideal transform 
for compression and other tasks. In order to construct a 
form of discrete curvelet frame with less redundancy, Do and 
Vetterli [151, [161 pioneered the "contourlet" transform by 
marrying the Laplacian pyramid and a directional filter bank. 
Such approach is called "double filter bank" structure. The 
Laplacian pyramid mainly is used for separating isotropic 
features into different resolutions, then the directional filter 
links the point discontinuities into linear structures. This 
allows contourlets to efficiently approximate a smooth contour 
at different scales. The double filter bank design certainly 
allows the contourlet to be flexibly constructed. In [26], Lu and 
Do developed a critically sampled contourlet transform called 
"CRISP-contourlet using a combined iterated non-separable 
filter bank for both multiscale and directional decomposition. 
A non-subsampled contourlet transform was recently proposed 
[14]. The Laplacian pyramid was substituted with a 2-channel 
non-subsampled 2D filter bank which is similar to the d trous 
wavelet expansion. However, with J levels of decomposition, 
it has J+1 redundancy. By contrast, the 2-D d trous algorithm 
by tensor pyoduct has 3J+ 1 redundancy. The whole transform 
has 1+ 211, where lj denotes the number of levels in the 
transform at the j-th scale. Experimental results suggest that 
the transform compares favourably to other existing denoising 
and enhancement methodds reported in literature. 
The curvelets can also be conveniently constructed from 
a frequency tiling approach. Such idea later adopted by 
Candds and Donoho [81 in constructing second generation 
curvelets which do not require ridgelets. Such tight frame can 
be computed more efficiently than the previous curvelet-99 
implementation. A recent report [5] details its implementation 
using unequally-spaced fast Fourier transforms (USFFI) and 
the wrapping of specially selected Fourier samples. Both impl- 
mentations are improved in the sense that they are conceptually 
simpler, faster and far less redundant. The same strategy was 
used in constructing a 3D curvelet transform [43] whose basis 
functions are planar patches. These digital implementations 
can be found in the CurveLab distribution. 
However, the assumption that natural images are charac- 
terised solely by linear edges is not true. Evidently we have 
seen attempts to separate the image into additive ingredients 
[31] - usually one is textural and the other is piecewisely 
smooth. This suggests that there is usually a presence of local 
strongly oriented harmonics (textures) separated by curvilinear 
edges. Sparse representations which are both well-localised in 
frequency and orientation is desirable to efficiently describe 
such oriented harmonic features. Also, it would be ideal 
to accommodate both directional linear features as well as 
directional periodic textures in a unified manner according 
to the "image=texture+edge" model. In this paper, we show 
that directional wavelet analysis can be performed with di- 
rectional trigonometric transforms localised in a multiscale 
framework. We introduce the Multiscale Directional Cosine 
Bases in section H which can efficiently represent local 
oriented harmonics, and with a local directional cosine packet 
analysis, we can accommodate both directional periodic ridges 
and ridgelets which is a dual basis to the ridgelet packets. 
In section III, we show that directional singularities and 
harmonics can also be captured by the Multiresolution Fourier 
transform using a Gaussian model of its magnitude spectrum 
with less computational burden. Next we show some results 
from our denoising experiments with both transforms and 
compare them with other wavelet transforms in section IV. 
The paper concludes with a summary in section V. 
H. THE MULTISCALE DIRECTIONAL COSINE TRANSFORM 
Like the 2D orthonormal wavelet transform, the discrete 
cosine transform (DGI) in 2D is also fomcd by tensor prod- 
uct, resulting in basis functions which look like "chessboard" 
patterns. Therefore we need to define a directional cosine 
operator in order to bring the orientation parameter into the 
transform. Also, we will need to localise the basis spatially 
in order to capture local features. This section describes the 
construction of the Multiscale Directional Cosine Transform 
(MDCI). 
A. The Directional Cosine Basis 
First we define the parametric space r={, y = (k, 0)) 
where kE [0,21r), 9E Sd-1, W is on the unit sphere Sd-1 
in dimension d which indicates orientation and k indicates 
the frequency. Consider a family of orthonormal trigonometric 
basis for L2 Q0,1]), derived from Fourier transform 




2) V2-sin(k7rx)), k=1,2,3,... 
3) {V2-cos(2ý+7rx)), k=0,1,2,3,... 
2 
4) {1, %F2cos(k7rx)}, k=1,2,3,... 
We denote such a trigonometric basis as Ck(X), and the 
corresponding transform can be written as (f, Ck). Now we 
define the continuous directional trigonometric transform on a 
multi-variate function f (x), xE Rd: 
C-Y (x) = ck(0 - x) (1) 
Since (f, ck) is essentially a Fourier transform, we have the 
admissibility condition 
C(ý) dý < oo Kc=f 
L 
Jýjd 
and the reconstruction is 
Cy)Cyu (d-y) (3) 
The Parseval. relation holds 
llfll'2 =II (f, CY) 12. U (d7) 
For a general image representation, we choose the cA; = 
1, vf2-cos(k7rx)j, known as the cosine 11 basis, which has 
faster decay on interval [0,11 than the Fourier transform. We 
then have the directional 2D basis 
Ck, O ý-- Ak cos(7rk(x cos 0+y sin 0)) 
where Ak 
1 if k=0 
vI'2- if x yl- 0. The directional 2D continuous cosine transform is defined 
as 




F and they should have certain orientation selectivity. More importantly, to capture patterns of' MIcic,, t at ditterent -scale,, 
the basis need to be multiresolution. A prototypical MDC 




Fig. I. 'I-lle ,,,,, (in-ectional comile baýis %ectors 
The directional cosine basis vectors are indexed by fre- 
quency k and direction 0, as can be seen in Figure 1. It is 
obvious that the basis vectors look similar to the Fourier basis 
despite the fact that the directional cosine transform is real- 
to-real instead of real -to-complex and its approximation error 
decays more rapidly than the Fourier counterpart, due to its 
symmetrical boundary extension. 
B. Directional Cosine Packets 
Smooth local trigonometric bases proposed by Coifrnan and 
Meyer [III and by Malvar [301 use smooth window functions 
to split the signal and to fold overlapping parts back into the 
pieces so that the orthogonality is preserved. Therefore, tile 
folded signal is suited for representation by a trigonometric 
basis. At its simplest, a typical local cosine basis function has 
the form : 
Qm 
ýk 
b,, (x) cos(k +I 
)7rX. 
2 
where b, is a smooth window or a bell fimclion. 
The usefulness of applying smooth local trigonometric bases 
to focus on local interesting, properties of a siCgnal is well 
s- applications sucli as MP3 audio colupression studied, and 
theit 
have been dernonstrated to be successful. As we have di, ý- 
cussed, image usually consists regions of homogenous textures 
separated by linear edges and contours. It is then natural to 
consider applying local cosine basis on Radon projected slices 
in order to represent hoth periodic pattenis and sorne linear 
singularities. In this work, we use the Coifinan-Wickerhauser's 
entropy-based best basis aloorithin 113] to look for tile best 
local cosine basis witli dyadic interval. The resulting adaptive 
basis is similar to one possible "ridgelet packets" COMS41-LICtiou 
mentioned in [2 11. We will thereafter refer to such dictionarv 
of bases in the Radon domain as the "directional cosi, it, 
packets ". 
C. Multiscale Digital Implemenlation 
For an image representation hasis to be useful, the basis 
vectors should he localised hoth in space and frequency, 
where A-, 0, t and s denotes the fi-cquency, orientation, location 
and scale parameters ofthe function tespectivcly and 1)( ) v, tile 
smooth bell function chosen along will) tile sampling inteival 
to ensure invertihility of' the discrete tomi of the transform. 
The discrete implementation (it' NIN'T k Sunilat to the 
digital curvelet-99 COIIStrUCtiOu. W1111C tile (IISCITIC CW, 111C 
transform and discrete Radon trans[orm III are well studied 
in the literature, a combination of' these two nawforins pvc', 
us the discrete directional cosine opciator Unlike curvcIet 
91) which is very redundant, the multnesolution propertý, of 
the MDC transform is given by the well-known decini. 1ted 
Laplacian pyramid 131. The discrete MDC Of a 21) \TC101. X, 
at scale s is given by 
I(;. () 
where X, denotes the transfoini at scale ,, C,, is the discrete 
directional cosine transtorm operatoi widi window "ize n, it, 
I is tile identity orwrator, x, [, ý the GauNman I)YMMILI IC111C 
sentation of x at scale s 
I Ix 
and G, , 1, G, ý ,, me 
ilic i aimig and lowering Operators 
associated with transitions between levels in the (; au"%ian 
pyramid. We certainly have the choice ohising the Lhicctional 
Cosine Packets as the transform Operator (", by mil)"111tiling 
tile Cosine 11,111st, 01-11) by .1 Cosific packet Opciatof f(inimig 
ýI Sellli-adal)HVC llýISIS. In fliv, waý, the NIN' packet ba"i" is 
able to capture a wide range ()I diwomnal teatuic" at (liftclcilt 
resolLitions. 
Ill. TIIF FMIRII-R I'RANSI-())<%l 
'I'liC MO("I'ls stillilill 10 tile CUINCIO-99 tfilliStOlill, MlIV tile 
wavelcl ridge Function i,, rcplace(l 1),, tile co,. Illc Will, 
i1he IOCA CO'ýille allaly"I" on Radon tile MDC packet 
I)XIC', tit" WC11 to the -- f- ti'MM'N" ill(dd. 
llo\vcvei, the proposed bases have two litimation". The 
first prohlem is that hest hasis I'm local co"ine packet" lia" 
to he sought on every Radon slice, making the computation 
eXti*elllely CXIVIISiVe. SCCOIILIIY, the Radon nawdotin v, a 
redundant transf'orm and its i1lVC1-SC 111110dUCC1,1ý0111C 1111111CHCal 
errors. One might note that the Radon transl"onn is (hiectly 
related to the Fourier tianstorm by the I-mirici Slice Theorem, 
bricily stated as belowi 
Theorem 1: (Fourier Slice Theorem). The 11) I-omici 
transform with iespect to t of- tile ptojeclim, 111f (t. o) ,, equal 
to a central slice, at angle 0, of' the 21) Founei transform ot' 
tile t'Linction that is, 
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fi f (x, y)e -21ri(zZI+y42)dXdy. 
is the 2D Fourier transform of f (x, y). 
Since many discrete Radon transform are implemented via 
this theorem, it suggests that we may be able to perform such 
directional analysis using the standard Fourier transform. 
A. 71e MFT Implementation 
The Multiresolution Fourier Transform (MFr) [41, [411 
has been proposed as a combination of STFr and wavelet 
methods, which inherits many of the desired features of both. 
With the windowing function g(t), the transform of a function 
f r= L2(R) at position u frequency C and scale s is defined 
as: 
+00 
Mf (u, S) 7f (t)g(s(t - u))e-*dt. 
1-00 
In effect, it is simply a stack of windowed Fourier trans- 
forms, in which the scale of the analysis window is varied 
systematically with the stack index. As a general image 
analysis tool, it has been applied in feature extraction and 
segmentation with music and image analysis, such as mu- 
sic note segmentation and extracting boundary curves in a 
multiresolution fashion [41]. It has also been used in texture 
synthesis and analysis [24] and many other areas. 
The discrete implementation of N1FT can take many forms. 
Similar to the construction of the digital MDCT described 
before. We build the NIFr on top of the Laplacian pyramid, 
then on each level of the pyramid, windowed Fourier transform 
is performed with the same window size regardless of the 
scale. The discrete NIFI` of a 2D vector x, at scale s is given 
by 
(12) 
where . 7ý, is the 
discrete Fourier transform operator with 
window size nxn. The closeness of the Burt and Adelson filter 
to a Gaussian function gives the pyramid virtually isotropic 
behavior, which can be well exploited by the high frequency 
resolution of the Fourier basis. The whole transform is some 
5.33 times redundant if overlapping window is used. 
We can see that the only difference between MFI7 and the 
MDCT is that the operator used here is just a Fourier trans- 
form. In fact, the polar separablity of the Fourier transform 
suggests that it is also a directional trigonometric transform 
and Radon transform was implemented via the Fourier-slice 
theorem by inverse Fourier transform on Fourier polar slices. 
The relations between NIFT, MDCT, Radon and curvelet 
transform can be illustrated in Figure 2. It is obvious that it 
requires an inverse Fourier transform and a cosine transform 
to convert the Fourier domain into the directional cosine 
domain. Although it has some advantage in approximation 
convergence, the extra computation is 2 times more than the 
conventional Fourier transform. 
B. Gaussian Modelling of Fourier Spectrum 
The Fourier basis is a natural representation for directional 
periodic patterns, although it decays slower than a cosine basis 
in terms of approximation. In order to perform some sort of 
"curvelet" analysis, we need a model for linear features in 
the Fourier domain. Fortunately, such model is not difficult to 
derive, since a line in the spatial domain will be transformed 
into another line in its Fourier domain perpendicular to its 
direction. 
The magnitude intensity of the local Fourier spectrum can 
be modelled as a single 2D Gaussian function with its centroid 
fixed at the origin, which means the Gaussian is zero-mean : 





The covariance matrix C of the Gaussian G(-) can be 
obtained from the inertia tensor of the spectrum. 
jjp)JILýOT. 
A- where the w) denotes the Fourier cocfficicnts. With the 
covariance matrix C, the shape and the orientation of the 
Gaussian is determined. The centroid of the feature xO can 
then be estimated by taking the pairwise average correlations 
between neighbouring coefficients in each of the horizontal 
and vertical directions : 
xo = arg Z j(0 - 1)j(J)* (15) 27r 
( 
where B is the windowing size. 
The choice of using the Gaussian function is due to several 
reasons. First, the uncertainty principle states that the Gaussian 
function can achieve optimal spread in space and frequency, 
and it is smooth in both domains. Secondly, the shape of the 
2D Gaussian function can be both isotropic and anisotropic. 
When the covariance matrix gives an anisotropic Gaussian 
distribution, this suggests that the spatial feature is a linear 
shape. In other cases, the Gaussian blobs will tend to be 
isotropic. A simple measure of the anisotropy can be obtained 
by performing the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) on 
the covariance matrix C, yielding two eignvalues Al and A2, 
where \, :5 1\2. The measure is simply: 
Al - A2 1 
Al + A2 
To test the effectiveness of our model, we use a simple linear 
feature with Gaussian white noise. The noisy line (see Figure 
(a) (b) Ili 
Fig. 3. (a) a noisy line, (b) the Fouriet transt-oi-Ill 01 the [101SY IIIIC, (C) 111C GaUSý1ý111 11 lIL'l C"IMUlt'd JIM11 1111 : t)A iL IIJI 1111 111 11111 , It 1; 1ý1 
3. (a)) is transformed into its Fourier domain (see Figure 3-N). 
In order to suppress noise, we call use the G(x) as a frequency 
filter in the Fourier domain. However, the problem is thin tile 
inertia tensor itself is easily affected by noise. Our solution is 
to apply thresholding oil the noisy transformed data as a stage 
of pre-processing, in order to suppress the noise energy. 'file 
inertia tensor C then call be more reliably estimated from the 
thresholded data. Therefore, the resulting Gaussian frequency 
filter is estimated from a thresholded version of Figure 3. (b). 
The inversion is a clean line image without most of tile noise 
energy. In this way, we have achieved a directional ridgelet- 
like analysis with tile Fourier basis, based oil tile single-feature 
hypothesis. While the assumption is not realistic for a naiural 
image, such library of wave packets will work well locally 
in a multiresolution setting. A combination of this model to 
the MFT allows us to analyse the signal adaptively, so that 
many features including contours and textures can be captured 
effectively. 
IV. IMAGI: DENOISIN(; EXPERIMENTS 
Good bases for reprensenting images should be able to 
capture important features ofinterest, so that tile reconstruction 
requires as few basis functions as possible. The bases' effec- 
tiveness call be tested by performing denoising experinients 
by siniple thresholding in tile transfonned doinain. For tile 
MDCT and MDC packet transform, the denoising experinients 
are perforined in such settings: 
The Laplacian pyramid is clecomposed at 5 levels of 
,, uhbands. 
The winclow size o is chosen at 16 x 16, modulated with 
a squared cosine. 
The windows are overlapped by 5017(. 
The thresholding we use is a fomi of the universal thresh- 
olding proposed in 118j, multiplied by an extra constant (i, 
uV2-1(), -, VcT1l. 23", where N- 112 bel. e 
and L denotes the level of decomposition, while 1, 
corresponds to the highest frequency subband. For directional 
cosine denoising, a-0.08 was fOL111LI to give satisfactory 
result. For the directional local cosine packets, a=0.062 was 
Used. The lowpass subband is left intact. 
The settings for the MFl' are generally the same as for tile 
MDCT, only with a little sophistication on estimating the filter 
and aý0.8 
I) Within each Fourier tian,, tointed block It, we apply 
the thieshold , )',., '2 lw,,?, 2--dia ()it that to obtain BI . 
hom 
Wilidl tile ifiCrtlil WilM )I III be CSIMMICLI. 
2) It' A, --0.13, which ilit-iIIIN III(-ic I" it ', tlollý (Illet. tional 
teilItIrC IM-CSCIII , tilt' 
( ; aLlYlIall 11 ItVI ýVIICI IICd t It )III (' 'AIII 
apply oil the original noi,, y spectitini 1; it) obtain ];,:. 
the inverse Foul let tiansform I,, taken ()it 2 
'I-, the derloised block. 
3) Otherwisc, We take the HI W., OW LIL-1101SCd b1twk. 
The Fourier-type transforms are compaictl ý%ilh two alyo 
rithins. The first is I wavelet packet hawd sluinkay, c 
ZlIgOrithill WhiCh is (. ICSCFIhCd 111 1151, C; IIIVd S 11; IVC, [it 
Which tile thresholding I*Llllctl()Il IN ;I Modified ýClsloll (If tilt- 
BaYt-ýShrink 191. Tile best %kilVOIL't IMAct hasis I,, soiiý,, Iit by 
using the Shannon entropy I unctitm and cycle , pininny 112 1 
is used to suppress the p-scudo GihhN attitact. F. ssentially mich 
treatment gives (he ti allslation Iffi, 11 IMILT 10 IhC W. IVVIVI IMAN 
basis, which P, knmýn to be good Ili it-pit-, entitir, I-K-iitdit- 
signals it', Well ; I,, di"CoIIIIIIIIIIIe". 
The second is ;I modified \ctmon ot cm\cIct. 'I'll(- cm", clet 
')9 iIIII)IelIICiItIIi0lI ICI)OHL-d 111 1171, Mitch tvws I muk-11 Illoic 
redulldant ovel-complele ýka, ýL. Ict hallic thall ot II NADC1, and 
VIFF, v, it "Speciallwo. 1" Ilan"tolin to pethitill dclwrmlý', la"k 
Illsicad of' gellefill plupose ifmlýL- IM)CCV, 111g. HIVICtOlt'. IICIV 
tile local ridgelel" are placed on tile Laplacian JINI; tllll(l . 1" 111 
0IIr "ettilig, ill oldel to can-V olit .1 
lall cmill). 1111,011, 
We liil\ e CoIILIIICtCd C\IVI-1111C111" oil it ý% RIC kilIff of II. ItIII. II 
Three oI OICIII I)IL"Wilt MMIC L-11 'IIACIVII"110, hal-h, 11-o colitilin" "onic difectional and non (111coAlonal IW 
riodic lc\furesý I Much can he legikitictl .,,, o, ie (it 
tilt. 
CLUACICt-filetidly" illiige, 1, jlICC it illiklilly . ýojjjq, ý (it 
1111cill 
di"CoIltilillitiCS ilt dItTCrCIIt SCAL", [Ile (11, jill 1111, I)le 1'ý I 
tCXttil'C IIIliIgC WiliCh W. IS COIVOLICIC(l 10 IV VCIV (11HIL-till 11) 
CoIIII)ICSS- It C011tilill" IlIiIII\ (111CC11011,11 C011111)(MC111". ll()\%CVCI 
very irregular. 
T, IhIC I gives LIL'11()illllg rc,, Ljlt,, Ili SNR hy thow h\c b1i"c". 
Where the best IIIIIIII)CIS Me 'Ale', Wd Ill I)III(I. We 1, Ce Illat tilt' 
best results are alwaý,, aniong, the MI)c 1). Icket jjjILI IIIe Nil. -I, 
while the MDC packet wenis to be More Ill 11101L. 
noisv , Ituatlon, ý. 
Thk I,, title to tile tact that ille Gall""lall filtcI" 
arc estimated hom tile noise-%, L-Iimllýc Inertia tc1l"ol, When tilt- 
spectrum are dommated h\, the nm"c cnclvý "ImpIc thic"ll 
olding ý%ould lail it) prcscrýc tile , Iglliil , Itorjj4jtI(jlI 11, %kevel, 
tile MFF Cilil be COIISILICI-Cd IS tile o%CIjIII \%Ilillt-l 11 CoIllpiii-es 
TABLE I 
THE COMPARATIVE IMAGE DENOISING RESULTS IN SNR 
Image Noise OB) TIWP Curvelet NWCT NUX PaFket MFF 
0 14.75 14. 14.89 15.19 14.80 
5 16.08 15.93 16.42 16.85 17.10 
barbara 10 18.00 17.64 18.44 18.85 19.68 




- - - 
21.88 22.10 24.65 
0 17. 06 IT 10 17.24 17.75 16.63- 
5 18.96 18.82 18.99 19.63 19.02 
lena 10 21.08 20.83 21.05 21.89 21.60 
15 23.49 23.10 23.35 24.26 24A3 
20 26.15 25.35 25.60 26.31 26.94 
0 12.93 13.06 13.10 13.22 12.83- 
5 13.81 13.66 13.94 14.29 14.01 
grain 10 15.87 15.01 15.51 16.18 16.30 
15 18.72 17.28 18.00 18.84 19.66 
20 22.02 20.05 20.56 21.38 22.82 
well with other denoising methods and its computational cost 
is much lower than the rest of the methods. We also notice 
that TIWP-S-BayesShrink sometimes outperfornis at some 
low noise levels, since the BayesShrink tends to optimise the 
MSE output. However, the visual qualities of other candidates 
are more pleasing, preserving important directional features 
on the image. 
A detailed head-to-head comparison is presented in Fig- 
ure 4 on barbara. It is obvious that from the TIWP-S- 
BayesShrink thresholded image, the diagonal strips are absent 
on the cloth in the middle, although a few of such patterns 
can be seen on the trousers. The curvelet is able to recover 
some of those directional patterns, but incomplete nonetheless. 
These features are restored almost completely by our proposed 
methods. 
Since the directional cosine packets can be regarded as a 
generalisation of the curvelets and directional cosine bases, it 
is not suprising to see it gives better results than these two 
counterparts. However, it introduces considerable amount of 
extra computations, since the best basis has to be sought for 
each of the Radon slices. Also, the inverse Radon transform 
from incomplete data introduces numerical errors in the re- 
construction. Although visually NIFI` and MDC packet both 
captured linear and oscillating patterns, MFr's reconstruction 
is much sharper and outperforms by quite a margin in SNR. On 
the other hand, the best-basis search ensures that the denoised 
image from MDC packet is smoother and almost "artifact- 
free". Considering the visual/statistical performance and the 
complexity, the NIFT with Gaussian filter is the overall winner. 
V. CONCLUSION 
allows us to capture local directional texture patches and linear 
features at case and we have shown that by a simple Gaussian 
frequency filter model of magnitude spectrum intensity, analy- 
sis of directional harmonics and linear features can be carried 
out much more efficiently than any other directional wavelet 
bases proposed to date. It can be considered as a parametric 
curvelet representation, or a generalised directional wavelet 
packets and the simple inertia tensor method has demonstrated 
to be a good substitute for the Cartcsian-polar conversion. 
More importantly, its computational cost is a big advantage, 
since it does not involve a notion of Radon transform, nor the 
best-basis search as in some adaptive representations. 
Ile effectiveness of the proposed bases was tested against 
the state-of-the-art translation-invariant wavelet packet based 
shrinkage method and the curvelets. The new bases demon- 
strated a strong potential in the experiments, outperforming the 
opponents by quite a margin. While producing much visually 
pleasant output than the wavlet packets with optimal threshold. 
the MDC bases seems to be able to capture a wider range of 
directional features than the curvelet, even without the local 
cosine treatment. 
The denoising experiments show the effectiveness of con- 
ducting multircsolution analysis with these bases. A wide vari- 
ation on the theme is possible, for example using variable sized 
windows on the original image might be another possibility, 
or to use the algorithme d frous subband decomposition for 
better denoising results. The usage of the Gaussian frequency 
filter and its parameter estimation in noisy environments are 
still under investigation. It is our intention to put forward these 
bases in a general way in this work to popularise their usage 
in various kinds of image processing tasks. 
In this paper, we have reviewed a growing literature body 
on directional wavelets' construction, analysis and their ap- 
plications. The contribution of this paper is to introduce sets 
of Fourier-type bases which have localisation in space and 
frequency, orientation selectivity, and employing a multires- 
olution pyramidal framework allowing analyses of images at 
different scales. 
In a sense, the Fourier-type bases qualify as geometrical 
wavelets and share a lot of similarities with other directional 
wavelet bases proposed previously. But the semi-adaptiveness 
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ABSTRACT 
Directional information is an important component of both 
natural and synthetic images, and it is exploited in many im- 
age processing applications. Directional basis analysis is used 
to capture significant structural information. This paper pres- 
ents an empirical study of image denoising with directional 
bases. We consider two distinct approaches. One involves the 
Multi-resolution Fourier Transform (MF17) facilitated with a 
multi-directional selective filter. The other is based on statis- 
tics, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) that adaptively 
decomposes an image into a set of directional bases. We then 
present a combined approach that benefits from the computa- 
tional efficiency of the MFT and the data adaptiveness of ICA. 
Experimental results are compared with those from other re- 
cent directional transforms such as the Curvelet and Direc- 
tional cosine transform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Removal of noise from noisy images to obtain the unknown 
original image is often referred to as denoising. Gaussian ad- 
ditive white noise has a frequency spectrum that is continuous 
and uniform over a specified frequency band. It is spatially 
uncorrelated, and the noise for each pixel is independent and 
identically distributed (iid). 
f =f +C (1) 
where I is the noisy image, f is the original image and C is 
id. d. noise. Images are assumed to be linear-shift invariant, 
and linear methods such as the Wiener filter and the Kalman 
filter are often employed for denoising. Linear denoising meth- 
ods are simple and inexpensive to implement, however they 
tend to blur the edge structure of the image, structure that 
is very important to the human visual system. The Markov 
random field, as well as various extensions, has been utilised 
to model the contextual information embedded in image for- 
mation. Partial differential equation (PDE)-based techniques 
have also attracted much attention recently, in which image 
details are preserved by adding an edge detection term. The 
single value decomposition method decomposes the column 
space of the observation matrix into a dominant and a subordi- 
nate part, revealing which of its subspaces can be attributed to 
the noise-free signal and which can be attributed to the noise. 
It is often assumed that these two subspaces are orthogonal 
to each other, which implies that signal and noise are inde- 
pendent. In a similar manner, a blind source scparation or the 
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) decomposes signals 
assuming the following relation between components I I]. 
P(A A B) = P(A) - P(B) (2) 
where A and B are the independent components of signal. 
Given sufficiently large number of components, a few of the 
components can be pure noise components. 
Ile wavelet transform can decompose the original signal into 
a smooth part (lowpass) and a detailed part (highpass). For 
most signals, energy is mainly distributed in the smooth sub. 
band, and energy in the detail subband is clustered to a few 
large wavelet coefficients, corresponding to the edge struc- 
ture of the original signal. Donoho and his colleagues [2) pio- 
neered a wavelet denoising scheme by using soft thresholding 
and hard thresholding. This approach, with the orthonormal 
wavelet, thresholds the wavelet transform coefficients within 
the detail subband. It is well known that Donoho's method of. 
fers the advantages of smoothness and adaptation. I lowcvcr, 
as Coifman and Donoho pointed out, this algorithm exhibits 
visual artefacts: Gibbs phenomena in the ncighbourhood of 
discontinuities. However, the fundamental limitation of the 
orthonormal wavelet transform is the limited directional sub- 
band regardless of scale. In response, Starck and colleagues 
[3] proposed the Curvelet transform that extracts directional 
features in multi-scale using the Ridgelet. Later, other sim. 
ilar transforms followed such as the Contourict which also 
consists of directional filter banks [4). These transforms have 
proven effective in denoising. Compared with these new tech- 
niques, a much older technique with inherent directional fea- 
ture recognition can achieve similar performance with a di- 
rectional filter, that is the Multiresolution Fourier Transform 
(MFI). We present the ICA-MFr combined algorithm as well 
as the MFr with a multi-directional filter. 
The paper is organised as follows. Ile next section starts 
with an introduction to ICA in the context of the dcnoising 
task. In section 3, denoising using the MFr with a Gaussian 
mask is explored and a combined approach is described in 
section 4. Section 5 introduces the MFr facilitated with a 
multi-directional filter based on Radon analysis. 
Section 6 
reports an experimental comparison with other state-of-the- 
art techniques [3]. 
2. ICA BASED APPROACH 
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has been frequently 
applied to computational neuroscience and the modelling of 
simple and complex cells in the human primary visual cortex 
(V 1) [ 1,5] which is responsible for directional feature identi- 
fication. Recently, an ICA based denoising method has been 
developed by Hyvarinen and his colleagues 16]. Ile basic 
motivation behind this method is that the ICA components of 
many signals are often very sparse so one can remove noise 
in the ICA domain. 
x= As (3) 
where x, A and s are the observed data, a linear mixing ma- 
trix and the source (latent) data respectively, which are inde- 
pendent and nongaussian. Unlike the wavelet-based 
denois- 
ing methods, an ICA based method uses a representation that 
is estimated solely by the statistical properties of the avail- 
able data. The estimation of the ICA data model can 
be re- 
duced to the search for uncorrelated directions in which the 
components are as nongaussian as possible and as a result 
the independent components have a sparse (supergaussian) 
distribution as possible. Hyvarinen developed a sparse code 
based noise shrinkage method similar to the wavelet shrink- 
age method [6]. 
x= As +v (4) 
where v is a Gaussian noise vector and x the noisy signal. 
An approximate version of s, 9 can be obtained, applying 
shrinkage on 
A-1x. The components, A-1x (neuron from 
a physiological viewpoint) with small activities are assumed 
as noise and shrunken, retaining only a few components with 
large activities [6]. This, however differs in the following as- 
pects. The shrinkage nonlinearities are estimated separately 
for each component, as opposed to a single fixed model in 
wavelet shrinkage. Also maximum-likelihood estimation is 
used in the nonlinearity estimation instead of minimax es- 
timation. This method assumes training to estimate the or- 
thogonal basis with noise-free data that has similar statistical 
properties. However, we attempted denoising without prior- 
training with empirically optimized settings. 
3. MFIr BASED APPROACH 
The ability to capture the directional patterns which exist at 
various locations, scale and orientation is a recent research 
trend in the image processing community. For example, the 
curvelet [3] represents a curve as a superposition of functions 
of various lengths and width controlling orientation across 
various scales. Various implementations have been proposed 
such as the curvelet, contourlet, brushlet, etc. The same abil- 
ity can be found in the Multi-resolution Fourier Transform 
(MFI) [7]. The MFT has been proposed as a combination of 
STFr and the wavelet. With the windowing function 9(t), the 
transform of a function fE L2(R) at position u, frequcncy 
and scale s is defined as below. 
+00 
Mf (u, C S) = 78 -00 
f (t)g(s(t - u))e-*dt (5) 
The Laplacian pyramid is used to decompose the image ac- 
cording to frequency which shows isotropic behavior. At each 
scale, the windowed Fourier transform is applied with the 
same window. The high frequency directional patterns can 
be observed in the Fourier local spectrum. This is where an 
elliptical shape of Gaussian filtering is suggested in [81 as fol- 
lows. 




where C is a covariance matrix, which can be obtained from 
the inertia tensor of the spectrum. 7be frequency window is 
effectively concentrated on a narrow oriented band. Experi- 
mental denoising results are presented in section 6. 
4. ICA-WrCOINIBINEDAPPROACH 
Ile methods in the previous two sections approach the de. 
noising problem in a different way. The ICA-bascd method 
uses purely statistical properties of the available data, adapt. 
ing to the data. As a result, it requires larger computation even 
without a training process as the specified number of bases in. 
creases. The second approach takes advantage of the Fourier 
spectrum that exhibits a directional energy pattern. Ile non- 
linearity of the Gaussian function formed by the inertia tensor 
from the spectrum is used for soft-thcsholding. It, however, 
is not sufficient to represent a multi-directional pattern with a 
single Gaussian model. A Gaussian mixture model could be 
employed [9], but estimation of the mixture model increases 
the computational burden and nonlinear estimation can suffcr 
from the local minima problem. We combine the two mcth. 
ods, effectively achieving a scmi-adaptive wave packet basis, 
in a way that an algorithm can be computationally efficient 
and also adaptive to data, in two steps. 
1. Perform ICA on each subband of the MFr with a lim- 
ited number of components specified, for instance a 
third as many as the sufficient number of bases. This 
ratio needs to be determined adaptivcly and accurately 
so that no component with a meaningful pattcrn is dis- 
carded, where the discarded components are assumcd 
to represent pure noise. 11is rcduccs the computation 
significantly. 
2. Apply a 2D Gaussian filter obtained from the Fourier 
spectrum of the bases found in step. I. As most of the 
components are localiscd in orientation as well as frc- 
qucncy, a much narrower and oriented Gaussian model 
that fits the data can be obtained from the spectrum. 
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5. MFT-SLICE APPROACH 
The last approach benefits most from the fact that the WA 
decomposes a block of a specific frequency band comprising N 
multi-directional features into a set of bases localized in ori- 
entation (similar to ridgelet basis), so that the elliptical shape 
of the Gaussian filter obtained from the local spectrum fits tile 
Fourier spectrum of the basis well. In this way, the inherent 
denoising capability of ICA discussed earlier combines with 
T. Alternatively, however, we can replace ICA that of the MF 
by providing a rn uI ti -directional filter using Fourier slice anal- 
ysis. The Fourier slice analysis involves the computation of 
projection 7-(0) for 0<0< 7r. 
r(0) = c, - V_Yý I F(x, y) 16(xcosO + ysi? 0) (7) 
where ci indicates a normalization constant at MFT scale i, 
and F is the Fourier spectrum. The shape S of the multi- 
directional filter consists of a set of points as below. Fig. 2, Umnpalý111ý'- C\ý11(1'1111)11 
S ____ I [1, (0)C0. S0', 1. (0)., i1101T I 
0 ;FI- 
460 -,., -- -44 - %a -" 
The reSUltin- contour represents the energy distribution ofthe f, -Xor 
significant directional pattern and is illustrated in Fig. I. The i; "/, f dw-dP' L 




filter for hard-thresholding, i. e. coefficients outside the shape 
are zeroed. The novelty of the approach is that instead ofper- Jill JA ýaa 
formin- shrinkage on the transformed coefficients, we clean 
up the basis functions to allow a better reconstruction. 
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parative results with recent directional wavelet transforms are 
to 
a, 
presented at variOUs noise levels. The MF`T was implemented # 
on the Laplacian pyramid with 3 scale levels and it 50'X, over 
lapping cos 2 117 window of size 
16 x IG. The MVF-Slice ap- 
proach is facilitated with a window of size 32 x 32 for bet- 
ter directional analysis. We evaluated ICA, ICA-MFT and 4. J 'Na 1) "1 f" X 
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Gaussian Filtering, (NIFT) [81 and the Translation Invariant a. - 
Wavelet Packet (TIWP). The test images I, e iia and ja 
are shown in Fi-. 2 and Fig. 3 with comparative results on 
noisy image of SNR I 5dB. Lena has a region of fur/feathep, 
on her hat that creates nuilti-directional patten's, while the 
rest of the image is either homoteneous or directional. Cleariv 
most of the methods with directional bases preserve the tex - 
ture while TIWP produces quite a blurred ima,, c. The Nflr Fig. 3. Coniparatl% , 
Table 1. SNR Results for different noise levels 
Noise(dB) I Curvelet DDCT TIWP MFr ICA ICA-MFr MF-r-Slice 
lena 5 17.55 17.44 18.91 18.97 18.74 19.50 19.43 
10 18.67 18.56 21.05 21.61 19.51 21.32 21.82 
15 19.40 19.37 23.49 24.42 21.48 22.65 24.55 
20 19.83 19.80 26.21 26.80 22.98 23.01 27.67 
jaguar 5 12.19 12.18 15.41 15.45 12.24 12.66 13.36 
10 12.88 '12.84 18.11 17.90 12.66 13.71 17.72 
15 13.24 13.26 20.94 19.89 13.28 15.23 21.04 
20 13.43 13.42 23.85 21.07 14.38 14.59 23.54 
ICA-MFr and MFr-Slice show better results. Jaguar fea- 
tures a blob pattern on the Jaguar skin. The Curvelet and 
DDCT suffer from Gibb's phenomenon while both ICA-based 
approaches show rather bluffed images. As the blob texture 
of the Jaguar requires various directional bases for reconstruc- 
tion, most of the allocated bases of ICA are exhausted for ori- 
entation, and this leaves no basis to hold noise. The MFr 
and MFr-Slice generally show better results with much lower 
computational cost than the other methods. The MFr-Slice 
preserves the multi-directional pattern and removes noise bet- 
ter than the MFr as shown in both figures. The results of 
experiments at various noise levels are presented numerically 
in Table. 1 (whole image). In Lena, MFr-Slice shows good 
SNR results and preserves edge structures as shown in Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3. In Jaguar, despite TIWP providing good SNR 
results , the edge structures are quite bluffed. 
7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have briefly introduced two combined ap- 
proaches to image denoising involving directional informa- 
tion. The results compare well with other proposed direc- 
tional wavelet bases. It should be noted that the approach of 
combining different analysis methods is applicable not only 
to the problem of noise removal, but also it provides a new 
avenue to directional image analysis and numerical harmonic 
analysis as a whole. The MFr, originally proposed as a gen- 
eral image analysis tool has been around for more than a 
decade, with successful applications in feature extraction, mo- 
tion estimation and texture analysis. By employing the idea 
of directional frequency filtering, the MFr finds a connection 
with the recent curvelet transform but with much lower com- 
plexity. The previously proposed MFr based anisotropic im- 
age denoising is limited fundamentally by its single-direction 
feature hypothesis, which assumes there is only one feature 
present in a local window. We tackled this limitation by two 
possible solutions. One is to use a source separation method, 
ICA, to decompose the signal into adaptive bases, in which 
the basis functions are expected to be a single directional 
component which can be dealt with effectively by the original 
MFr directional filter. The second is to introduce a multi- 
directional filter in the local Fourier spectrum by performing 
a Fourier slice integration of the magnitudes. This results in 
an adaptively shaped frequency mask which allows multiple 
components without prior knowledge of the number of com. 
ponents. The denoising experiments presented are Intended 
as an example to show the power of the combined analysis al. 
though further improvement is possible by a frequency mask 
consisting on ID Gaussian on every fourier slice Instead of the 
hard-thresholding mask. On-going research is focused on em- 
ploying the combined approach in other vision-rclated tasks 
such as segmentation and coding. 
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